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ABSTKACT
Business men and organizations who deal with for­
eign exchange transactions always regard them in the light 
of their own currency. They try to convert the transactions 
in foreign currency to their equivalent© in domestic cur­
rency, because the final profit or loss on the transactions 
can be determined only after the foreign currency is con­
verted into home currency.
Before the.gold standard was abandoned, the 
fluctuation of exchange rates was limited by the gold 
shipping points; but, later, after the abandonment of the 
gold standard by many countries, the fluctuation of exchange 
rates was within a very wide range. International trade 
thus became a commercial speculation for the reason that 
the operating profit or* loss could be completely wiped out 
or offset by a sudden change of the exchange rate. The 
fluctuating nature of exchange rates poses two serious 
problems before business men or organizations who deal with 
foreign exchange transactions; first, avoiding the exchange 
risk; second, recording the transactions logically and 
systematically. The first problem can be solved easily by 
using the method of hedging; the second problem is more
vi
complicated and difficult to cope with. An attempt, 
therefore, has been made herein to design an accounting 
system to register foreign exchange transactions scientifi­
cally.
Of the few “books written on foreign exchange 
accounting, most are devoted to foreign exchange accounting 
for “banks and to mathematical knowledge for conversions. 
Sources of information for foreign exchange accounting for 
foreign traders and foreign “branches are articles published 
in the Accountant, the Journal of Accountancy, and the 
annual reports of various American companies, and other 
research works.
The methods of foreign exchange accounting 
applied to different kinds of business organisations differ 
in accordance with the nature of the business.
(1) Foreign Traders - Importers and exporters who 
reside in their own country and do business with 
foreign countries have to establish an Exchange
- Adjustment account for exchange differences. 
Exchange Future Purchased or Sold accounts are 
provided for hedging transactions.
(2) Foreign Investments
(a) Foreign Agencies - Accounting records for 
foreign purchasing or selling agencies 
generally are kept in the books of the home
vii
office* The specially designed sales book, 
purchases "book, accounts receivable account, 
accounts payable account, and cash books are 
suggested procedures*
(b) Foreign Branches - As an individual unit, the 
branch books are kept in terms of the foreign 
currency and separated from the books of the 
home office* Inter-office transactions which 
are recorded in one currency on one set of book© 
must be recorded at an equivalent amount in the 
other currency on the other set books. Inter­
office transfers are recorded in Remittances ac­
counts in order to provide reciprocal accounts 
showing both the foreign currency ©mount and 
domestic currency mount. At the end of the 
fiscal period, the statement of the branch 
office should be consolidated with those of the 
home office. Current liabilities and asset© 
are converted at the current rate of the 
balance sheet date. Fixed assets and long­
term liabilities are converted at the rate at 
the time when the assets were purchased or at 
the time when the liabilities were actually 
contracted.
(c) Foreign Plants - The labor cost of constructing
viii
a foreign plant, should be converted at the 
average of the daily rate of exchange during 
the period. The material costs should be 
converted at the rate at the time when they 
were purchased. Exchange profit and loss on 
funds which are set aside in a foreign country 
for construction purposes should be handled as 
follows. Xn case of lose it should be written 
off to the revenue account, and in case of gain 
it should be deducted from the cost of the 
plant.
(d) Foreign Subsidiaries - Foreign subsidiaries are 
organized as separate companies and incorpo­
rated under the laws of foreign countries.
They are carried in the Foreign Investments 
account during the accounting period. Their 
statements may be consolidated at the end of 
the accounting period? but, in actual practice, 
most of the companies consolidate only their 
100% owned foreign subsidiaries.
(3) Foreign Exchange Banks - Foreign exchange banks 
serve as middlemen in bringing the demand for and 
supply of foreign exchange together at the market. 
Their purpose is to make profits by buying foreign 
exchange at the lowest possible price and selling
ix
it* at the highest possible price. Purchases and 
sales of foreign exchange are recorded through 
Nostro and Loro accounts. Foreign exchange 
traders, who are the centers of all foreign ex­
change transactions, carry out their operations by 
the use of position sheets.
An accounting method employed to avoid exchange 
differences is introduced in Chapter X. Its chief princi­
ple is to record the transactions in the currency in which 
the business is carried on and to use the Exchange account 
as a dearipg account for the foreign and domestic cur­
rencies.
The effects of currency depreciation and exchange 
control systems on International trade, from an accountant* s 
point of view, are discussed; and studies are made regarding 
actual practices of leading American companies during the 
period, 1931-1939. The only answer for dealing with these 
emergencies is to adopt conservative accounting procedures.
x
CHAPTER I
IxfmODUCTlOxi
From the origin of the harter system many thousands 
of years ago to the adoption of modern credit systems , 
trading methods have become more complicated and have ex­
tended across national boundaries. This expansion of trade, 
of course9 can be explained by the development of new methods 
of transportation, both on land and sea and in the air, but 
the principal reasons are to be found in the differences in 
human capabilities9 the differences in economic development, 
and the distribution of natural resources among the several 
nations. These factors give rise to territorial speciali­
zation or territorial division of labor. The value of 
international trade cannot therefore be measured by the 
aggregate value of the goods exported or imported by various 
countries. Trade brings to the consumers in every country 
the products in which other country specialize, and thus 
raises the standard of living of all countries.
Trade among nations is different from trade among 
territorial division within a national community. A country 
is an individual political unit, within which there Is only
1
2one monetary system and where business activities are regu­
lated by the same laws* Trade among nations, on the other 
hand, involves the use of different systems of currency and 
different laws regulating business transactions •
After the first World War, the rapid development 
of nationalism and industrialism in Asiatic and South 
American countries and the growth of cartelization and 
rationalization in already industrialized countries have 
made international trade more complicated* Furthermore, 
as a result of the depression of 1929 and its aftermath, 
both European and South American countries adopted regu­
lated trading systems, involving higher import tariffs, 
quotas, the depreciation of currencies, and the introduc­
tion of exchange control *1 The general tendency was toward 
totalitarianism* International trade was severely hampered 
during the period from 1931 to 1939* The total volume of 
world trade declined from 53,104 million United States 
dollars for the average year 1926-1930 to 23,844 million 
United States dollars for 1933, and 27,072 million United 
States dollars for 1938, the year before the outbreak of the 
second World War*® Business men involved in international 
trade faced more trade barriers and regulations than ever 
before*
%*or a full discussion of commercial policy of dif* 
ferent countries after the first World War ef* M* S* Gordon, 
Barriers to World Trade (Hew York: Macmillan Co*, 1941)
^United States Department of Commerce, Commerce 
Year Book* 1939* pp* 312-313.
3Business men and organizations interested in for­
eign exchange transactions and international trade can be 
classified into three main groups as follows:
(1) Importers and exporters - those who deal with mer­
chandise and service imports and exports#
(2) Foreign investors - those who operate or own an 
interest in foreign agencies, foreign branches or 
subsidiaries, or foreign factories*
(3) Banks and brokers - those who deal in foreign 
exchange*
Since the characteristics of each of the above classes and 
the nature of the transactions in which they engage are 
quite different, their interest in and treatment of foreign 
exchange transactions likewise vary* It is the purpose of 
this paper to study the various accounting problems of each 
of the three groups above with regard to foreign exchange 
transactions •
As a tool of business management, it is obvious 
that accounting has to deal with international business con­
ditions ?&enever enterprises do business in more than one 
country* Foreign exchange accounting is needed especially 
to present a systematic record of international financial 
facts* It comprehends designing and installing a system by 
means of which the financial facts of international trade 
may be recorded* It also concerns the preparation of all 
the statements necessary to present these facts for the 
guidance of those who may be interested in international
4trade , so that they may direct their operations more intel­
ligently*
Accounting for international trade includes cer­
tain problems arising out of foreign exchange which are not 
found in general accounting. The term ”Foreign Exchange” 
is generally defined as
”th@ method by which settlement is made for inter­
national transactions, in lieu of the actual ship­
ment of gold, and applies to bills of exchange, 
drawn by and against residents of different coun­
tries in payment of debts. It also covers other 
monetary and credit instruments such as, gold, 
silver, banker's drafts, letters of credit and 
travelers checks.”3
For example, an American who has sold goods or service to 
a Frenchman expects ultimately to be paid in United States 
dollars. He may be willing, however, to receive a bank 
draft on Paris expressed in French francs, because he knows 
there is a ready and dependable market In which he can con­
vert French francs to United States dollars* He will sell
H. Montgomery, Editor, Financial Handbook.
(Hew York: The Ronald Press Co., 1933, Second Edition), 
p. 1495. The term 'Foreign Exchange' is in Itself vague and 
ambiguous. Franklin Escher defined it as 'the business of 
buying and selling orders for the payment of foreign money 
at a foreign point. Between any two countries the rate of 
exchange is the price of the money of the one expressed in 
the money of the other.' cf. F. Escher, Foreign Exchange 
Explained. (Hew York: Macmillan Co., 1930), P* !• But 'when 
it is said in technical phraseologh that the exchange are 
rising or falling, or that the exchange are at specie point, 
allusion is made to the fluctuations in the terms on which 
bargains are made between buyers and sellers of foreign 
bills* • cf. G. «T. Goschen, The Theory of the Foreign ex­
changes. (London: Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, 1932) , p. 1. 
Montgomery's definstion is adopted here because of its 
broadness•
5M s  draTt in French francs at a more or less expected rate 
to get United States dollars. This process involve® the 
use of foreign exchange rates or ratios to convert value® 
expressed in one currency into their equivalent in other 
currencies. Therefore, the most significant difference 
between foreign exchange accounting and general financial 
accounting is that the former deals with business trans­
actions which involve at least two currencies , but the 
latter only one.
Foreign exchange rates are just as unstable as 
other commodity prices, since they are determined also by 
the law of demand and supply. At times they fluctuate 
even more rapidly. The leading factors of foreign exchange 
demand and supply in the foreign exchange market of a coun­
try can be classified as follows:4
(1) Demand for foreign exchange is created by:
(a) merchandise imports, when drafts are drawn in 
foreign currency
(b) capital exports, such as international loans, 
purchases of foreign stocks and bonds, and 
investments in foreign properties
(c) payments on foreign investments, such as 
dividend® remitted to foreign investors abroad
4For a more detailed classification cf. K. H. 
Montgomery, Financial Handbook« Second Edition, pp.1496-1497; 
S* R. Hogg, "International Trade and the Exchange," The 
Accountant. Vol. 86, May 14, 1932, pp. 667-662.
6(d) remittances to foreign countries by tourists, 
emigrants, or the purchases of other services 
provided by foreigners
(e) inter-market short-term loans, arbitrage, and 
speculation
(2) Supply of foreign exchange is created by:
(a) merchandise exports, when drafts are drawn in 
foreign currency
(b) capital imports, such as International loans, 
purchases of stocks and bonds by foreigners, 
and foreign investments in domestic properties
(c) income from investments in foreign subsidiaries
(d) remittances to this country by tourists, emi­
grants, or the purchases of domestic services
(e) international short-term loans, arbitrage, and 
speculation
Before the departure of both European and Mi eric an 
countries from the gold standard during the thirties, the 
fluctuations in foreign exchange rates was limited by the 
gold shipping points,^ because between gold-using countries 
there is no difference whatever between by payments made by 
means of bank drafts and payments made by mean© of a shipment
^The method of computing gold shipping points cf.
R. G. Thomas, Modern Banking* (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
1937), p. 355.
7of gold* A 'bank draft Is an order addressed to that bank to 
pay a certain amount of gold. Hence, whenever the rate of 
foreign exchange is higher than the cost of ©hipping gold to 
make the payment, debtors prefer to ©hip gold. Since ship­
ments of gold decrease the demand for foreign exchange in the 
paying country, the rate of foreign exchange will tend to 
decrease. The range of foreign exchange fluctuation is thus 
limited. But after departure from the gold standard, the 
bonds between different monetary units ere no longer close, 
and the relation between their values may fluctuate more 
widely. The ever-changing rates for British pound and French 
franc, in terms of United States dollars, are illustrated in 
the tables on the following pages.
The exchange rate of the French franc fluctuated 
more rapidly than the rate for the pound sterling. During 
the twenty-two-year period between World War I and World War 
II, the value of French francs, in term© of American currency, 
dropped from U.S.$0.1835 in January 1919 to U.S.$0.018516 in 
May 1940. The rate for the pound sterling is more stable as 
compared with franc rate, but its changing nature is well 
illustrated by the average rate each month. It fluctuated 
constantly between the range U.S.$3.275267 and U.S.$5.153425 
during the period.
As a matter of fact, business men who deal with 
foreign exchange transactions always look at them in the 
light of the currency of their own country. In other words,
3Table I
Monthly Average Hate of the Pound Sterling 
In Terms of U. S. Dollars, (1919-1940)
4.6758 1923 4.654611 1927 4.852648
4.76486 4.690809 4.850282
4.7147 4.695693 4.854025
4.6617 4.655468 4.856546
4.6676 4.625677 4.857020
4.6211 4.614681 4.856088
4.4287 4.583385 4.855056
4.2720 4.560338 4.860233
4.1790 4.542219 4.863523
4.1840 4.523745 4.859676
4.0982 4.382152 4.874012
3.8123 4.360148 4.882542
3.67793 1924 4.259092 1928 4.875330
3.3810 4.307709 4.874840
3.7258 4.290631 4.879944
3.9310 4.351281 4.882045
3.8477 4.360808 4.881594
3.94975 4.319880 4.880262
3.8647 4.370388 4.863571
3.6219 4.499458 4.852525
3.51025 4.460536 4.850516
3.4751 4.487004 4.849500
3.437239 4.609687 4.849213
3.492350 4.695838 4.852442
3.74197 1925 4.781673 1929 4.849878
3.8758 4.772418 4.852140
3.9111 4.776250 4.852626
3.9292 4.795308 4.853225
3.97538 4.854720 4.850785
3.7815 4.860415 4.848230
3.63213 4.859604 4.851018
3.663632 4.856900 4.848515
3.724 4.846464 4.843206
3.872892 4.842800 4.869944
3.970196 4.845861 4.877481
4.156108 4.849838 4.881632
4.22478 1926 4.857860 1930 4.868823
4.362 4.863363 4.861785
4.375719 4.860825 4.863085
4.413368 4.862125 4.863104
4.446119 4.861544 4.859675
4.451862 4.866096 4.858667
4.446368 4.863450 4.865691
4.464678 4.858608 4.870709
4.430696 4.854168 4.861101
4.438484 4.850329 4.858969
4.479921 4.848758 4.866409
4.6098 4.851250 4.856610
9Table I (continued)
1931 4.854684 1935 4.892457 1939 4.6694
4.858389 4.873466 4.6857
4.858293 4.776211 4.6854
4.859863 4.836812 4.6805
4.364039 4.887755 4.6813
4.S64S63 4.934922 4.6824
4.856052 4.957659 4.6815
4.857725 4.969880 4.6107
4.531260 4.930654 3.9961
3.889291 4.907834 4.0106
3.719934 4.924950 3.9247
3.373707 4.928800 3*9301
1932 3.431210 1936 4.9627 1940* 3.963©
3.456316 5.0005 3.9634
3.639304 4.9707 3.7591
3.749994 4.9427 3.6259
3.675140 4.9697 3.2736
3.646648 5.0192 3.6016
3.549564 5.0225 3.8047
3.475721 5.0259 3.9788
3.471062 5.0363 4.0342
3.396163 4.8984 4.0326
3.275267 4.8880 4.0366
3.279679 4.9078 4.0350
1933 3.361385 1937 4.9075
3.422073 4.8939 ♦Free rate
3.432800 4.8851 Official rate
3.579313 4.9163 - 4.035
3.932381 4.9499
4.135581 4.9355
4.649915 4.9672
4.502670 4.9822
4.664722 4.9530
4.668290 4.9551
5.149737 4.9961
5.115890 4.9964
1934 5.049336 1938 4.9998
5.032596 5.0180
5.093917 4.9845
5.153425 4.9812
5.106279 4.9673
5.048406 4.9580
5.040705 4.9291
5.065076 4.8808
4.994056 4.8038
4.940809 4.7685
4.989022 4.7075
4.945793 4.6703
m w  ,w  w a w:M- -1- *  mjr ^  Jk V
and. succeeding issues.
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Table II (continued)
1931 0.039207 
0.039197 
0.039138 
0.039104 
0.039114 
0.039158 
0.039125 
0.039196 
0.039257 
0.039383 
0.039201 
0.039229
1932 0.039294 
0.039379 
0.039325 
0.039430 
0.039468 
0.039363 
0.039207 
0.039187 
0.039179 
0.039264 
0.039190 
0.039033
1933 0.039034 
0.039228 
0.039361 
0*041019 
0.045927 
0.048035 
0.054588 
0.053749 
0.057724 
0.058167 
0.062678 
0.061216
1934 0.062110 
0.064648 
0.065801 
0.066161 
0.066131 
0.065993 
0.065939 
0.066592 
0.066714 
0.066247 
0.065886 
0.065971
1935 0.065820 
0.065936 
0.066232 
0.065970 
0.064883 
0.066121 
0.066242 
0.066262 
0.065908 
0.065892 
0.065862 
0.065986
1936 0.066251 
0.066810 
0.066338 
0.065898 
0.065858 
0.065934 
0.066202 
0.065853 
0.065095 
0.046662 
0.046472 
0.046675
1937 0.046672 
0.046565 
0.045945 
0.044963 
0.044768 
0.044399 
0.038048 
0.037501 
0.035193 
0.033491 
0.033946 
0.033948
1938 0.033352 
0.032814 
0.031224 
0.031020 
0.028148 
0.027824 
0.027663 
0.027331 
0.026924 
0.026662 
0.026343 
0.026323
‘1939 0.026369
0.026471 
0.026438 
0.026478 
0.026487 
0.026493 
0.026488 
0.026137 
0.022651 
0.022736 
0.022246 
0.022269 
1940 0.022461
0.022459 
0.021296 
0.019980 
0.018516 
0.020052
Source: Federal Reserve Bulletin, January, 1928, p. 56, 
and succeeding issues.
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they Instinctively try to convert, in their minds, trans-
#■
actions in a foreign currency to their equivalent in terms 
of domestic currency* They, therefore, regard their own 
currency as the stable currency and the currencies of for­
eign countries with which they do business as fluctuating 
currencies*6 For Instance, a public utility corporation in 
the Ufoited States may own a number of public utility under­
takings in South America. They, of course, will appear in 
the local foreign books of account in the currencies of the 
countries where such enterprises are situated, as the local 
transactions take place in those countries* The annual 
balance sheets and profit and loss statements, however, must 
be furnished to the stockholders in the United States* If 
those statements are presented in terms of Brazilian milreis 
or Argentine pesos, they would probably be unintelligible to 
the investors in the United States* It is necessary, there­
fore, to present the proper picture at regular Intervals in 
terms of the currency of the home country.
The owner of a business naturally assumes that the 
currency of his own country is the standard of measurement.
To him, a dollar is always a dollar, and a pound a pound, 
despite their fluctuations in value*? As the exchange rate,
^The common fallacy regarding the value of money 
is explained fully in H.W* Sweeney’s Stabilized Accounting. 
(New York: Harper & Brothers, 1936) ; and Kenneth Mac Teal's 
Truth in Accounting« (Philadelphia: University of Penn.
Press, 1939}*
Vibid.
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or the value of* one currency in terras of another currency, 
is continuously changing, business men dealing with foreign 
exchange transaction© will encounter various situations, of 
which the following hypothetical cases ©re typical.
Case X. Assume that a raw cotton exporter in the 
Uhited States does business with an importer in England. At 
the time of © shipment from the United States to England the 
exchange rate for pound sterling in Uew York was $4.86. The 
American exporter drew a 60-day draft ©gainst the English 
importer for hi,000 to cover the cost, profit, and ©Iso ex­
penses for shipment. Therefore, he expected to have 
$4,850.00 in United States currency at the time he is paid. 
Unfortunately the exchange rate of pound sterling dropped to 
$4,625 at the maturity time of the draft. When the .American 
exp carter converted his El,000 by the lower rate, he received 
only $4,625.00 United States dollars, which is $225 lee© than 
originally expected.8
Case II. Assume that an American paint manufac­
turing company established an agency in China for purchasing 
tung oil. In order to finance local purchases, $2,000.00 in 
United States currency was converted into $6,779.66 Chinese 
currency at the rate of U.S.$0,295 per Chinese dollar in 
February, 1938. A few weeks later, owing to war conditions
^John F. Sells, "Effect of Foreign Exchange Fluctu­
ations on Profits,” pie Journal of Accountancy. Vol. 53, 
February, 1932, pp. &3-106.
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In Chine, the exchange rate of Chinese dollar In terms of 
United States currency declined to U«S*$0«265* Purchasing 
agents of other American paint manufacturing companies in 
China converted their American money at the later rate which 
was more favorable. At the rate of U.S.$0*266, $2,000.00 
United States currency can be converted to $7,647.15 Chinese 
currency. Therefore the first American paint manufacturing 
company incurred a loss of $760.49 in Chinese currency, as 
compared with the other companies.
Case III. In order to utilize cheap labor or raw 
materials in China, a factory was established in Shanghai by 
an American manufacturing company in the United States. The 
cost of construction of the plant was $100,000 Chinese cur­
rency. Since the exchange rate of the Chinese dollar fluc­
tuates all the time, the cost of the plant in China, converted 
into United States currency and presented in the head office* s 
consolidated balance sheet at the end of each year, will be 
affected by the changing rate. The average rate of the 
Chinese dollar for the year 1938 was U.S.$0.2136; for 1939, 
U*S.$0.11S8.^ The cost of the $100,000 Chinese currency 
plant in terms of the American currency employed in the con­
solidated balance sheet of the head office would be $21,360 
United States currency for 1938; and $11,880 United States 
currency for 1939. Stockholders and investors would be
^Bureau of Census, United State© Department of 
Commerce, Statistical Abstract of the United States. 1942, 
p.332.
X5
misled "by the figures#
Case IV# . The purpose of banks and brokers who 
deal in foreign exchange is to make a profit by selling and 
purchasing foreign currencies# Thus, a ready market is 
provided for business men who own or need foreign currencies 
to engage in international transactions* If an American 
importer receives from a Paris exporter a shipment of silk 
goods costing 100,000 French francs, he accepts the ninety- 
day draft drawn by the Paris exporter and purchases at once 
from a bank 100,000 French francs at TJ.S# $0.0265 per franc 
deliverable three months later to cover the transaction. In 
order to avoid exchange risk, the bank also purchase immedi­
ately from the broker 100,000 French francs spot at a favor­
able rate of U.S.$0.02625, and, instead of depositing the 
funds in its correspondent bank in Pails, invests the money 
at the short-term money market at Paris for niaeth days at 
3 per cent per annum* The short-term loan, together with 
interest, was collected at the same time the .American im­
porter needed the delivery of the 100,000 French francs to 
pay the exporter in Paris# Therefore, through this trans­
action, the bank made a profit of $25.00 United States cur­
rency from the purchase and sale of the 100,000 French francs 
and also earned 750 French francs as interest from the short­
term Investment in Parts#
The cases given above are only four of many kinds 
of foreign exchange transactions which occur in the market
x©
every day, but they do provide a general view of the effect 
the fluctuating exchange rate has on international business. 
Two serious problems are set before business men who deal 
with foreign exchange transactions by the fluctuating nature 
of exchange rates: first, how to avoid the exchange risk; 
second, how to record the transactions logically and system** 
a tic ally. The first problem can be solved easily by using 
the method of "hedging*1* the second problem is more compli­
cated and difficult to solve. The following chapters are 
devoted to the planning of a scientific foreign exchange 
accounting system.
CHAPTER IX
FO&Eiaitf SXChAJftkE ACCOUijJTI^i FOli FUK&IGi* IhAlh&ib
Exporters
Exporting methods can be divided into two cate­
gories, the direct and the indirect, and exporters can be 
classified according to the methods they pursue.
Manufacturers carrying on their own export busi­
ness are direct exporters. The simplest method of con­
ducting this hind of business is to distribute the work of 
exporting on a functional basis among the personnel already 
engaged in the same type of domestic work. This plan is 
called the nbuilt-in plan."^- it utilizes the original 
structure as it exists and attempts through the instrumen­
tality of an export manager to give foreign trade its proper 
place and attention in the organization. Sales may be 
supervised by the sales manager in cooperation with the 
export manager, or they may be left entirely under the ex­
port manager. The treasurer or cashier handles all of the 
financial arrangements, and the credit man devotes part of
^Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Export 
t JseooTt Practice. (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing 
ice, 1938), p. 14•
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hi® time to foreign credits. For bigger enterprises, a 
separate department is organised to handle all of the func­
tions relating to the export trade, with the exception, 
generally, of production. The number of division© and per­
sonnel requirements of those division© are entirely dependent 
upon the volume of the business* The following divisions 
are typicals ©hipping, advertising, accounting, pricing, 
invoice copying, order copying, translating, etc...
Another way in which the exporting work of a company may b© 
entirely separated from domestic operations is to organize a 
distinct corporation to handle it.^ The parent concern then 
goes about its own affairs, billing the selling company in 
much the same maimer as it does any other customer. This 
kind of organization has two advantages! first, any possi­
bility of conflict between the domestic and the export In­
terests or personnel is eliminated; and second, overhead can 
be properly and directly attributed to exports, and profit or 
loss can be accurately determined for the export business.
Exports through middlemen are indirect exports.
The types of middlemen generally engaged in this business are! 
export commission houses; export merchants; manufacturer*s
^G. G. Huebner and B. Kramer, Foreign Trade Prin­
ciples and Practices. (Hew York: D. Appleton Sc Co., 1930) 
pp. 169-173.
^International Harvester Export Company is a sub- 
sidlary of International Harvester Company cf * Moody* s  Manual 
of Investments, Industrials, 1943, p. 2711.
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export agents; and export houses.^
(1) Export ^fliaalgsion House* Acting strictly as 
a commission house, it is the resident representative of 
foreign buyers and aots as the purchasing agent for them.
In case standard goods are ordered, the work of the com­
mission house consists merely in placing the order with the 
particular manufacturer who produces the articles and in 
attending to all of the details of exporting* In many cases, 
however, the foreign buyer designate© only in © general way 
the merchandise he wants and the price limit he is willing to 
pay* It then becomes the duty of the commission house to 
shop around and obtain merchandise closest to the description 
forwarded by the buyer.
(2) Export merchants* The merchant buy© merchan­
dise outright on his own account and disposes of it, if possi­
ble, at a profit. His transactions are essentially the same 
as those of a wholesaler or retailer. Commissions are not 
received, but profit or loss is involved. The merchandise 
which is exported is usually selected by the merchant, al­
though at times it may be ordered in advance by the buyer.
His function is to sell goods, as distinguished from that of 
the comission house, which performs essentially a buying 
function*
^B* O. Hough, The Export Executive« (Scranton, Pa.% 
International Text Book Co., 1925;, pp. 57-290.
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(3) Manufacturer1 e Export Agent* As a manufac­
turer^ agent, tie bears the same relationship to hi© prin­
cipal as doe© a foreign agent* The manufacturer1 s export 
agent enters into a contract with a manufacturer whereby he 
undertakes to sell particular kind© of merchandise in for­
eign countries* The interests of the principal ©re fully 
represented by the ©gent. For this service, a ©ales com­
mission is paid*
(4) Export Houses * The difference between an 
export commission house and an export house is that the 
latter does not conduct all of its business on the commission 
basis* Furthermore, many export houses engage also in im­
port trade. An important part of the work of export houses 
consists in financing trade. They usually pay cash against 
documents for the merchandise which they purchase from manu­
facturers, and then extend credit to the foreign customer.^ 
This procedure constitutes one of the most important risks in 
foreign trade, and many manufacturers are glad to be relieved 
of the buraen. Export houses usually perform their own 
freight forwarding service and may even maintain their own 
steamship line*
Accounting systems for direct exporter© and in­
direct exporters and their middlemen differ, of course, from 
each other according to the type of organization and volume
^Huebner and Kramer, op* cit*, p* 198.
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© f business. However, when they deal with the problems of 
foreign exchange, their solution© are almost the same. The 
foreign exchange problem for exporters originate© in pricing. 
Prices may be quoted in any one of the world's standard cur­
rencies, at least that is the case when foreign exchanges 
are normal and stable.^ On the principle of making buying 
easy for the customer, it follows that prices in the buyer's 
own money, Just as correspondence addressed to him in his own 
language, may appeal strongly to him. Quotations of price© 
in dollars and cents to a buyer in the United States usually 
mean more to him than quotation© in pounds sterling or in 
French francs. Quotations in pounds, shillings and pence to 
buyer© in Great Britain, Australia or South Africa, or quota­
tions in francs to customer© in France or Belgium, may carry 
an effective appeal. It was possible before the first World 
War to quote such prices. Since 1914, however, an element 
of serious risk has been involved in such quotations, because 
of the wide and continuous fluctuations In exchange rates.
The value of foreign currency in terms of home currency is 
always changing end unpredictable. Even the best-informed 
men in the foreign exchange markets can not foretell exactly 
the future course of exchange with a given country* If 
prices are named In the currency of another country, they 
should be liberal enough to cover all future contingencies
% o r  technical terms of price quotation cf. Huebner 
and Kramer, op. cit.. pp. 578-693.
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■that can ha reasonably expected, or due recognation should be 
given to the Tact that the quotations involve risk and specu­
lation* Nevertheless, profit and loss from foreign exchange 
fluctuations are unavoidable* 7
In order to record accurately the profit and loss 
caused by foreign exchange fluctuations, a special account 
shall be provided for accounting purposes* To illustrate, 
assume that a New York manufacturer sells a bill of goods to 
a London customer on open account for L1,0G0. The exchange 
rate at the date of sale is $5*10, and the ©ale is recorded 
as follows:
(1) When the goods are shipped:
Goode in Transit**•**•*••*••••*••* *$6 ,100
Sales *.**.*..................... $5,100
(2) When the good© arrive in London and the London 
customer accepts the manufacturer* s drafts
London Customer***-•••••*••*••••*•* *$5,100
Goods in Transit**•*•••••*•**••• $5,100
(3) When the London customer pays the New York manufac­
turer* s draft for LI,000 and the rate ©t that time 
is $5*15* The manufacturer will sell the LI,000 
he received from London at New York foreign exchange 
market for $5,150, from which a discrepency of $50
^Harold S. Benjamin, "Gain or loss on Foreign Ex­
change, ** The Journal of Accountancy* Vol* 70, September, 1940, 
p. 267*
is resulted in his favor through the exchange fluc­
tuation. The entry is:®
Cash. ...... ......$5,150
London C u s t o m e r . $6 ,1O0 
Exchange Adjustment. ......  50
(4) But if* the rate at settlement time is $5*07 instead 
of $5.15, the manufacturer will receive ©n amount 
$30 less than he expected as the result of exchange 
fluctuation, and the entry is:
Cash .................     $5 ,070
Exchange A d j u s t m e n t . 30
London Customer................  $5,100
(5) At the close of the fiscal year, if the London 
customer’s account has not matured and if the ex­
change rate drops to $5.05, the loss on exchange 
should he recorded as follows:
Exchange Adjustment. . $ 5 0  
Reserve for Foreign Exchange
Fluctuation.................   $50
This entry shall he reversed at the beginning of the 
new fiscal year, because the loss is not realized at 
the year-end. In case the exchange rate at the end 
of the fiscal period is higher than $5.10, there is
®The account title ’Exchange Profit and Loss’ is 
usually employed for ’Exchange Adjustment' cf. Student dep&rt- 
ment, The Journal of Accountancy. December, 1940, p. 539. The 
writer prefers the latter term because the nature of the entry 
cf• Chapter 10 of this paper.
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a exchange gain resulting from exchange fluctuation, 
hut no entry is necessary for the sake of conserva­
tive accounting practice*
In the London customer's account on the Mew York 
mauufacturer's hooks, a memorandum of the sterling amount 
must he made, or this account may he kept in both sterling 
and dollar in a special two-column ledger ae the following:
Illustration I 
Accounts Beceivable Ledger
Debit
Bate Description Foreign
Currency
Hate u.s.$
1944
1 0 /1 To record the 
sale of••••••as
per invoice Mo.
£*1 ,0 0 0 5*10 $5,100
Credit
Bate Description Foreign
Currency
Hate u.s.$
1944
12/5 Payment received 
for invoice Mo*
l i ,ooo 5.10 $5,100
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If the exchange rate is fluctuating violently at 
the time the sale is made, the Yew York manufacturer may 
wish to avoid, the exchange risk* He can sell hi© hi,000 
to his bank by signing a selling contract deliverable at the 
maturity date of his draft drawn on the London customer.
There is no exchange of money - simply a contract which will 
involve an exchange of money later when he receives the pay­
ment from his customer. This procedure is usually called 
“hedging. An accounting process for recording hedging can 
be illustrated as follows:
(1) When the goods are shipped and a draft is drawn on 
the London purchaser, the manufacturer ©ells his 
fcl,GG0 to his bank deliverable 60 days later. The 
exchange rate is $5.10, and the entry is:
Due from the Bank. ...............$5,100
Exchange Future Sold.•••.••..••» $5,100
(2) Yfhen payment is received, the Yew York manufacturer 
delivers the sterling to the bank, and, in return, 
he receives $5,100. The selling contract is can­
celled, and the entry is:
C a s h . $5,100
Exchange Future Sold. ..... . 5,100
London Customer. ••••••....... . $5,100
Due from the B a n k . 5,100
^Van Ose, A., “Covering Exchange Hisks...# The 
Journal of Accountancy. Vol. 46, November, 1928, pp. 331-45.
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Therefore, the transaction is settled without paying any at­
tention to the current exchange rat© of pound sterling, and 
there is no need to adjust exchange profit and loss at the 
close of the fiscal period, since it is properly hedged.
The Sales Journal and Cash Receipts Book of an ex­
port business are more complicated than those used only for 
domestic sales. In the Bales Journal, there are columns for 
the following headings s
1. Bate
2* Invoice number
3. Usme of the customer
4. Address
5. Terms
6 . hedger number
7. Amount of foreign currency 
3. Hate of exchange
9. United States currency
In the Cash Receipts Book, there are ten columns with the 
headings as follows;
1. Amount of remittance
2. Date
3 . Invoice number
4 . Ifame of the customer
6 . Folio
6 * Discount
7. Amount of remittance realized 
in United States currency
8 . Rate of exchange
9. Profit on exchange
(United States currency)
10. Loss on exchange
(United States currency)
These headings are illustrated on the next page.
Illustration II 
Sales Journal
Amount of United
Invoice Foreign States
Date Kumber Customers Name Address Terms L«F» Currency Hate Currency
Illustration XII 
Cask Receipts Book
United
Remittance States Profit Loss
(Foreign Invoice Currency on on
Currency) Date Number Customers Name L,F, Discount Realized Rate Fxcliange Pxc&ange
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Importers
Importers can also be classified, just as ejqporters, 
into two general categories: direct importers and indirect 
importers*
Under the category of direct importers, import de­
partments of the "built-in” type are especially common.
Among importing manufacturers there is rarely an import de­
partment of any type distinct from the purchasing division. 
When orders are placed with foreign middleman or producers, 
the purchasing division meets no difficulty. Technical de­
tails associated with importing are generally attended to by 
customs brokers, and the traffic aepartment handles the physi­
cal movement of the merchandise from the port of entry. The 
organisation of the business is thus fitted to procure mer­
chandise from any and all sources, foreign as well as domes­
tic. In some instances, raw materials and semi-finished 
manufactured goods are obtainable only from abroad, and then 
the entire purchasing function consists of importing. When 
either foreign or domestic sources are tapped, the selection 
of either, or the concurrent use of both, are very closely 
related. This renders unnecessary the organization of a 
special import purchasing department. But large department 
stores and retail specialty shops usually have a centralized 
import department, because the ramifications of their business 
are great and the technical details of customs clearance are 
in themselves sufficient to warrant the establishment of an
29
import department.
Imports through the hands of* middlemen are indirect* 
imports• The hypes of middlemen now generally indluded ©re* 
(1) import commission houses; (2) import merchants; (3) im­
port brokers; and (4) indent houses.^*
(1) Import Commission Houses* The import commis­
sion house takes care of* the interests of Its customers in 
the same manner as described for the export commission house. 
Moreover, the import commission house receives consignments 
from foreign producers by whom they are paid a selling com­
mission when goods are sold.
(2) Import Merchants. The import merchant buys 
for his own account; he performs the same functions as the 
domestic wholesaler. He assumes the whole merchandising 
risk and provides quick deliveries of merchandise. Import 
merchants are particularly important in the United States, 
especially in food products such as tea and coffee, and in 
raw materials such as wool and silk.
(3) Import Broker* An import broker is one who 
buys foreign goods, not for his own account, but for the 
account of another. He usually receives a stipulated fee 
from the party who engages him.
(4) Indent Houses. The indent house is an im-
1 0G * B. Boorbach, Import Purchasing: Principles and 
Problems. (Hew York: A. v;. Shaw Co. , 1927) , pp. 42-67.
3 0
porting concern which imports only upon orders received from 
purchasers in its own country*
HAn indent is a pro foima order, or specification, 
sent abroad for price quotation*....
MTheir profit results from: (a) ability to buy 
advantageously as a result of their organization 
and experience; (b) ability to secure lower 
transportation costs; and (c) profit on exchange.”^
If all the purchases of an American importer are 
billed in American dollars, there is no need for him to 
employ foreign exchange accounting because the foreign ex­
porter will make the gain or bear the loss resulting from 
any fluctuation in exchange rates* But many times the im­
porters are billed in terms of foreign currency and the ex­
change risk is, therefore, shifted to the side of the im­
porters • Their method of dealing with foreign exchange 
problems is similar to the exporter’s, but the effects of the 
transactions is «Just the opposite direction* For example, 
assume that a San Francisco department store purchases a 
shipment of silk goods from a Shanghai exporter who bills to 
the department store for $6,779*66 Chinese currency. The 
rate on the date of the transaction is U.S.$0.295, but the 
rate drops to U*S*$0*292 on the date of settlement* The 
entry on the books of the San Francisco department store 
will be:
(1 ) Yrhen the shipment arrives and the importer accepts
^Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Tgxport 
and Import Practice* p. 168*
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the draft drawn by the Shanghai exporter, the fol­
lowing entry is passed to record the purchase of 
silk goods for $6,779.66 Chinese currency, which is 
equivalent of $2,000 United States currency at the 
rate of U.S.$0,295.
P u r c h a s e s . . . . . . . . . $ 2  , 0 0 0 .0 0
Shanghai Exporter.  .... . $ 2 ,000.00
(2) On the date of settlement, the rate is U.S.$ 0 , 2 9 2 .
The San Francisco department store earns © profit of 
$20.34, since $1,979.66 United States is equivalent 
to $6,779.66 Chinese currency at the rate of
U.S.$0,292. The entry will be:
Shanghai Exporter*...*•..•••••*•*••$2,000.00
Cash *........  *. $1,979*66
Exchange Adjustment.*   20*34
(3) But, if the rate is U.S.$0,297 at the date of settle­
ment, the payment of $6,779.66 Chinese currency will 
cost $2,013.56 United States currency, the entry to 
record the settlement will be:
Shanghai Exporter. ...... .$2,000.00
Exchange Adjustment..............  13.56
Cash.  .................. $2,013.56
(4) If the end of the importer's fiscal year occurs 
before maturity of the obligation, and if the exchange 
rate of Chinese dollars is unfavorable, an adjusting 
entry should be made to record the possible loss on
exchange. Assume that- the rate is U.S.$0,298, the 
loss is $2 0 #3 3 , and the entry will he:
Exchange Adjustment.•••••••*•••.•••» $20.33
He serve Tor Foreign Exchange
F l u c t u a t i o n . $20.33 
This entry should he reversed at the beginning of 
the new fiscal year because the loss is not realized. 
If the exchange rate is favorable at the close of the 
fiscal year and a profit on exchange is earned, no 
adjusting entry is needed.
On the San Francisco department store's books, a 
memorandum of the amount of Chinese currency must be made in 
the Shanghai exporter's account, or this account may be kept 
in both Chinese and American dollars In a two-column ledger 
shset.
If the San Francisco department store wants to be 
protected from the speculative risks from exchange fluctu­
ations, the store may, at the time of purchasing the goods, 
buy future exchange on Shanghai. The entries to record 
future purchases are as follows:
(1) At the time of the purchase of future $5,900 Chinese 
currency at the rate of U.S.$0,295 to cover the ex­
change risk.
Exchange Futures Purchased.........$2,000
Due to the Bank........    $2,000
(2) At the time of settlement! the department store pay© 
his hank $2,000 United States currency, and, in 
return, obtains a draft of $5,900 Chinese currency 
on Shanghai, which will he mailed to the Shanghai 
exporter* The entry will he:
Shanghai Exporter# .... ,«.#•«#*••#$2,000
Due to the Bank#......  2,000
Cash.  ........... . .............  $2,000
Exchange Futures Purchased•###.# 2,000
CHAPTER III
FOIv&XGiJ KXCiiAdGK ACCOUitfTIiiG i*;Oh iPQ&diUUstai AGisi*CIj£S
The preceding chapter deals only with foreign 
traders who are located in their own country. Chapters 
III to VX are devoted to the discussion of foreign exchange 
accounting for foreign branches. When foreign branches are 
established in foreign countries with the head office in the 
home country, they encounter three accounting problems which 
were not discussed in the preceding chapter. The three 
problems ares (1 ) inter-office transactions; (2 ) the treat­
ment of property in foreign countries; and (3) the consoli­
dation of statements. These problems can be examined sys­
tematically according to the nature and organisation of dif­
ferent kinds of branches.
In order to develop international trade and an inti­
mate relationship with customers or producers in foreign coun­
tries, the establishment of branch houses or permanent resi­
dent representatives of the home office in foreign markets is 
very popular.
There are three notable advantages of establishing 
branches in foreign marketss first the branch office has but
34
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one interest to serve *^- The manager is not interested in any 
merchandise other than hi© own, and his success depends on 
the sale of that merchandise* He should be able, therefore, 
to increase his business greatly with those local customer© 
who have already been secured; and he ought to be able, 
because he is on the ground, to secure many new customers* 
Second, if the stock of merchandise is carried in the local 
warehouse, trade may be greatly increased because of prompt 
deliveries* Delays in shipment from the overseas factory 
are avoided* A third advantage is the continual presence 
in the foreign market of an authorized representative of the 
home office, who is thus able to watch all correspondence 
closely and to settle disputes that from time to time arise
even in the best conducted businesses. Also, he can take
*
over shipments that are refused and dispose of them to the 
best advantage, guarding the home office against loss*
But, on the other hand, there are disadvantages, 
too. If the previous trade of the foreign market has been 
handled by large and important local houses, they are likely 
to be antagonized by the fact of the permanent local estab­
lishment of a branch of the manufacturer or exporter. The 
The foreign branch immediately enters direct competition with 
long established local merchants who are much more familiar 
with local conditions and credits than the manager of a branch
*^B. 0. Hough, op* cit•, pp. 228-233*
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of a foreign 'business can be. The newly established branch 
has to fight for its existence* In the first months or 
years, heavy losses may, therefore, be expected from the 
effort to put such a foreign branch on its feet. Further­
more, the selecting and training of staffs for foreign 
branches is another problem, because the success and profit 
in the establishment of foreign branches depend primarily on 
the management of the branch and only to a lesser extent .on 
the market itself*
The principal types of branches found in foreign 
trade are: (1 ) the foreign buying and selling agency5 (2 ) the 
foreign purchase and sales branch; (3) the foreign warehouse 
branch or foreign branch manufacturing plant; and (4) the 
foreign subsidiary. 2
A permanent foreign buying or selling agency is the 
smallest unit of which a foreign branch may consist, and It 
is usually distinguished from a regular branch by the fact 
that an agency acts merely as a local agent under the direct 
supervision of officers of the home office*^ On the other 
hand, a branch is an organization which is granted the power
^Huebner and Kramer, op* cit* * p* 257.
permanent foreign agency is different from a 
foreign agent, fwho undertakes to sell in foreign markets the
foods usually produced by several manufacturers. The agent n this way takes the place of the export department or ex­
port manager# He is paid on a commission basis by the manu­
facturers who employ him. The advantages are found mainly in 
the saving resulting from the fact that where there are no 
sales there are no expenses* * Cf. R. IT. Montgomery* Finan- 
cial Handbook* Second Edition, p. 1463. — —
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to engage in transactions a© an independent business unit#
An agency that operates solely as a local sales agent under 
the direction of a home office generally carries no stock 
other than samples of the lines that are offered for sale. 
Samples as well as advertising materials are supplied by the 
home office. The agency is also allowed a certain working 
fund that may be used for the payment of expenses when these 
can be more conveniently settled through the agency. Orders 
for merchandise obtained by the agency are sent to the home 
office for approval. If the terms of sale# price# and credit 
are acceptable# the home office fills the orders and makes 
shipment to customers. The home office bears the responsi­
bility for maintaining the accounts arising out of ©ales, 
billing the customers, and making collections. Costs of 
operating the agency, other than those paid by the agency from 
its working fund, are met by the home office.
Most of the agencies require no complete set of 
books, since the home office is in charge of both billings and 
collections. ^he manager* s salary, sales commissions, and 
bonus are paid directly by the home office in home currency. 
Rent, office supplies, telephone and telegraph, electricity, 
and other local expenses are paid in foreign currency through 
the foreign agency working fund, which will be replenished 
and restored to its original balance whenever it runs low.
A record to summarize working fund receipts and disbursements, 
therefore, is necessary. A summary of the disbursements
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accompanied by supporting; evidence in the form of paid vouch­
ers should be sent to the home office. At the end of the 
fiscal period, when the books are closed, the balance of the 
agency* s working funds should be converted at the current 
rate, and any difference between the value thus determined 
and the balance of the agency working fund account on the 
home office’s books should be taken up as a debit or e credit 
to the Hixehange Adjustment account*
Agency transactions, therefore, are all carried in 
the home office books; they may be recorded in the income and 
expense accounts used by the home office for its own trans­
actions if there is no desire on the part of the home office 
to sunsnarize separately the operations of each agency* How­
ever, in order to determine the degree of success or failure 
resulting from the operations of each agency, it is advisable 
for the home office to maintain separate income and expense 
accounts for each agency. In addition to separate accounts, 
a supplementary record of the cost of goods sold by each sale© 
unit is kept. At the end of the fiscal period this record 
provides the data for the entries charging each agency with 
the cost of goods identified with its respective sales.
The above procedure can be clarified by the fol­
lowing illustration. Assume that an .American trading com­
pany in >Tew York establishes a sales agency in London. A 
foreign agency working fund of five hundred pounds is set up 
for the new agency. Income and expenses are identified with
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"the agency responsible for such items , and the operating 
results for the agency , as well as for the home office, are 
determined at the end of every month. Agency transactions 
and the respective entries to record the transaction© on the 
books of the home office are listed as followss 
Agency transactions £
(1) Receipt of working fund from home office on June 1, 
when the agency was established, R5Q0.
(2) Orders, totaled $6,500, submitted by agency during 
the month of June, approved and filled by home 
office#
(3) Collections of $4,500 made by home office on agency 
sales in June#
(4) Disbursement© by home office on behalf of agency;
Agency manager*s salary.....$350
Bales commissions.o........• 650
B o n u s # 100 
Agency advertising and
supplies. # •••.#.#..........400
Total $1.500
(5) Replenishment of working fund by home office at the
end of June, paid expense vouchers being submitted
by the agency as follows:
Rent##-.............   h4Q
Office supplies##••#•••..#. # 5
Telephone and telegraph#..#. 15
Electricity#......    5
Miscellaneous expenses.....  45
Office clerks#. ......  60
Total h!70
4 0
(6 ) Entries summarizing agency transactional
(a) Cost of goods identified with agency sales, 
$3,500.
(b) Agency advertising supplies used during June, $100.
Corresponding entries in home office's books?
(1} On June 1, a draft of L50Q is sent from the home 
office, purchased at the rate of $5.10* to the 
London agency.
London Agency working Fund.  ..... $2,550
Cash. . . .............. . .............   $2,550
(2) Orders submitted by London agency are recorded in the 
agency’s sales account in home office1© book©.
Accounts Receivable•••••••••..•••••.$6,500
London Agency S a l e s . $6,500
(3) Collection© made by home office on London agency 
sales in June is entered to cash account.
Cash •••••••••.... ........•••.**••.*$4,500
Accounts Keeeivable .... . $4,500
(4) Disbursements by home office on behalf of London
agency for the month of June are charged to the
agency's expense accounts.
London Agency Salary *......  $350
London Agency Commission.......   650
London Agency Bonus.....   100
London Agency Advertising
and S u p p l i e s 400
Cash  ...........................   $1,500
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(5) Replenishment of working fund by home office - the
total amount of working fund to be replenished, is
B170 which is supported by vouchers submitted by
the London agency. The exchange rate tor sterling
is $5.00 at the end of June. The equivalent amount
of United States currency tor B170, at the rate of
$5.00, is $850. A draft for L170 is sent to the
London agency; its cost is paid from the home office
cash account, but charged to various expense accounts
of the London agency.
London Agency Kent..........    $200
London Agency Office Supplies...... 25
London Agency Telephone and
Telegraph.  ..........   75
London Agency Electricity........  25
London Agency Miscellaneous
E x p e n s e s 225 
London Agency Salary *•..»••••» 300
Cash. .......  .........   $850
(6) Entries for summarizing London agency transactions
for the month of Junes
(a) To record the cost of goods sold for London agency<
LoiKion Agency Cost of Goods Sold...$3,500
Merchandise Shipments - London
Agency...................... . $3,500
(b) To record the advertising supplies used by London 
agency.
London Agency Advertising Supplies
Used...............    $100
London Agency Advertising Supplies $100
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(c) To 'transfer London agency sales to its profit and 
and loss account.
* London Agency Sales#.•.♦***•..*.••*$6,500
London Agency Profit and Loss#** $6,500
(d) To transfer London agency1 s expenses during the 
month of June to the profit and loss account.
London Agency Profit and Lose .$5,550
London Agency Cost of Goods Sold $3,500
London Agency Salary............ 650
London Agency Commissions...... 650
London Agency Bonus..... . 1 0 0
London Agency Advertising
Supplies................... •.. 1 0 0
London Agency Kent.............. 2 0 0
London Agency Office Supplies... 26
London Agency Telephone and
Telegraph. 75
London Agency Electricity....... 25
London Agency Miscellaneous
Expenses...................... 225
(e) To transfer the loss on exchange the profit and 
loss account - the London Agency forking Fund of 
L500 is, according to the current rate $5.00 at 
the end of June, the equivalent of $2,500. But 
its original cost is $2 , 6 5 0 5 therefore, a loss 
of $50 is incurred on exchange.
London Agency Profit and Loss•••••* $50
Reserve for Exchange Fluctuation $50
(f) To transfer the profit made in June by London 
agency to the profit and lose summary account.
London Agency Profit and Loss...... $900
Profit and Loss Nummary........  $900
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It will be noted in the above illustration that 
the cost of the goods sold by the agency is recorded by a 
debit to Agency Cost of Goods Sold and a credit to merchan­
dise Shipments - London Agency* The balance of the latter 
account is subtracted from the sum of the home office 
beginning inventory and purchases to determine the merchandise 
available for home office sales. The home office ending
*
inventory, when subtracted from merchandise available for sale 
as thus determined, gives the cost of goods identified with 
home office sales. As regards the entries summarizing agency 
transactions under (6 ), agency income and expense accounts are 
closed into an agency summarizing account to determine the 
agency profit and loss. The balance of the summary account 
is transferred to the general profit and loss summary account 
in which the profit or loss resulting from home office 
activities has already been determined. The latter account 
then shows the total net profit or loss from the combined 
operations of the home office and its agency. The adjusting 
entry (6)-(e) for the loss of $50 on exchange fluctuations is 
a fictitious one because it is not realized, and, therefore, 
it will be reversed at the beginning of <Xuly as follows? 
Reserve for Exchange Fluctuation...# $50
Surplus .......  $50
The illustration given above is based on the as­
sumption that all the sales of the London agency are billed 
in TTnited States currency so that no conversion problems have
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arisen, except, for working funds* In the books of the home 
office, a separate London agency sales book is kept9 and the 
accounts receivable for the London agency may be kept in a 
separate subsidiary ledger. Sales, returns and allowances, 
and remittances are all on a dollar basis, and no exchange 
adjustments will appear. The exchange problem arises, 
however, If sales are billed in the foreign currency* The 
easiest way to deal with it is to keep a separate set of books 
of original entry for foreign business. The sales book will 
have a foreign amount column and a dollar amount column. 
Entries will be made for the foreign billing and for the 
dollar value thereof at the time of sale. When postings are 
made to the subsidiary accounts receivable ledger, the foreign 
amount will be entered in an inner, or memorandum, column, as 
in the example in Chapter II. A foreign accounts receivable 
controlling account will be kept in the general ledger, 
charged in an inner column with the foreign amount of sales, 
and in an outer column with the dollar amount. This general 
ledger account will thus control the subsidiary ledger both 
in foreign and in dollar amounts. Both the total of the 
foreign currency column and the total of the dollar column of 
the sales book will be posted to the credit of the foreign 
agency sales account which also provides columns for both 
currencies.
A foreign returned sales end allowances book may be
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kept; with both foreign, currency column and dollar column! the 
detail in both currencies will be posted to the credit of the 
individual accounts of the subsidiary ledgerj both column 
totals will also be posted to the credit of the foreign 
accounts receivable controlling account, and to the debit of 
the foreign agency returned sales and allowances account-.
The Cash Receipts Book, like that of the importers 
discussed in Chapter XX, will include the following columnss
1. Date
2. Invoice number 
3* Uame of customer
4. Explanation
5* Foreign amount 
6* Discounts and allowances
7. Dollar amount 
8* Loss on exchange 
9* Rrofit on exchange 
10* Hate
11* United States currency realized 
The use of the Cash Receipts Book can be illustrated by the 
following example. Assume that an American trading company 
sells , through its own London agency, to an English customer 
an invoice of LI,000 at a time when the exchange rate is $5*00* 
The English customer obtains an allowance of KLO at the time 
when the sale is made. The customer1© account in the sub­
sidiary ledger will appear as follows:
English Customer
Sale LI,000 $5,000 Allowance L10 $50
Illustration IV 
Cash Receipts Book
United
Discounts Profit States
Invoice Explana- Foreign and Dollar Loss on on Currency
Date Number Name tion Amount Allowances Mount Rate Exchange Exchange Realized
1945
1/15 English Sale LL,000 RIO $4,950 5*10 $99 $5,049
customer through 
London 
agency
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The balance of the English customer* s account is B990 and is 
represented by a dollar balance of $4,950. The account is 
settled a month later by a draft of Js990, which is sold by 
the American trading company to its own bank at the rate of 
$5.10, or for $5,049. The difference between $4,950 and 
$5,049 is $99, which is the profit made on exchange fluctu­
ation. This entry is illustrated on the preceding page.
The entries in the foreign amount and dollar amount columns 
will be posted to the credit of the English customer’s account, 
thus balancing it* The totals of these two columns will be 
posted to the foreign accounts receivable controlling account 
in the general ledger. The totals of the exchange columns 
will be posted to Exchange Adjustment account, and the total 
of the United States currency realized column will be charged 
to the bank aceouxrt as a bank deposit. The entry can be 
shown clearly by the following journal entry, disregarding 
the equivalent in pounds sterling.
At the end of the fiscal period, the sterling balance of the 
foreign accounts receivable controlling account may be con­
verted into United States dollars at the current rate of ex­
change, and if there is any loss incurred through exchange 
fluctuation, it will be taken up in the Reserve for* Exchange 
Fluctuation account, just as was described in Chapter II for
Deposit In the Bank 
London Customer.
$5,049
Exchange Adjustment
$4,950
99
4 8
importers* The Reserve for Exchange Fluctuation account will
l)e reversed at the beginning; of the next fiscal period, since
/
the loss is not realized* If e profit resulted from exchange
fluctuation in this case, no adjusting entry is necessary*
The above illustrations are all for the foreign
sales agency, but the same method can be followed by an
American trading company which operates a foreign purchasing
agency* /ll purchases ©re billed to and paid by the home
office* If all invoice© are paid in terms of foreign
currency, a foreign purchase book, returned, purchases and
*
allowances book, cash disbursements book, accounts payable 
account, and subsidiary accounts payable ledger would be 
kept*
CkUPTEh XV
FOREIGN EXCHAifeE ACCOUiilTIi'IG FOH FQh&lGti BhAIJGH&&
The establishment of a branch in a foreign market 
before any business has been secured will occurf probably, 
only in the case of very large concerns, which discover after 
thorough investigation that the market is a large and impor­
tant one for their goods and that the opportunities for suc­
cess are present* Usually, however, © manufacturer does not 
even consider the establishment of a foreign branch of any 
description until his trade in a given market has been pretty 
well established and seems to promise favorable development 
through more intensive cultivation, or until limitations and 
handicaps develop in the other ways of cultivating that par­
ticular market which apparently ©re only to be overcome 
through direct representation of the manufacturer's own 
branch office or plant
The foreign branch differ© from © foreign agency, 
in that it is operated as a separate business unit but is 
ultimately subject to control by the home office* The de­
gree of self-management and independence granted to the
0# Hough, The Export Executive* pp• 228-9
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branch in the exercise of the functions assigned to it is a 
matter of expediency to be determined by the home office* 
General policies and standards adopted by the business are 
usually applied to all of the branches* Outside of this 
realm, however, the branch manager may be given complete 
authority, the efficiency of his management and control being 
judged on the basis of the brapch statement of profit and 
loss over a period of time* A branch is usually supplied by 
the home office with cash and merchandise and such other 
assets as it may need* The merchandise stock from the home 
office may be supplemented by branch purchases from outsiders 
to satisfy certain local demands for merchandise not available 
from the home office. The branch is ordinarily empowered to 
bill its customers and to make collections of receivables* 
Collections made by the branch office are deposited in its 
own bank account. The bank balance is drawn upon in making 
payment for purchases of merchandise and services* An inde­
pendent accounting department is organized to take charge of 
a whole set of book© for recording all the activities of the 
branch office in foreign currency*^
The accounting procedure for foreign branches would 
be a simple one, if the exchange rate of the foreign currency 
never varied, for in that case a certain number of pounds,
2por a full ©jqposition of branch office operation 
cf• J • H. Bliss, Management Through Account©. (Mew Yorks The 
Ronald Press Co., 1924)f pp* 771-779.
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francs, etc* would always represent the same ©mount when 
expressed la American dollars* But there is no such fixed 
exchange rate. The accounting problem becomes complicated, 
because profits earned in foreign currency have to be dis­
tributed among shareholder in domestic currency* and because 
the working capital of the undertaking is, for the time being, 
invested in assets which are only realizable in foreign cur­
rency* Furthermore, the rate of exchange fluctuates fre­
quently and sometimes varies within very considerable limits* 
The problem, therefore, is one that requires the most careful 
consideration, if it is to be treated so that the accounts
may accurately show the real position of affairs.
There are, in general, two complicated problems 
with which an accountant has to deal when he designs an 
accounting system for a foreign branch office: ^
(1) The inter-office transactions, which include;
(a) the transfer of merchandise or cash from home 
office to foreign branch, or from foreign 
branch to home office,
(b) any other transactions which are recorded in
one currency on one set of books and which
must be recorded at an equivalent value in the 
other currency on an other set of books.
^Cecil 8 . Ashdown, *’Foreign Exchange in Branch 
Office Accounting,” The Journal of Accountancy* Vol. 34, 
October, 1922, p. 262.
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(2 ) The consolidation ©1* statements, which includess
(a) the branch profit, re corded and computed on the 
branch books in the foreign currency, which has 
to be converted and recomputed into home cur­
rency and entered on the home office books,
(b) the branch profit and loss statement which has 
to be consolidated with the home office profit 
and loss statement,
(c) the branch balance sheet which must be con­
solidated with the home office balance sheet*
The first problem can be solved by the use of a two- 
column ledger on which both the amount in foreign currency 
and home currency are recorded* Special accounts for remit­
tance can be established for the purpose of separating remit­
tance transactions from other inter-office transactions 
'When the home office sends a draft in sterling to its London 
branch, the home office debits Kemittances to the London 
Branch account, instead of debiting the London Branch Current 
account; and the London branch credits -Remittances from the 
Home Office account, instead of crediting the Home Office 
Current account* These entries are made so that reciprocal 
accounts on the two books will show the value, in both cur­
rencies, of funds transferred from the home office to the
A# Finney, Principles of Accounting* Volume II, 
Advanced, (Hew York? Frentice-Hall, Inc77l&36) , p • 435.
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Loudon branch. At the close of the fiscal period, the 
dollar balance of the Remittances to the Loudon Broach account 
on the home office's books will be the real cost or equivalent 
of the sterling balance of the Remittances from the Home 
Office account on the London branch’s books5 there will b© no 
need to employ any exchange rate for conversion*
Whenever an inter-office transfer of funds or mer­
chandises is made, the office which remits or sends the money 
or merchandise will send the receiving office a uDisbursement 
Voucher” or an invoice, which serves as an advice and also as 
an evidence of entry for the accounting department. The 
form of a "Disbursement Voucher11 is shown below.
Illustration V 
Disbursement Voucher
X* Y. Z. Company 
Yew York
Date.••.•••••••..
“ •* £ 2 X i  *“ «“ “• >»•»&: •*« ■ & £ £ * ...........
 being the equivalent of  .......... . .
at the r a t e . . f o r .  ..... .
as per your advice dated. ..... ............. .
After the receiving office enters the transaction accordingly, 
the receiving office is also required to send an advice, by
using the same form, to the disbursing office as confirmation*. 
By adopting this system, the possibility of making mistakes 
on inter-office transactions is completely avoided, especially 
for a head office with several foreign branches.
The second problem is more complicated than the 
first. It would be a great mistake just to convert the 
profit or loss from the London branch statements into dollars 
and to transfer it to the general profit and loss account of 
the home off ice, 5 because the amount of profit or loss in 
sterling represents only the profit or loss of the London 
branch1 s operation during that period, and it does not inc3.ude 
any changes incurred from foreign exchange fluctuations.
From the viewpoint of the home office, the sterling amount, 
instead of being a definite expression of value, is only the 
medium temporarily employed at the London branch for recording 
the transactions in such a form that they may afterwards be 
considered upon their respective merits by the home office 
when the sterling trial balance is sent home or when the 
consolidated statements are being prepared. At the close of 
each fiscal period, all the items on the London branch’s 
trial balance, profit and lose statement, and balance sheet 
are to be converted Into American dollars in order to combine 
them with the respective statements of the home office.
^The term 'to convert' or 'conversion* is the gen­
eral accepted term used In the accounting field, but Edwin F. 
Chinlund prefers the word 'translation,' cf. "Translation of 
Foreign Currencies,” The Journal of Accountancy. Vol. 62, 
August, 1936, pp. 118-121.
Because no uniform rate can be employed for the purpose of 
consolidation, there arises the problem of selecting various 
rate© for the conversion of various items*
The necessity for careful choice of conversion
rates may be suggested if the branch information is to be 
converted at the close of a year, at the beginning of which 
the exchange rate was $5.00, during which the average rate
was $5.05, and at the close of which the rate was $5.10. If
the average rate is used as a uniform rate for conversion, 
then the London branch1 s property which is purchased at the 
beginning of the year at the rate of $5.00 will be over­
stated. On the other hand, its current assets will be 
under-stated. The local current liabilities are stated at 
a dollar amount less than the actual amount that would have 
to be sent out from home in order to cancel them. This 
method is also equally misleading in connection with the 
trading and profit and loss accounts, because the aggregate 
of the transactions representing income and expenditure 
during the current period is undervalued. It will thus be 
©can that, by use of this uniform rate, fixed assets are over­
stated, current assets under-etated, fixed liabilities over­
stated, and current liabilities under-stated. In some cir­
cumstances it may happen that the various items of asset© and 
liabilities so balance each other that the aggregate result 
is approximately correct, but the conversion of each Individual 
item is quite inaccurate.
Various rates, therefore, should be adopted for the 
conversion of various accounts or items on the statements of 
the branch office for the purpose of consolidation* The 
most acceptable rules for conversion are listed as follows.®
(1) Fixed Assets* Fixed assets should be converted at 
the rate at the time of purchase , and if the purchase 
is made in foreign currency then it should be con­
verted at the rate prevailing at the time of payment. 
This should be done so that profits and surplus may 
not be effected by valuing fixed assets at market 
prices, 'whether expressed in one currency or another* 
If fixed assets are converted at the current rate of 
exchange, which is bound to be higher or lower than 
the rates prevailing at the dates of acquisition of 
the fixed assets, those assets would be written up 
or down in contravention of the general accounting 
principle.
(2) Current Assets? Cash, accounts receivable, and notes 
receivable accounts, and other miscellaneous current 
assets should be converted at the current rate at the
% o r  details concerning the conversion of foreign- 
branch figures cf. American Institute of Accountants, Foreign 
Operations and Foreign Exchange % Accounting Research Bulletin 
No* 4, December, 1939; C. H* Aveyard, "Foreign Exchange Pro­
blems in Accounting," The Accountant. Vol. 92, June 1, 1935, 
pp.781—3; and also F. W. Pixley, Editor, The Accountant* s 
Dictionary. (London: New Era Publishing Co., 1930) , Vol. I, 
pp. 453-457*
^British accountants use the term floating asset© 
for current assets ef. L. B. Dickseey Advanced Accounting. 
(London: Gee & Co., 1932), pp. 31-36.
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date of the balance afreet* because this rate gives 
the present value of the assets at the date of the 
balance afreet and because this rate is also the 
best index of the probable net realizable value of 
assets to converted into cash within a short period 
of time.
(3) Inventories. According to general accounting rules* 
inventories should be valued at market or cost* 
whichever is lower, in home currency. But when the 
question of foreign exchange is taken into consider­
ation* the application of the standard rule is modi­
fied by different circumstances:
(a) Merchandise Inventories. This I© the kind of 
inventory which is expected to be sold in a for­
eign narket and which is Valued on the foreign 
branch office1 s balance sheet by the standard 
rule of market or cost* whichever is lower* in 
foreign currency. Hence* it is expected to be 
converted into cash soon; it is a current asset 
and should be converted at the current rate at 
the date of the balance sheet. But there are 
special cases; for example, at the beginning of 
the year* when the exchange rate of one French 
franc is U.S.$0.15* a Yew York trading company 
sends over to its Paris branch $2*000 in mer­
chandise. Therefore, the merchandise is recorded
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e® 13,333<33 French francs on the hooks of the 
branch office* Only a few months later, owing 
to the action of the French government in de­
preciating the value of the franc, the exchange 
rate of one French franc drops to only U.S*$G*05. 
The market price of the merchandise in Paris 
would undoubtedly have been Increased since the 
fall of the exchange rate, and it would be 
unreasonable to apply the rule of 1 market or cost 
whichever is lowerf on this merchandise, because 
the merchandise could be replaced only at a much 
higher price* If the current rate is used, the 
equivalent of 13,333*33 French francs is only 
$666*67* In this case, therefore, the original 
dollar cost, $2 ,0 0 0 , may be considered as the 
cost price for purposes of inventory*
(b) Raw Material Inventories * This is the kind of 
Inventory which is expected to be used for the 
manufacture of new products* The importance of 
this kind of inventory is Its original cost* 
Therefore, raw material inventory, which is shipped 
from the home office, is always converted at the 
dollar balance of the reciprocal account on the 
home office’s books* But local purchases from 
outsiders are converted at an average rate for 
the period*
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Initial Inventories. Since the initial inven­
tory is also the closing inventory of the last 
period, it should appear at the same dollar 
value in the two statements • The initial in­
ventory and the closing inventory of the last 
period are always converted at the same rate. 
Therefore, the initial inventory should be con­
verted at the rate prevailing at the start of 
the period, and the final inventory at the cur­
rent rate at the end of the period.
W )  Fi*ed Liabilities. Bonds payable and other long-term 
liabilities should be converted at the rate of ex­
change prevailing when the liability was actually 
contracted. Therefore, unamortized discounts and 
premiums on bonds payable should be at the same rate*
(5) Current Liabilities. Current liabilities are subject 
to discharge in the ordinary course of business \ the 
current rate, therefore, should be used for conver­
sion so that the dollar equivalent would reflect the 
necessary remittance required to discharge such 
liabilities, at the date of the balance sheet.
He serves. Reserves should be converted according to 
the nature of each reserve account; for instance, 
liability reserves should be converted at the seme 
rate that is used to convert the liabilities of the 
seme class, and valuation reserves should be converted
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at the same rate that is used to convert the asset 
fbr which the particular reserve is set up. lie serve 
for Bad Debtsi just like Accounts Receivable, should 
be converted at the current rate# The Reserve for 
Depreciation should be converted at the same rate 
that is used to convert the fixed asset for which 
the reserve is set up.
(7) Accrued and Deferred Items# These items are mostly 
current in nature;® they should be converted at the 
current rate at the date of the balance sheet# But 
objections may arise owing to the fact that these 
items are usually expenses and incomes which should 
be converted at the average rate, just as the con­
version of ordinary expense and income accounts* It 
seems very difficult to decide which is right• But 
as these items are usually small and relative insig­
nificant, they can be converted at the current rate 
even though the expense and income items are converted 
at the average rate#
8 *A recent study of reports of companies listed on 
the ?Tew York Exchange indicates that prepaid expenses and 
deferred charges are general shown as noncurrent assets# • #•• 
If the prepaid expenses and deferred charges fulfill the re­
quirements of a current asset in that they will be absorbed 
within one year from the date of the balance sheet, and if 
the balance sheet Is that of a going concern, the author does 
not believe it does violence to common sense to treat such 
items as current assets if it is clearly set forth that they 
are prepaid expenses or deferred chargee •” cf# H# H. 
Montgomery, Auditing* (Sixth Edition; Yew York; The Ronald 
Press, 1940) y p# 264#
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(8 ) Income and Expenses* A different rate should be 
used In different cases for the conversion of ex­
penses and income*
(a) If the branch office transfers to the home of­
fice its current income upon receipt and obtains 
funds from the home office for the payment of 
major expenses during the accounting period» the 
profit of the branch office is currently con­
verted into home currency and transferred to the 
home office* In this case, it is logical to 
use an average rate for the conversion of ex­
penses and income* An average rate of exchange 
can be derived in three ways:
(i) by averaging the daily rates or monthly 
rates for the year;
(ii) by dividing the balance of Remittances to 
Home Office account (in foreign currency) 
on the branch's books into the balance of 
Remittances from Branch Office account (in 
home currency) on the home office*s books$ 
and
(iii) by using a weighted average which is 
computed in such a way that the rates pre­
vailing during busy seasons are given more 
importance than the rates prevailing during 
Inactive seasons*
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(b) If the branch office keeps its profits made
during the accounting period and if the profits 
remain in its current assets accounts* the rate 
used for the conversion of expense® and income 
should be the current rate at the date of the 
balance sheet* Because the current assets in 
,which the profits are invested are converted at 
the- current rate* it is consistent to use the 
same rate to convert expenses and income* which 
are the main items in the profit and loss state* 
sent*
(9) Reciprocal Accounts* There is no need for conversion* 
because they are all offset by the dollar balances of 
respective accounts on the home office books:
(a) Remittances from the Home Office is the equiva­
lent of the dollar balance of the home office 
account* Remittances to Branch Office account*
(b) Remittances to the Home Office is the equivalent 
of the dollar balance of the home office account, 
Remittances from Branch Office account*
(c) Merchandise from the Home Office is the equiva­
lent of the dollar balance of the home office 
account* Shipments to Branch Office.
(d) Home Office Current account ie the equivalent of 
the dollar balance of the home office account, 
Branch Office Current account*
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An illustration of the foregoing methods of re­
cording the transaction© of a foreign branch seems necessary, 
because it will help to understand the detailed procedure. 
Assume that cotton export company in "Tew Orleans opens a 
branch in London, and on the London branch books there are 
the following transactions:
(1) The London branch, at the opening date, receive© 
from the home office in New Orleans a draft of 
LI,000 which is purchased at $4.95.
(2) The London branch receives another draft of $2,450 
in United States currency. The branch sells the 
draft to its own bank in London at the current rate 
of $4.90, and deposits the proceeds L5G0 in its 
account.
V
(3) The London branch receives from the home office a 
shipment of cotton of $50,500, and the rate at the 
time of shipment is $6,055 therefore, L1 0 ,0 0 0  is its 
sterling cost.
(4) Purchases of merchandise made by London branch from 
local market, on account, cost L2,000.
(5) Purchases of fixed assets for LI,000 are paid in 
cash; at the time of payment the rate is $4.99.
(6 ) Sales made by branch on account L16,000.
(7) Collections on account, L13,000*
(8 ) Accounts Payable paid, LI,000.
(9) Expenses for the branch, L3,000.
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(10) Estimated depreciation for the period is 1*100, and 
estimated bad debts, HIOG.
(11) The home office receives from the branch a draft of
- =v
1*4,000, which is sold by the home office to its own 
bank in Sfew Orleans, at the rate of $4.96, realizing 
$19,800.
(12) The home office receives from the branch a draft of 
$20,200 United States currency, which is purchased 
by the branch with I>4,000 at the rate of $5.05.
Oa the books of the London branch, the above transactions are 
recorded as follows:
(1) To record the receipt of remittance 1*1,000 from 
home office:
Cash. .1*1,000
Remittances from Home Office.... hi,000
(2) To record the transfer from the home office of 
$2,450, which is sold for 1*500 at $4.90:
Cash.........    1*500
Remittances from Home Office.... 1*500
(3) To record the receipt of the $50,500 worth of cotton 
from the home office, converted at the current rate 
of $5.05:
Merch andi ee from Home Offic   .1*10 , 000
Home Office C u r r e n t h l Q ,000
(4) To record the local purchases of merchandises
Purchases .••••..................... h2,000
Accounts Payable•••••.........  1*2,000
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(5) To record "the purchases of fixed assets:
Fixed Assets•..••»••••*•*•#.*»•«*•• £1,000
Cash....... ................. . £1,000
(6 ) To record the sales of £16,000, on account:
Accounts Receivable *••••***• .£16,000
Sales...........................  £16,000
(7) To record accounts receivable collected:
Cash............................... .£13,000
Accounts Receivable............ * £13,000
(8 ) To record accounts payable paid:
Accounts Payable..••••••••......... £1,000
C a s h . £1,000
(9) To record expenses paid:
E x p e n s e s . i t 3,000
Cash. ............. *.........  £3,000
(10) To record reserves for depreciation and bad debts:
E x p e n s e s l a  200
Heserve for Depreciation* ....... £100
Reserve for Bad Debts. .........  £100
(11) To record the transfer of £4,000 to home office at
the rate of $4*95:
Remittances to Home Office*.   £4,000
Cash.••••••.»•••*••.»*•••••••••• £4,000
(12) To record the transfer of another £4,000 to home
office at the time the rate is $5.05:
Remittances to Home Office.•••.••.. £4,000
Cash.........    £4,000
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On the other handy on the hooks of the home office, there are 
corresponding entries Tor dumber 1, 2, 3, 11* and 12* hut no 
entry for the other seven transactions because they are not 
inter-office operations*
(1 ) To record the transfer of KL,QOO to the London 
branch, at the rate of $4*96:
Remittances to London B r a n c h . $4*960
Cash. ...... $4 *960
(2) To record the transfer of $2,450 to London branchs
Remittances to London Branch*...... $2,450
G a s h $2,450
(3) To record the merchandise shipped to London branch*
London Branch Current. .......•••••• $50,500
Shipment to London Branch....... $50,500
(11) To record the transfer from London branch of L4,000 
which is sold for $19,800, at $4.95:
Cash...............     .$19,800
Remittances from London Branch.. $19,800
(12) To record the transfer from London branch of 
$20,200:
Cash.  ....................   $20,200
Remittances from London Branch.. $20,200
The trial balance of the London branch and the conversion 
from pounds to American dollars are shown on next page, as­
suming that the exchange rate at the end of the period is 
$5.10 and closing inventory is LI,000.
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London Branch Trial Balance 
June 30, 19 *••.*•
Pounds Rate Dollars
Cash..,....... 1,500 5 .1 0 7,650
Accounts Receivable* 3,000 5*10 15,300
Reserve for Bad
Debts ............ 1 0 0 5*10 510
Fixed Assets*••••••* 1 ,0 0 0 4.99 4,990
Reserve for
Depreciation.* * * *• 1 0 0 4.99 499
Accounts Payable*.*. 1 ,0 0 0 5.10 5,100
Remittances from
Home Office.*....• 1,500 R 7,400
Remittances to
Hos$e Office....... 8 ,0 0 0 R 40,000
Home Office Current. 1 0 ,0 0 0 R 50,500
Merchandise from
Home Office....**. 1 0 ,0 0 0 R 50,500
Sales**....... *.... 16,000 5 .0 0 80,000
Purchases. ....... 2 ,0 0 0 5.00 1 0 ,0 0 0
Expenses ........... * 3,200 5.00 16,000
28,700 28,700 144,440 144,009
Exchange Adjustment* 431
144,440 144,440
Closing Inventory... 1 ,0 0 0 5 * 1 0 5,100
II will be noted that Cash, Accounts Receivable, Reserve for 
Bad Debts, and Accounts Payable are converted at the current 
rate; Fixed Assets and Reserve for Depreciation at the rate 
prevailing at the time of payment; Sales, Purchases, and 
Expenses at the average rate, $5*00, which is obtained by 
dividing the balance of Remittances to the Home Office account 
into the balance of Remittances from the London Branch account; 
and reciprocal accounts by substitution of dollar balances on 
the home office books* But after conversion, the trial
6 8
balance in dollars 1© not balanced because all items are not 
converted at the same rate. An adjusting figure, therefore , 
must be entered on the ©mailer side. This is the amount of 
profit or loss due to exchange f luc tuations.
The trial balance of the home office books at the 
end of the period is shown below:
?Tew Orleans Home Office Trial Balance 
June 30, 19....
Cash. ..... $20,600
Accounts Receivable•  .......  25,000
Reserve for Bad Debts $1,000
London Branch Current. ...... . 50,500
Remittances to London Branch. ..... 7,400
Fixed Assets. ..........   10,000
Reserve for Depreciation. • ••••.••• 1,000
Accounts P a y a b l e . 10,000 
Remittances from London Branch.... 40,000
Capital Stock.••••..••••.•••••••*• 75,000
Shipments to London Branch.......  50,500
Sales...............      175,000
Purchases ••••.........    207 ,000
Expenses.........................  32,000
$852,500 $352,500
Closing Inventory♦  .... ..........  $30,000
Before preparing the consolidated statements of the Jew 
Orleans home office and its London branch, closing entries 
for the home office books must be made, as follows:
(1) To deduct the purchases which are sent to London 
branch:
Shipment to London Branch. $50,500
Purchases ..............    $50 ,500
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(2) To transfer purchases and expenses to profit and 
loess
Profit and Loss*••••**.••••••••••• $188,500
Purchases* •*.*•*••••..........  $156,500
Expenses••.•••••••*.••*....•»•• $32y 000
(3) To transfer sales and closing inventory to profit 
end loss:
Sales*. * ..........................$175,000w i
Closing Inventory*•.*...••.*.•.•*• $30,000
Profit and Loss *.... •.. * ..........  $205 ,000
(4) To close up the inter-office accounts:
London Branch Current*............ $7,400
Remittances from London Branch**.* $40,000
Remittances to London Branch... $7,400
London Branch Current ........ $40,000
(5) To record the net operating profit of London branch, 
as per the branch Profit and Loss Statement in 
dollars•
London Branch Current .... . $8,600
Branch Profit and Loss..   $8,600
(6 ) To record the profit made through exchange fluctu­
ations.
London Branch Current..........   $431
Branch Profit and Loss......... $431
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(7) To close 'both home office profit and branch profit 
into surplust 
Profit and L o s s . • $16,500 
Branch Profit ©nd Loss.-........... $9,031
Surplus ................. $25,531
The consolidated balance sheet work-sheet is shown below:
The _________  Export Company
Consolidated Balance Sheet Work Sheet
June 30, 19.*.
Home London Elimi- Combined
Office Branch nations B/S
Assets s
Cash........   $20,600 $7,650 $28,250
♦Accounts Receivable.. 24,000 14,790 38,790
Closing Inventory.... 30,000 5,100 35,100
♦Fixed A s s e t s 9,000 4,491 13,491
London Branch Current 26,931 $26,931
$110,531 $32,031 $26,931 $115,631
Liabilities and 
Net Worths
Accounts Payable.•••• $10,000 $5,100 $15,100
Capital Stock........ 75,000 75,000
Surplus  25,531 25,531
Home Office Current.. 26,931 $26,931
$110,531 $32,031 $26,931 $115,631
♦ Reserve are deducted for simplicity
There is another method to record the $431 profit 
on exchange illustrated as entry No. (6 ). Since the $431 is
7 1
earned as the re slut- of exchange fluctuations and unrealized,
it is possible that the profit may be offset by losses from
exchange fluctuations in the succeeding period* Therefore,
it is suggested that a Reserve for Exchange Fluctuation
account should be established and listed on the Consolidated
Balance Sheet* The entry would be;
London French Current•••••.*•*.*•*# $431
Reserve for Exchange
Fluctuations#****.   $431
This method is more conservative than the first one, and
practical as well*
The consolidated profit and loss statement is illustrated on 
next page, with the following numbers stand for different 
accounts:
(1
(2
(3
(4
(5
(6
(7
(8
(9
(10
(11
Galea
Cost of Goods Sold 
Purchases
Merchandise from Home Office
Closing Inventory
Cost of Goods Sold
Gross Profit
Expenses
I Jet Profit
Exchange Adjustment
Profit
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The Export Company
Consolidated Profit and Loss Statement. Work Sheet
June 30, 19...
Consolidated 
Home Office London Erancn P. & L.
(1 )
Leas (2):
(3) $207,000
(4) 50,300
$175,000
$156,500 
Less (5) 30,000
(6) 126,500
$80,000 $255,000
$10,000
50,500
$60,600
5,100
$217,000
35,100
55,400 181,900
(7)
Less (8 )
$48,500
32,000
$24,600
16,000
$73,100
48,000
(9)
Add (1 0 )
$16.500 $8.600 $26,100
431
(11) $25.531
CHAPTEK V
FOEEIGIi EXCHANGE ACCOUNTING FOE FOKBIGN BLANCH 
iONUFACTUBING PLANTS
Before the second World War, many American indus­
tries had their assembling or manufacturing plants operated 
profitably in foreign countries. The chief reasons that 
make this operation profitable can be escplained as follows.
It is a well-known fact that transportation costs, 
even in domestic trade, may often be decreased by shipping 
the component parts, and then assembling them near the 
market* In shipping to foreign countries it may also be 
discovered that the component parts are subject to lower 
duties than the finished products,3- Therefore, If a packing 
plant is established near the foreign market, part of the 
transportation cost and customs duties will saved. Hi ere
are many articles that may receive their final form in the 
foreign market by combining the home-maae product with for­
eign local manufacturing* Great economy can be achieved 
without affecting the quality of the products*
Moreover, the transportation costs and import
^Huebner and Kramer, op, cit,, p, 259.
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dirties can be completely eliminated if a plant is est&'blished 
to m&nufact ur e the entire product abroad. There are other 
savings, such as cheap labor and cheap raw materials in the 
foreign market, which may be utilized and which will decrease 
production costs. Furthermore, the fact that the factory is 
located in the country where the goods are sold may have a 
very desirable effect upon consumers. The product becomes a 
national product and can be labeled •’Made in England" or N 
"Made in France." These labels, without doubt, will bring a 
decided advantage in the market to the manufacturers.
But, on the other hand, there are factor© which are 
unfavorable to the establishing of foreign manufacturing 
plants, and which should be carefully studied before the 
final decision is made. These factors are: the problem of 
increased overhead cost, the elasticity of the demand in the 
foreign market, the governmental regulations .on foreign 
capitals, the study of local cartels and labor unions, and 
also the accounting problem. An accountant who is designing 
the accounting system for a foreign manufacturing plant will 
face the following problems:
(1 ) the problem of ascertaining the value, in home cur­
rency, of the plant which is constructed in the 
foreign country;
(2 ) the problem of providing adequate depreciation 
reserves for the foreign plant; and
<3) the problem of estimating the cost of production in
t
the case of raw materials and supplies which are 
shipped from home*
The application of inappropriate exchange rates to 
make conversions from foreign currency into home currency for 
bookkeeping purposes does not always perpetuate an error, for 
some errors can be automatically adjusted in the same or in 
the next fiscal period. However, in the case of fixed 
assets, such as manufacturing plants, an over-valued or under­
valued conversion will create an incorrect figure which 
remains on the books throughout the life of the assets, 
except to the extent to which it may gradually be reduced from 
year to year by the writing-off of depreciation, or to the 
extent to which it may be removed by the sale of assets. 
Moreover, an over-valued or under-valued capital account will 
automatic ally entail an overstatement or an understatement of 
profits.
The difficulty of ascertaining the value of a for­
eign constructed factory, in home currency, arises out of the 
fluctuation of exchange rates. For instance, an American 
manufacturing company decides to build a foreign manufacturing 
branch in London. It purchases a draft of HLQ,000 at a cost 
of $50,000 and deposits this draft in a London bank for the 
purpose of constructing the plant. Assume that the money is 
remitted in the middle of September when the exchange rate is 
$5.00, but that at the end of the year the exchange rate drops
to $4.75* Assume further that $*5,000 of the original amount 
is spent for the payment of labor and raw materials for the 
construction of the plant, and that the remaining 15,000 is 
still in the London bank account. According to the rules 
for conversion, the remaining 15,000 should be converted at 
the current rate, $4.76, or an equivalent of $23,750, thus 
there is a loss of $1,250 as compered with its original cost 
ef $25,000 when the exchange rate was $5.00. The question 
now arises as to whether such exchange loss should be debited 
to the account of the new plant, or whether it should be 
taken to the profit and loss account.
In view of the fact that the money deposited in the 
London bank does not form any part of the current assets or 
working capital necessary for the carrying on of the business, 
or for its maintenance or operation, but is definitely ear­
marked for capital purpose, it would seem reasonable that any 
loss, owing to a decline in the rate of exchange between the 
time when it is accumulated and the time when it is expended, 
should be charged to the capital account as being incidental 
to the capital expenditure program and in no way connected with 
the revenue account. Xt will be the same if the American 
manufacturing company does not carry out the construction pro­
gram Itself, but has made arrangements for a contractor to 
undertake it at a fixed price. Because the contractor knows 
he has to provide cash in pounds sterling in advance of the 
time when he is required to spend them, and thus is faced with
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the possible losses which might occur by the reason of vari­
ations in the rates of exchange, he would, therefore, in­
crease his .contract price# In this case, the -American 
manufacturing company will have to charge the whole contract 
price to the account of the new plant, although the contract 
price will certainly include a reserve for possible losses 
on exchange, and also presumably an amount representing the 
contractor * s profit#
On the other hand, it would be preferable, as a 
measure of financial prudence, to write off the lose to the 
profit and loss account, in order that the charges to the 
capital account may be limited to the actual cost of the 
construction of the new foreign factory, and will not contain 
any exchange losses, although such losses may be incidental 
to the capital expenditure program end not connected with 
revenue• This argument can also be strengthened by an 
illustration involving a similar principle. Assume that the 
American manufacturing company, instead of sending its money 
to London to build a new factory, issues a long term bond for 
fel0fOOO in the London financial market and purchases the same 
kind of plant with the proceeds# At the time of purchase 
the exchange rate is $5.00, and therefore, in the balance 
sheet of the American manufacturing company the transaction 
appears thus:
TJhder the title of Fixed Assets:
Manufacturing Plant in England. .....#$50,000
Under "the title of Liabilities:
Bonds Payable  • • •.......... $50,000
At the end of the year, however, the exchange rate of
sterling rises to $5*15. Consequently the balance sheet
will appear as follows:
Under the title of Fixed Assets:
Manufacturing Plant in England.. .$50,000
Loss on exchange in connection
with bonds issued in England
for 5*10,000  1 % 500
$51*500
Under the title of Liabilities:
Bonds Payable......*.*•••••.•• $51*500
For the above case, no accountant would suggest declaring 
that the loss on exchange could be carried to the account 
of the plant in England*
Therefore., the chief question is whether such ex* 
change profits or losses should be credited or debited to the 
capital account, or whether they should be taken to the 
profit and loss account* It is difficult to make decision 
applicable in all cases, but a tentative conclusion can be 
drawn as follows: 2
(1) For the sake of conservative practice, it is ad­
visable to follow the prudent rule that, if there
Em Cutforth, "Exchange Fluctuation in Relation 
to Accounting as Regards Operating Results and Asset Values," 
3he Accountant* Vol* 89, July 22, 1933, pp. 135-145.
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is a loss, it should he written-off to the revenue 
account, and, if a profit, it should he taken to the 
credit of the capital account.
(2 ) If a loss on exchange is charged to the capital
account, it should he shown separately in any state­
ment of accounts, not included as part of the actual 
cost of the fixed assets.
After the new factory is set up in a foreign coun­
try, there is another item that should he considered - capi­
tal expenditure. Expenditures for plant and equipment and 
for replacements, not including expenditures for maintenance 
and for ordinary end necessary repairs, are capital expendi­
tures and should he charged to the capital account recover­
able through depreciation. Capital expenditure may he said 
to be composed of wages, of materials, and of administrative 
and ether charges incurred on capital account. The methods 
used to convert these expenditures are discussed separately.
The usual practice to ascertain the; equivalent, in 
terms of home currency, of the wages paid in the foreign 
currency on the capital account is to convert the monthly 
totals of the wages at the average of the daily rates of ex­
change prevailing during the month; or, in cases where the 
foreign currency does not vary greatly in value, to convert 
the totals of the wages at the average of the daily rates of 
exchange prevailing during a period of three months, or even
so
six months. The choice between dealing with the 1013.18 at 
short or at longer intervals depends,in the first place, on 
the extent of the variations in the value of ‘the currency, 
and, secondly, on the question as to whether the wages are 
being incurred more or less evenly over a period, or whether 
they are much heavier in some months than in others. In 
case of doubt it is preferable to use shorter periods. For 
example, an -American company owns a railway system in Brazil 
and carries on a capital expenditure program throughout the 
year. During the fiscal year In question the average rate 
of exchange, let it be assumed, has been ten Brazilian 
milreis for one .American dollar. The total capital expendi­
ture on wages during the year is 25,000 Brazil mi Ire is which 
is converted at the rate of 10 milreis to ono -American dollar 
for a total of $2,500. But on closer examination It is 
ascertained that 20,000 of the 25,000 Brazilian milreis are 
expended during the first month of the year, and also that 
the exchange rate during the first month is 8 milreis for one 
-American dollar. Therefore, the 20,000 Brazilian milreis 
should be converted at the rate prevailing during the first 
month. At the rate of 8 milreis for one American dollar,
20,000 Brazilian milreis equal to $2,500, while at the rate 
of 10 milreis to one they equal only $2,000. The basis of 
applying to the 2 0 ,0 0 0  milreis the average rate of exchange 
during the year would result in the capital account being 
undercharged by $500. It will be noted, from the above
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example, how an accurate conversion of wages can he made*
Haw materials used for capital expenditure© can he 
classified into two kinds; (1 ) raw materials purchased in 
foreign currency from the local market where the capital 
expenditure program is being carried out, or (2 ) raw ma­
terials shipped from the home office. Local purchases of 
raw materials should he converted at the rate at the time 
they are purchased, for such a value expresses their cost, 
it is at their cost price that they are required to he re­
corded in the capital expenditure account in the hooks. Haw 
> materials transferred from the home office will give no con­
version troubles, since their value is recorded in the home 
office hooks#
With respect to items other than wages and raw ma­
terials which can enter into the composition of capital ex­
penditure, according to the general principle, they should he 
converted into the home currency at the rate of exchange pre­
vailing at the time when the expenditure is incurred# But 
in actual practice this conversion may he achieved hy dealing 
with totals monthly, quarterly, half-yearly or yearly, as may 
he appropriate, and hy converting these total© at the average 
rate of exchange of the corresponding period#
The problem of providing adquate depreciation 
reserves for a foreign plant is also connected with the fluc­
tuations of exchange rates# Let it be assumed that a 
machine is purchased for the London plant at a cost of £>2,000,
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and that it is estimated 'that this machine can he operated 
efficiently for ten years. Obviously the depreciation re­
serve for each of the ten years will be increased h2 0 0 , in 
order to amortize the cost of the asset* Assume that the 
exchange rate for pound sterling is $6 .0 0  at the time when 
the payment of the purchase is made. The dollar value of 
this machine is* therefore, $10,000. If during the 10-year 
period the average exchange rate for pound sterling is $4.76, 
then the depreciation reserve account, accumulated during 
the 1 0 years, will amount at the end of that time to $9,500, 
which will be insufficient to amortize the cost of the 
machine at the end of its economic life.
The depreciation problem will be easy to handle if 
the fixed assets used by the branch are carried on the home 
office books; the assets then will be carried in American 
dollars. Any expenditure made on account of fixed assets 
by the branch is charged to the home office account in for­
eign currency. The branch notifies the home office of the 
expenditure and of the rate effective on the date of the ex­
penditure. The home office debits the branch Fixed Assets 
account and credits the branch Current account with the 
dollar value secured by converting at the stated rate. De­
preciation reserves are also set up on the home office books. 
The following entry will be made on the home office books 
each year after the home office has taken up the profit 
reported by the branch.
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Branch Office Profit and Loss.....*$______
Depreciation Reserve -
Branch Assets* ............* * *. &
If the fixed assets are carried on the hooks of the 
foreign branch, the fixed assets account in the branch ledger 
should he equipped with two columns on either side in order 
to record the value of the assets in both foreign and home 
currency. Expenditures on account of fixed assets made by 
the London branch, therefore, should be charged to the 
account In pounds sterling, and at the same time a memorandum 
entry should be made in the dollar column stating the dollar 
value of the pounds sterling expended* On the other hand, 
if the fixed assets are purchased by the home office and. 
shipped to the London branch, the home office charges the 
London Branch Current account with American dollars expended 
and notifies the branch of the dollar value and pounds 
sterling equivalent at the date of payment* Accordingly, the 
branch debits the proper fixed assets account at both dollars 
and pounds sterling* Where this plan is used, the fixed 
assets ledger on the branch books will show dollar cost as 
well as cost expressed in pounds sterling* Thus, great 
help is given for the handling of depreciation problems, and 
discrepancies between the balance in pounds sterling can be 
adjusted to the balance in dollars* Depreciation reserves 
can be set up by using either of the following methods s
(1) The depreciation reserve, which is expressed on the
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London branch books in pounds sterling, is converted 
into dollars on a percentage basis* Thus if the 
depreciation reserve balance is 1 0% of the corre­
sponding asset account balance, the reserve should 
be 1 0% of the asset balance when stated in dollars* 
<2) The depreciation reserve which is expressed in
pounds sterling can be converted into dollars at the 
same rate as is applied to the fixed asset a c c o u n t .3
If* a manufacturing plant is established in a for­
eign country, the accounting problem, like that of the do­
mestic manufacturing plant, is to comput the manufacturing 
costa* The problem may be complicated by the fact that the 
foreign plant may receive cash and raw materials, or even 
semi-manufactured-products, from the home office* Hence, it 
will be necessary to convert their dollar costs into foreign 
currency at different rates at different dates during the 
period* When they are employed for production, their value 
in foreign currency, as well as their original dollar cost, 
should be charged to the accounts of Goods-in-Process or to 
the account of Finished Goods* This dollar cost may be com­
puted on the first-in first-out theory, or the last-in first- 
out theory, or by the use of an average rate.
The following illustration shows how the first-in
A. Sailers,"Foreign Exchange Accounting," The 
Accounting Keview* Vol. XIX, Mo. 4, October, 1944, pp. 377- 
381*
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first-out theory Is applied. Assume that an American manu- 
fee taring company establishes a foreign manufacturing plant 
in London and supplies the London branch with both working 
funds and semi-manufactured raw materials. The following 
transactions occurs
(1) The London plant receives a draft of £10,000, which 
was purchased at the rate of $5.00 by the American 
manufacturing company home office, and which was 
assigned as working fund.
(2) The London plant receives $15,300 worth of semi­
manufactured raw materials from home office, when 
the rate was $5.10.
(3) The London plant pays £5,000 for raw materials 
purchased from the local market.
(4) The London plant pays £2,000 for administrative 
expenses.
(5) Raw materials, which are purchased from the local 
market and costed 1*4,000, are transferred to Goods- 
in-Process.
(6) Semi-manufactured raw materials costed £2,000 are 
transferred to Goo&s-in-Process.
(7) The London plant pays £2,000 for direct labor.
(8 ) One-half of the Goods-in-Pro cess are completed and 
transferred to Finished Goods account.
(9) The London plant receives another draft from home 
office for £1 0 ,0 0 0 , which is purchased at the rate 
of $5.10.
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(10) Another shipment of semi-manufactured raw material© 
is received from the home office, cost $14,100, 
when the rate is $4*90*
(11) The London plant pays £4,000 for raw materials 
purchased at the local market. Dollar value for 
the first LI ,0 0 0  is $5*00$ for the other £3 ,0 0 0 , 
$6.10.
(12) The second-half of the Goods-in-Procea© is completed 
and transferred to the Finished Goods account.
(13) Raw materials of £4,000 purchased from the local 
market are transferred to Goods-in-Process.
(14) Semi-manufactured raw materials of £2,000 are 
transferred to Goods-in-Process• Dollar value for 
the first £1 ,0 0 0  is $5.10; for the second £1 ,0 0 0 , 
$4.90.
(15) The London plant pays £2,000 for direct labor.
(16) The London plant pays £2,000 for administrative 
expenses.
(17) (toe-half of the Goods-in-Process is completed and 
transferred to the Finished Goods account.
The ledger accounts for the above transactions on 
the London plant9© book are shown on the following pages.
Cash
BATE .tfXlWft Qa&ilL BATE FOUMDS
(1 )
(9)
50.000
51.000
6 .0 0
5.10
1 0 ,0 0 0
1 0 ,0 0 0
(3)
(4)
(7)
(1 1 )
(1 1 )
(15)
(16)
25.000
1 0 .0 0 0  
1 0 ,0 0 0
5,000
15,300
1 0 ,2 0 0
1 0 ,2 0 0
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.10 
5 .10
5.10
5.000
2 .0 0 0  
2 ,0 0 0  
1 ,0 0 0
3.000
2 .0 0 0  
2 ,0 0 0
Haw Materials * Local Purchases
U.S.S BATS POUiSDB U.S.* BATE FOUNDS
(3)
(1 1 )
(U)
25*000
5,000
15,300
5.00
5.00 
5.10
5.000
1 .0 0 0  
3,000
(5)
(13)
(13)
2 0 ,0 0 0
1 0 ,0 0 0
1 0 ,2 0 0
6 .0 0
5.00
5.10
4.000
2 .0 0 0  
2 ,0 0 0
Sef&i-Manufaetured Haw Materials
BATE POUNDS BATE P0U2fDS
(2 )
(lO)
15,300 5*10 
14,700 4*90
3.000
3.000
(6 )
(14)
(14)
1 0 ,2 0 0
5,100
4,900
5.10
5.10 
4.90
2 ,0 0 0
1 ,0 0 0
1 ,0 0 0
Goocis-in-Process
y *s.& BATE POUJIDS BATE poums
i5) 2 0 ,0 0 0 5.00 4,000 (8 ) 2 0 ,1 0 0 5.025 4,000
(6 ) 1 0 ,2 0 0 5.10 2 ,0 0 0 (1 2) 2 0 ,1 0 0 5.025 4,000
(7) 1 0 ,0 0 0 5.00 2 ,0 0 0 (17) 2 0 ,2 0 0 5.05 4,000
(13) 1 0 ,0 0 0 5.00 2 ,0 0 0
(13) 1 0 ,2 0 0 5.10 2 ,0 0 0
(14) 5,100 5.10 1 ,0 0 0
(14) 4,900 4.90 1 ,0 0 0
(15) 1 0 ,2 0 0 5.10 2 ,0 0 0
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Finished Goods
U.S.& BATE . p o un d s U.£.& BATE POOELS
(8 ) 2 0 ,0 0 0 5.025 4,000
(1 2 ) 2 0 ,1 0 0 5.026 4,000
Cl?) 2 0 ,2 0 0 5.05 4,000
Remittances from Home Office
U.S.& RATE POIMDB ,BafibriL RATE PQUiSBS
(1 ) 50,000 5.00 1 0 ,0 0 0
(9) 51,000 5.10 1 0 ,0 0 0
Administrative Expenses
U.S.E RATE POUiSBS U o E ♦  E lLfi.TR POUNDS
<4) 10,000 5.00 2 ,0 0 0
(16) 10,200 5.10 2 ,0 0 0
Heme Office Current
U.g.S RATE PQUitfDS U.S.S. RATE POJRLS
(2 ) 15,300 5.10 3,000
(1 0) 14,700 4.90 3,000
The London branch plant’s trial balance is shown 
on the next page*
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London Branch Trial Balance 
Bate......... • •
U.S.Dollars Pounds
.....................  15,300 3,000
Baw Materials.. ••••••••••» 5,100 1,000
Semi-Mfd. Baw. Materials* •. 9,800 2,000
Goods~ln-Proeess.......... 2 0 ,2 0 0  4,000
Finished Goods*........... 60,400 12,000
Administrative Expenses..• 20,200 4,000
Remittances from Home
Office....*..*...*.  101,000 20,000
Home Office Current....... 30 ,000 6,000
Total $131,000 $131,000 *>26,000 L26,00Q
CHAPTER VI
FQKSIGN.SDaCHANGS ACCOOHTING FOR FOREIGN SUBSIDIARIES
A foreign subsidiary is a corporation located in 
a foreign country but of whose voting stock the majority is 
owned by another corporation in the home country* The 
purposes of having a subsidiary in foreign countries can be 
summarized generally as follows
(1) The laws of different countries frequently dis­
criminate between domestic and foreign corporations* 
There are certain types of business which may be 
conducted only by domestic corporations* Aside 
from direct prohibitions of this nature, foreign 
corporations usually are subjected to heavier tax­
ation and to the necessity of making burdensome 
reports• Therefore, the formation of a subsidiary 
in a foreign country is an obvious means of so­
lution*
(2) Gaining control of subsidiaries employing a smaller 
amount of capital is another aim* Control of a
^F* F* Burtchett, Corporation Finance* (New York: 
Harper & Brothers, 1934), pp. 332-338; and K. Field, 
Corporation Finance* (New York: The Honald Press Co., 1939), 
pp. 46*i*56*
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corporation can be held legally by an agency when 
it possesses sufficient voting strength to elect a 
majority of the board of directors. If the stock­
holders of the subsidiary are unorganized and 
widely scattered, the direct control of the sub­
sidiary will be obtained even more easily by owning 
a smaller amount of voting stock. Greater economy 
is thus achieved.
(3) An old and well-established firm which has a product 
of high quality that has gradually acquired a repu­
tation for high standard© ie unwilling to place its 
name on a cheaper product of lower quality. But at 
the same time the firm wants to extend its sales to 
foreign markets where the standard of living is 
lower. A subsidiary concern is formed to produce 
and market the lower-priced product to meet the 
foreign demands.
(4) Another purpose for having a foreign subsidiary is 
to eliminate foreign competition. Advertising ex­
penses, overhead in general, inventories, duplicated 
equipment, etc. are saved. Mo rover, instead of 
competing, the foreign subsidiary may cooperate and 
specialize in particular types and varieties of 
products.
(6 ) It usually happens that a company desires to produce
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a certain article by using foreign raw materials, 
which have not been tried out* If a subsidiary is 
employed for this task, in caee of failure it will 
not seriously affect the home company and its 
product*
(6 ) Foreign subsidiaries often are employed to conceal 
the identity of the home corporation for the purpose 
of fighting competitors in the foreign market, or 
for the purpose of selling out-of-date or obsolete 
commodities*
(7) Foreign subsidiaries may be formed also for purely 
investment purposes*
As compared with foreign branch accounting, the 
accounting problem for foreign subsidiaries is different 
because foreign subsidiaries are organized as separate com­
panies and incorporated under the laws of a foreign country# 
Their accounting systems, therefore, are completely inde­
pendent of their parent companies. On the other hand, the 
parent company should carry an Investment in the Foreign 
Subsidiary account in which to record the cost of investments 
in terms of its own home currency. Furthermore, not every 
subsidiary is necessarily 1 0 0 per cent owned by a parent com­
pany in another country# For the purpose of control, the 
ownership of a subsidiary can be varied in a range of from 
45 per cent (sometimes even less) to 100 per cent. Thus, en
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accounting problem has arisen as to what percentage of owaer- 
ship is required for the consolidation of the subsidiary1 s 
balance sheet with its parent company’s balance sheet.^
This problem is one of the most difficult accounting problems 
for which there is as yet no uniform and satisfactory solution* 
Modern accountants, particularly Walter A. Staub and W. A.
Pat on, summarise their opinions as follows s 
Walter A. Staub says:
"It seams clear that no arithmetical rule can bo laid 
down requiring, for example, that all companies over 
& certain percentage of stock ownership shall be con­
solidated, and all others below the named percentage 
not consolidated* The circumstances of each case 
must be considered, and there are too many factors 
involved to permit a simple rule of this kind*
"jyaong the factors which naturally call for consider­
ation are percentage of stock ownership, class or 
classes of stock owned, voting control or absence 
thereof, management control, and economic or other 
relations to parent or other companies in the
affiliated group The factors of management control
and intercompany economic relations, where there is 
less than 60 per cent stock ownership, might n<>b 
ordinarily be thought of as sufficient to warrant con­
solidation • Yet, they should receive consideration 
because the intercompany relations may be etich that 
the company owning a minority of the stock and having 
the management control may, for the sake of its own 
business, have to finance operating losses of such an 
affiliated company.
^As to when the consolidation can be made is another 
problem. The Security and Exchange Commission has laid down 
the following rule, Regulation S-X, Rule 4.02; MIf the state­
ments of a subsidiary are as of a date or for periods differ­
ent from those of the registrant, such subsidiary may be con­
solidated only if the following conditions exist: (1) Such 
difference is not more than 93 days; (2 ) the closing date of 
the subsidiary is expressly indicated; (3) the necessity for 
the use of different closing dates is briefly explained;... •**
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"As a general rule, if a consolidated balance sheet 
is prepared at all, every wholly-owned, company should 
be Included. The United States Treasury has con­
sistently held to this principle with respect to con­
solidated income-tax returns and has insisted ever 
since 1922 that the option must be exercised fall or 
none* 1 In other words, partial consolidation I© not 
permitted.... .In the case of financial statements 
submitted to stockholders or used for credit purposes, 
an argument is sometimes made for excluding a wholly- 
owned subsidiary frcaa the consolidated statement, 
where the nature of its business is such that it is 
informing to show it separately.113
W. A. Paton writes in the Accountant* s Handbook.
11 The exact percentage of stock, ownership which should 
obtain before the statements of the controlled com­
pany are to be included In consolidation cannot be 
stated* The only points on which there seems to be 
agreement are: (1 ) all wholly-owned subsidiaries
should be included (assuming that dissimilarity of 
operations does not make this inadvisable) 5 (2 ) all
companies in which ownership below 50 per cent 
should, ordinarily, be excluded. Between these two 
limits each case must be decided on its merits.
"The Securities and Exchange Commission (Regulation 
S-X) has adopted the rule that *the registrant shall 
not consolidate any subsidiary which is not a 
maj ority-owned subs idi ary • *
"Under the Revenue Act of 1942 affiliated corporations 
are again permitted to file consolidated tax returns 
under prescribed conditions. For this purpose an 
* affiliated group* is defined as one or more ’chains* 
of corporations connected with a cossnon parent corpo­
ration provided at least ©5 per cent of the ‘voting 
power of all classes of stock* and 95 per cent *of 
each class of the nonvoting stock* of each corpo­
ration (except the parent) is owned directly by one 
or more of the other corporations in the group and 
the parent corporation owns directly at least 95 per 
cent of the stock of at least one of the companies. " 4
&Wm A. Staub, Journal of Accountancy. Vol. 63, 
January, 1932, pp. 10-30.
*W. A. Paton, Accountant* s Handbook. (Editor; Hew 
York: The Ronald Press, 1943, Third Edition)
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The above answer® are far from uniform and. can not 
be satisfactorily applied to all the various conditions of 
business ownership. In like manner, actual practice various 
much between companies. In 1943, an investigation con­
cerning 47 top-ranking .American corporations was made by an 
accounting class at Louisiana State University under the 
direction of Professor E, A. Sailers. The following facts 
were discovered.
Table III
The Requirements of the Percentages 
of Ownership for Consolidation, 
from the Study of 47 .American 
______Corporations in February 1943^
50% or above, owned and
consolidated 16%
75% or above, owned and
consolidated 2%
80% or above, owned and
consolidated 2%
Only 100% owned
consolidated 74%
_fo consolidated statement 6%
100%
This Investigation reveals not only the differences 
of actual practices among the corporations but also the devi­
\^T, Bennett, "Bases of Consolidation," p*4, 
( Unpublished)
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ation from -the theoxy of* actual practice* It can be noted 
from the table that the general practice of* the majority is 
to consolidate only wholly-owned subsidiaries. Therefore, 
it sews that it is impossible to have a uniform solution 
for this problem. However, one thing can be added here.
No matter whether or not the subsidiary* e statements are 
consolidated with the parent company* s, a detailed report of 
the financial condition of the subsidiary company should 
accompany the statements of the parent company in order to 
provide information and also protection to investors and 
stockholders .
Despite varying opinions regarding the requirements 
of certain percentages of ownership for consolidation, the 
methods of handling accounts for Investments in Foreign Sub­
sidiaries are all based on the same accounting principle. 
Accounts covering investments in foreign subsidiaries may 
conveniently be classified under control accounts coverings
(1) Investments in foreign subsidiaries which are 
carried as investments in the consolidated balance 
sheet;
(2 ) Investments in foreign subsidiaries which are 
eliminated since their balance sheet are included 
in the consolidated balance sheet.
Under these classifications, separate accounts are 
kept for the investments in each of the foreign subsidiaries. 
Hie most comBon practice is to set up the investment in an
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account under the proper controlling account at cost, in home 
currency; and in the subsidiary ledger the value of the in­
vestments is kept in both foreign currency and its equivalent 
in home currency at the rate at the time of acquisition. If 
there is a profit earned by the foreign subsidiary snd still 
kept in the books of the subsidiary, the Investments account 
should be charged for its equivalent in home currency at the 
current rate of exchange. When dividends are received from 
the foreign subsidiary in foreign currency, they should be 
converted at the current rate of exchange into home currency 
and credited to the Investments account. It will have the 
same treatment if a loss is incurred by the foreign sub­
sidiary. Where this method is used, it is necessary to make 
an analysis of these Investment accounts when the consoli­
dated balance sheet is prepared. To illustrate the pro­
cedure, the following situation is assumed: Investment in
the stock of a London company is $200,000, which is the 
equivalent of 1*40,000 at the rate of $5.00, being 100% owner­
ship. Of the 1*40,000, 1*30,000 represents the par value of 
capital stock, and 1*10,000 represents the surplus. Assume 
also profits for the first year of 1*2 ,0 0 0  and dividends paid 
of KL,000. The entries would be as follows:
(1) To record the investment in the stock of a London 
company for 1*40,000, the exchange rate at the time 
when the purchase is made being $5.00.
Investment in London Company.......$200,000
Cash.  .....   $200,000
(2) To record the earnings of 1 2 ,000 for the period at 
the average rate for the period, $5.05*
Investment in London Company.....* $10,100
Profit and Loss •.... . $10f 100
(3) To record the dividends received, assuming that the 
exchange rate at the time when the dividends are 
received is $5.03.
Cash......................... . $5,030
Exchange Adjustment......••••••.*• 20
Investment in London Company. • • $5,050
Upon the preparation of the consolidated balance 
sheet the adjustments to be made on these accounts would be:
Parent London Elimi-
Company Company nations
On Parent Company Books:
Investment in London nT
Company..............  $205,050 $205,050 '
On London Company Books: _
Capital Stock.........  $150,000 150,GOQ£r<
Surplus ............. 55,050 55, 0&0DTi
$205.050 $205.050
There is another method of handling the Investment 
account - analyzing the foreign investment at the time such 
investment is made and setting up on the books of the parent 
company the investment in the foreign subsidiary in the 
following accounts:
9 ©
(1 > Investment, in capital stock of the foreign subsidi­
ary company at par*
(2) Surplus of the subsidiary company.
This plan has distinct advantages in that it makes the pi*e~ 
paration of consolidated balance sheets thereafter a 
relatively simple procedure* The entries are:
(1 ) To record the investment in the stock of a London 
company for L40,000, at the rate of $5 .0 0 .
Investment in London Company*.....$200,000
Cash* ...*...................... $200 ,000
(2 ) To break up the investment in the London subsidiary
company into its elements.
Investment in Capital Stock
of the London Company*..........$150,000
Surplus of the London Sub­
sidiary Company**•••••••.•••.«•* $50,000
Investment In London Company. •• $200,000
(3) To take up the earnings of the London subsidiary
company for the period, B2,0Q0, at $5.05.
Surplus of the London Sub­
sidiary Company*••••••«*••**.*•* $10,100
Profit and Loss..... *••••»••*•• $10,100
(4) To record the dividends received from the London 
company, fcl,000 and their conversion at $5*03.
Cash*  ........................ *•••• $5 ,030
Exchange Adjustment...... *....... $20
Surplus of the London Sub-
sidiany Company * * * *....  $5,050
100
The capital stock ana surplus accounts on the hooks
of the parent company where this method is used should always 
represent the equivalents, at corresponding exchange rates , 
shown for capital stock and surplus on the hooks of the London 
company* In the preparation of the consolidated balance 
sheet, these Investment and Capital accounts would appeal' as 
follows:
£>205*050 £>205*050
If a subsidiary company is included in the consoli­
dation, the Investment accounts of the parent company are 
eliminated; but if the subsidiary company is not included in 
the consolidation, the Investment accounts will appear in the 
consolidated balance sheet. Thus, there is the question of 
the valuation at which the investment should appear in the 
balance sheet* The valuation of this account depends, of 
course, on the financial position of the foreign subsidiary 
company shown by its balance sheet and the condition of its 
business. Presumably this investment is to be carried at 
purchase cost plus accumulated earnings and leas losses and
Parent London KLImi-
Company Company nations
On Parent Company Booksi 
Investment in Capital 
Stock of London Co*. 
Surplus of the London
• *. $150,000
55,050
$150,000Cr*
55,050Cr#Company
On London Company Books:
Capital Stock
Surplus
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dividends, as explained on "the preceding £>ag@. The veri­
fication of this account necessarily involves consideration 
of the balance sheet of the foreign subsidiary. nTtare is 
to be considered not only the possible shrinkage in value of 
such foreign investments in their foreign currency, but also 
the additional shrinkage occurring on conversion of such 
foreign money values to domestic currency values. That is, 
the valuation of such foreign investments for balance sheet 
purposes should be what those investments would realize to 
the parent company in its own home currency if the invest­
ments were marketed. If there is an established domestic 
market for such, the market quotation will be used as a 
basis. If no domestic market is available, the foreign 
market must be considered and the amount realizable in foreign 
moneys must be converted into home currency to arrive at what 
they are worth to the parent company on the basis of their 
present market value.
In ease of consolidation, the conversion will be 
made in much the same manner as is followed in the consoli­
dation of the statements of a parent company sad its foreign 
branches. The subsidiary Capital Stock account should be 
substituted for the dollar price paid by the parent company, 
and the subsidiary Surplus account should be arbitrarily 
stated at an amount which will bring the subsidiary balance 
sheet into balance after conversion Into home currency. If 
the parent company* s Investment account does not agree with
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the subsidiary* s capital stock plus surplus (or minus 
deficit) as thus converted, an adjusting entry should b© made 
debiting or crediting the Investment account, with an off­
setting debit or credit to the Surplus account* But the 
accounting procedure will be complicated If there is a mi­
nority interest in the foreign subsidiary accounts; It should 
then be stated as a separate item in the consolidated balance 
sheet* From the point of view of the organization or the 
outside world, this minority stockholders* interest is a part 
of the net worth, but from the viewpoint of the parent com­
pany this interest can not be considered as s. part of the net 
worth* To illusti’ate this procedure, let it be assumed that 
an American trading company owns 90% of the capital stock of 
Its London subsidiary company* The following is the balance 
sheet of the London company and the conversions:
London Co* Balance Sheet & Conversion 
Late*•«••..«••*.*
Pounds Bate* U*S.$
Assetss
Cash I.....*......... *....... 5,000 5*05 26,250
Accounts Receivable *..... . 25 ,000 5 .05 126,250
Inventories••••«•.*.••*•••••* 30,000 5*05 161,500
Fixed Assets .....  40*000 5*00 200*000
100*000 502*000
Liabilities & Capital:
Accounts Payable*••***••*•*•• 20,000 5.05 101,000
Parent Company Current*.  20,000 S 100,000
Capital Stock................ 50,000 6.00 250,000
Surplus***•*««*•*.*.*******•• 10 * 000 5.06 20*500
100,000 501,500
Exchange Adjustment.......  5QQ
502.000
♦Rate: Current rate - $5.05; S - Substitution; Fixed Assets 
and Capital Stock - at the rate at the time of 
acqui sit i on.
American Trading Company and London Subsidiary 
Consolidated Balance Shoot Work Shoot 
Data###***•#**••
Parent
Company
Assotot
100,000
Account8 R e c e i v a b l e * •**•«•••* 300,000
Inventories*,#*#*.,***,#,#.*#*•**•** 500,000
Investment in London Subsidiary# ••#• 270,450
London Subsidiary Current* 
Fixed Assets,
Liabilities and Not Worths
Account* Payable*#**#««•**•<
Parent Company Current*•«*»< 
Capital Stocks
Parent Company**.*•«*»••, 
London Subsidiary,,.»«**, 
Eliminate 90 per cent, 
Minority 10 per cent,. 
Surplus:-
Parent Company**••**•*••i 
London Subsidiary *•••**#< 
Eliminate 90 per cent. 
Minority 10 per cent*,
100| 000
London Adjust* Oonsoli-
Company meats Eliminations dated B *3*
26,250 
126|250 
151,600
450(Lr.) (2)270,900(Cr*) 
(1)100,0Q0(Cr*)
125,250 
426,260 
661#000
OWV.VWV CvM|VUV
TOKJG 2E 1 w,wv1,902,5(30
400,000 101,000
100,000 (1)100,000(Dr.)
501,000
1,200,000
250,000
(2)285,000(Dr.)
1,200,000
25,000
170,450
51,000
450(0.)
(2) 45,900(Dr.)
170,900
5,100
1,770,450 502,000 450 S70f900 1,902,000
1
0
3
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After the conversion of the balance sheet of the 
London subsidiary, from pounds sterling to American dollars, 
$600 profit on exchange results* Since the parent company 
owns only 90% of the capital stock of the London subsidiary, 
an adjusting entry of $450 (90% of $500) is made on the books 
of the parent company as follows:
Investment in London Subsidiary* • • • $450
Surplus*••••••••*•••*••••••*•*•• $450
This entry is shown on the consolidated balance sheet work 
sheet in the adjustments column on page 103* Besides the 
adjusting entry for profit on exchange, there are also two 
entries to eliminate inter-company accounts* One is to 
eliminate the Inter-comp any Current accounts, and the other 
is to eliminate the Investment account on the books of the 
parent company and 90% of the Capital account and Surplus 
account on the books of the London subsidiary* The consoli­
dated balance sheet is:
American Trading Co* , and London Subsidiary 
________Consolidated Balance Sheet_________
Bate*••*•••»*•••
Assets: Cash***•••••**•*••••••••••***•••• $125,250
Accounts Receivable**•.....****** 426,250
Inventories,*•••••••*••*«•••••••• 651,500
Fixed Assets••**•• ••**••• 700,000
$1*902*000
Liabil­
ities & Accounts Payable*.*•••*•••••••••• $501,000
Capital: Minority Interests*****........ . 30,100
Capital Stock**•••••*•••••**••**• 1,200,000
Surplus** •*•••* *.......  170*900
$1*902*000
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The American practice of consolidating foreign 
subsidiaries was very common during the time before World War 
II* But since the start of the Sino-Japanese War in 1937 
and the European War in 1939, although the United States was 
still neutral, the treatment of foreign subsidiaries underwent 
a great change owing to the uncertainty of the International 
situation* Certain techniques of foreign exchange 
accounting especially applicable under the present emergency 
attention and study* The most common practice was to shift 
toward the conservative policy of consolidating only those 
subsidiaries which were not in danger of destruction* A 
study of 48 American corporations having foreign subsidiaries, 
by an accounting class in the Louisiana State University 
under the direction of Professor S* A* Sailers, reveals the 
following statistics:
Table IV
The Consolidation Policies of 48 American 
 Corporations Before Pearl Harbor7
Consolidation of: No* of Companies
Ho subsidiary consolidated* *• • 1 1
Canadian subsidiaries only. * * * 6
Canadian, English, and
Australian* *••••••**•••*•••* 7
Central and South American
and Canadian subsidiaries* • • 16
All subsidiaries in Allied
nations *•••*••*•••••••••••*• 4
All subsidiaries*••«••••*.••• • 4
^Wartime Problems for Accounting,” The Journal of 
Accountancy * Vol* 6 8 , November, 1939, pp* 293-294.
^P.A.Firmin, "Foreign Subsidiaries*” (Unpublished)
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Instead of the consolidation of their foreign sub­
sidiaries» conservative American corporations began to list 
certain of their foreign subsidiaries as Foreign Investments 
on their balance sheets. In addition to this treatment, the 
following actions were taken to cope with different situations:^
(1 ) writing-off all of their subsidiaries located in 
enemy nations and in enemy-occupied territories by 
application of surplus and appropriate reserves;
(2 ) setting up a reserve for investments equal to the 
amount of unrealised profits from all foreign 
subsidiaries ;
(3) reducing their foreign subsidiaries in enemy nations 
and enemy-occupied territories to the nominal sum of 
one dollar;
(4) carrying the subsidiaries at cost but offsetting 
that value completely setting up an equal amount of 
reserves; and
(6 ) providing an additional reserve for foreign losses 
and exchange fluctuations.
During a time of emergency, it is necessary to take 
the above precautions to protect Investors and stockholders. 
Since foreign exchange accounting deals with international 
business, and so long as international conflicts can not be 
avoided, these precautions will be worth studying by the 
corporations which have foreign investments.
®For further study cf. Chapter XI of this paper.
CHAFTEE VII
FO ESIG y EXCHAisfGE ACCGUOTIiaG FOE FOb&IGii  EXCHANGE BAIjIKS
A© mentioned in Chapter I, there are three kinds 
of business groups which are interested in foreign exchange 
accounting. Foreign traders who need foreign exchange to 
pay for their purchases from abroad or who receive foreign 
exchange from their sales abroad make up the first group# 
Foreign investors or business concerns which operate foreign 
agencies, foreign branches, foreign plants, or foreign sub­
sidiaries make up the second group# They are engaged in 
activities involving the receipt or remittance of foreign 
exchange# It will be seen, therefore, that both the first 
group and the second group are interested in foreign exchange 
because their business operations are international in 
character and the value of their assets, liabilities and net 
worth, and profits and losses, are usually expressed in two 
or more kinds of currencies# Their businesses and trans­
actions are conducted through a long sequence of conversions 
from home currency to foreign currency and from foreign cur­
rency to home currency# They have to buy foreign exchange 
vfoenever they want to pay debts which are stated in the cur­
rency of another country. They have to sell foreign ex-
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change whenever they receive payment; in foreign currency anil 
want to convert into home currency* Therefore, a foreign 
market is needed to bring together the supply of end demand 
for foreign exchange*3- The third group, the foreign ex­
change banks, thus appear to fill the gap* Their chief 
business is to deal in foreign exchange, and to treat foreign 
exchange as a commodity. They make profits by buying for­
eign exchange at the lowest possible price and selling it at 
the highest possible price*
As the domestic banks serve the domestic merchants, 
so the foreign exchange banks offer services to international 
business men* These services include commercial credits, 
advances discounts, bank drafts, telegraphic transfers, and 
so on* However, there are some important differences 
between the domestic banks and the foreign exchange banks.**
(1) Foreign exchange banks generally deal with trans­
actions involving two kinds of currency. For 
instance, a customer of a bank in New York City 
wishes to make a remittance to some one in Shanghai. 
He buys a draft on Shanghai in Chinese dollars but 
pays the selling bank in American dollars* Another 
customer clips coupons from an issue of sterling
^For the discussion of foreign exchange market cf •
R* B. Westerfield, Money* Credit, and Banking* (New Yorks The 
Ronald Press, 1938), pp. 492-498.
^L. H. Langston, Bank Accounting Practice. (New York: 
The Ronald Press, 1937) , pp. 153-155.
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bonds* The coupons are payable in pounds sterling, 
but the American customer wants dollars. He sends 
the coupons to the bank for collection, and he 
receives dollars when the coupons are collected* 
Hence, it is necessary for a foreign exchange bank 
to keep accounts both in dollars and in foreign 
currencies •
(2) Practically all the foreign exchange transactions of 
a bank are conducted with the aid of one or more 
correspondents or branches in foreign countries* 2?o 
foreign exchange bank can stand alone in foreign 
transactions, as a domestic bank is frequently does 
in domestic transactions*
(3) Secured loans in foreign exchange transactions are 
usually made on commodities and merchandise in 
transit* They are made on bills of exchange and 
secured by shipping documents, such as bills of 
lading, insurance policies, commercial invoices, 
consular1s invoices, packing lists, etc* These 
bills of exchange are drawn by exporter© in the 
home country on the Importers in foreign countries* 
The function of the foreign exchange banks is to pay 
the exporter in advance and to collect from the for­
eign importer later* On the other hand, the most 
common domestic secured loans are made on marketable 
securities collateral*
1X0
(4) Foreign exchange banks have more transaction© in­
volving overdrafts between banks, rediscounting, 
bankers* time drafts, cable transfers, banker© 
acceptances, travelers* letters of credit, and com­
mercial credits, than domestic banks do.
(5) Foreign exchange banks may be used as correspondent© 
for small and medium-sized banks of their own coun­
tries. Because there are occasionally some foreign 
exchange transactions coming to these small banks
in the interior of the country, it does not pay to 
set up a foreign exchange department to deal with 
such highly specialized business. They can employ 
the foreign exchange banks located in the seaport 
and finencial centers as their correspondents for 
foreign exchange transactions.
(6 ) Besides these commercial foreign exchange trans­
actions, such as the buying and selling of foreign 
exchange to their customers in connection with 
international business, the foreign exchange banks 
usually participate, also, in the world exchange 
market, buying end selling foreign exchange in the 
open market as it is offered or demanded for the 
purposes of speculation, arbitrage, or even invest­
ment. These are foreign exchange trading trans­
actions, which have no counterpart in domestic 
banking.
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The foreign exchange business 1© carried on by two 
classes of institution® , namely, (1 ) foreign exchange bankers 
or dealer® whose principal business is dealing with foreign 
exchange, and (2 ) banks with a foreign exchange department 
especially established to carry on this exchange business*^ 
The two types may differ as to the treatment of the capital 
account on the foreign exchange books, but there is no funda­
mental difference in the accounting methods used* As for 
the Capital account, in the ease of the banker engaged ex* 
clusively in foreign exchange, the account represent© the 
usual capital investment found in any business enterprise* 
Bat, In the case of the foreign exchange department of a 
bank, the account represent© merely an investment of the bank 
in this department, or, In other words, a loan by the bank to 
this department, and is shown as an asset on the general 
books of the bank*
Investment in Foreign Exchange Department
Due from Foreign 
Exchange De­
partment* * * * *.$1 0 0 ,0 0 0
And on the books of the foreign exchange department, it will 
show as follows:
Foreign Exchange Department Capital
Ibue to Bank* • • *$100,000
B. Kester, Accounting Theory and Practice* Vol* 
XXI, (New Yorks The Ronald Press, 1921) , p* 60*
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When the hank and its foreign exchange department prepare a 
consolidated statement of their financial condition, these 
accounts will be eliminated, since they are inter-office 
accounts and will merge in the total of the bank1 s assets, 
liabilities, and capital*
The records and accounts for a foreign exchange 
banker or the foreign exchange department of a bank can be 
generally discussed under the following topics s
(1) Hecords of foreign exchange owned and deposited in 
foreign banks and bankers (Nostro)^
(2) Hecords of the amounts of home currency deposited 
by foreign banks and bankers (Loro)
(3) Commercial transactions
(4) Trading transactions®
In the ledger, the following accounts are usually shown?
(1) Assets:
Cash
Foreign Currencies on Hand 
Due from Foreign Banks and Bankers 
Gold Shipments 
Advance to Customers
Accounts Receivable - Foreign Exchange Sales 
Bills Discounted - Foreign 
Acceptances Purchased - Foreign
^Conto Ifostro (our account), Conto Vostro (your 
account), and Conto Loro (their account), are Italian terms* 
Because double-entry bookkeeping system originated in Italy, 
many European business firms and the majority of American 
banking concerns still adhere to some of the Italian termi­
nology* Cf. A* L* Garles, "Foreign Exchange Arbitrage. ...f* 
The Journal of Accountancy* Vol. 31, May, 1921, pp. 329-335*
®H« H* Montgomery uses the term 1 banking trans­
action * Instead of ♦Trading transaction,* cf. Financial Hand­
book. Second Edition, p. 1497.
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Foreign Investments:
Short-term Investment®
Long-term Investments 
Customers* Liabilities:
On Acceptances under Letters of* Credit 
Under Commercial Letters of Credit 
Uhder Travelers1 Letters of Credit 
Exchange Future Purchased
(2) Liabilities:
Due to Foreign Banks and Banker®
Remittances
Accounts Payable - Foreign Exchange Purchases 
Deposits:
Against Future Contracts 
Funds Retained - Foreign Bills 
Against Travelers* Letters of* Credit 
Travelers* Check® Outstanding 
Commercial Letters of Credit Issued 
Travelers* Letters of* Credit Issued 
Acceptances
Acceptances by Foreign Correspondent 
Exchange Future Sold 
Capital Account
(3) Income and Expenses:
Interest Earned 
Interest Paid
Interest - Foreign Bills Discounted 
Cable Expense®
Brokerage 
Commissions:
Traveler®* Letters of Credit 
Commercial Letters of Credit 
Remittances 
Acceptances 
Collection Charges 
Earnings on Foreign Investments 
Expenses - Gold Shipments
Due from Banks and Bankers (Nostro) Nostro 
accounts simply mean the balances which the domestic bank 
keeps with banks or bankers in foreign countries* against 
which they draw as the need arises* There is no real dif­
ference between the New York bank keeping a deposit account
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Is a Chicago 'bank and 'the same bank keeping a deposit* account 
is a London bank, except that it Must keep track, of the trans­
actions with foreign bank® in both American and foreign cur-* 
rencies, owing to the changing foreign exchange rate. JUst 
as the New York bank charges its Chicago bank account with 
all deposits, and credits it with all withdrawals, the New 
York bank charges the Nostro account with all remittances 
and credits it with all drawing®. Both the London bank and 
the Chicago bank are "correspondents* of the New York bank.
But the subsidiary ledger form for the London correspondent, 
or the Nostro account, is more complicated than that of a 
domestic correspondent, or the Chicago bank. The Nostro 
accounts must be kept both in pounds sterling and American 
dollars. The transactions must be recorded in pounds 
sterling, or other foreign currencies, in order to keep 
track of the fluctuations in the balances kept abroad and in 
order to control the accuracy of charges and credits by the 
correspondent to the account. The dollar values must be 
maintained for trial balance and balance sheet purposes and 
for figuring the profits or losses from exchange transactions. 
Therefore, the Nostro account, which is shown on the next 
page, ic very complicated, including the following columnss
(1) Date of transaction
(2) Description - To record the name of the customer for 
whom the transaction was executed or the name of the 
party abroad to whom payment Is to be made, etc.
Illustration VI
Nostro Aooouat
Date of Amount Reconcile- foreign United
Gonfir- Value in ment Mount States
Date Description Numbers mation Date Charges Detail Cheofe Total Rate Currency
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(3) Numbers - Office record of the number of the trans­
action,
(4) Date of Comfiraation - For the date when the trans­
action was confirmed by letter, or advice, from the 
foreign correspondents.
(6 ) Value Date - Value date from which interest on the 
new balance must be figured, this is the date of 
payment of the draft or cable transfer or the date 
of receipt of the remittance.
(6 ) Charges - Usually there are cable charges paid by 
the correspondent, or other special charges and 
commissions which will be taken from the letter, or 
advice, sent by the foreign correspondents.
(7) Foreign Amount in Detail - Frequently, a large 
amount, may be drawn, but payable to several dif­
ferent parties. For instance, an American importer 
may buy a cable of jb60,000 to be paid to five dif­
ferent London exporters, £10,000 for each. The 
several L1 0 ,0 0 0  amounts would go in this column, and 
the total amount in the column "Foreign Amount in 
Total.«
(8 ) Reconcilement Check - At stated periods, either 
monthly or semi-monthly, foreign correspondents send 
to the Yew York bank statements of the deposit 
account showing transactions and balances. The 
bookkeeping department of the Ifew York bank must
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reconcile the statement received from the corre­
spondent with the ledger account in the Nostro 
ledger, so that cheek marks can be placed in this 
column.
(9) Foreign Amount in Total
(10) Bate of Exchange
(11) United States Currency
The transactions entered in the Nostro account can 
be classified as follows :
(1) Debit entries:
(a) Remittances by cable, or draft
(b) Payments or transfer® for the depositor1® own 
account
(c) Purchases of foreign exchange for its own 
account
(d) Collections by the correspondent
(e) Interest and other charges earned
(2) Credit entries?
(a) Drawings by cable, draft, or letter
(b) Payments made by correspondent for the deposi­
tor1 s account
(c) Sales of foreign exchange by the correspondent 
for the depositor* s account
(e) Interest and charges due to the correspondent
Another peculiarity about the Nostro account is 
that after the individual debit or credit entries have been 
made in both foreign eond home currencies, there is a very
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long wait, for the confirmation of the transaction from the 
foreign correspondent. The length of time depends on the 
sail service between the countries. A letter, or an advice, 
will he received from the foreign correspondent to confirm 
that the cable or draft was received and entry passed 
accordingly. This letter, or advice, should be checked in 
detail against the copy of the letter of advice originally 
sent to the correspondent st the time of the transaction, and 
also should be checked with the ledger entry, and the final 
value date should be entered. Then, the letter, or advice, 
should be filed systematic ally for future reference after it 
is marked "correct. *
Semi-monthly or monthly, a statement is received 
from the correspondent, giving all the items debited or 
credited to the New York bsnkfs deposit account and its 
daily balances, fill in foreign currency unit®. It should be 
noted that the credit balance shown on the statement will 
differ from the debit balance which the -Tew York bank * s 
Nostro account shows. Since there will be drawings and 
remittances made and recorded on the New York bank1® books, 
which arrived abroad too late to paid or entered on the books 
of the correspondent at the date of the statement, it be­
comes necessary to reconcile the foreign correspondent1© 
statement with the New York bank's Nostro account by using a 
reconciliation form such as is shown on the next page. There 
arc four different types of adjustment, which ©re listed on
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Illustration VII
Reconciliation Statement 
Account with.* .......  Bate
Bata Explanation Amount
r I  —  ....... ...
Date Explanation A&ouat
We debit but 
not in their 
accounts
*
We credit but 
not in their 
account:
Bata They debit but 
not in our 
account:
Date They credit 
but not in 
our account:
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'the reeoncillation statement, and which are necessary to 
effect a reconciliation# y
(1) We dehit hut not in their account
(2) We credit hut not in their account
(3) They debit hut not in our account
(4) They credit hut not in our account
Every item on the statement must he checked with the Rostra 
account and given a check mark if it is correctly recorded 
on both hooks j otherwise, it should he listed on the recon­
ciliation statement under one of the above four adjusting 
groups# These outstanding, or open, items should he 
verified by an examination of later entries and confirmed 
by correspondence or otherwise. After all items are 
checked and outstanding items are listed properly under the 
four groups, the balance of the Nostro account can he used 
as a base plus the total of groups (1) and (4), and minus the 
total of groups (2) and (3); the result thus obtained should 
be equivalent to the balance shown on the statement from the 
correspondent #
Due to Banks and Bankers (Loro or Vostro) On the 
contrary, as compared with 'Tostro account, Loro accounts are 
deposits of foreign banks or hankers in this country# They
are kept in American currency, or home currency of the bank
>
which receives the deposits# The bookkeeping fox* Loro 
accounts is simpler than for* the Nostro accounts, as no 
foreign currency record need be kept of the transactions#
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The foreign banks or bankers make dollar remittances or draw 
dollar drafts on their dollar balances, and foreign currency 
does not enter into the matter as far as the Am eric an bank 
is concerned. They are practically the same as the domestic 
Bie to Banks account* In turn, a statement of account with 
a reconciliation form should be sent to all of the banks or 
bankers concerned, either monthly or semi-monthly.
CHAPTER VIII
FOHEIGH KXCHAdSE ACCOiAJTIN FOR FOREIGM 
EXCHANGE B A N E  - COMMERCIAL. TRANSACTION
If it can be kept in mind that the ealea and pur­
chases of foreign exchange are Just the same as the sales
*
• and purchases of a special commodity, much of the apparent 
mystery of foreign exchange transactions will disappear* 
Foreign exchange sales and purchases are operated by the 
foreign exchange banks through the following channels s
(1) Exchange Sales:
(a) Foreign Currencies
(b) Cable Transfers
(c) Mail Transfers
(d) Demand Drafts
(e) Travelers1 Letters of Credit
(f) Commercial Letters of Credit
(g) Forward Sales
(2) Exchange Purchases:
(a) Foreign Currencies
(b) Collections
(c) Discounts
(d) Advances
(e) Purchases of Foreign Bills
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(f) Commercial Letters of Credit
(g) Foward Purchases
Exchange Sales 
Foreign Currencies - For the convenience of
travelers who are planning to leave for foreign countries» 
the foreign exchange banks generally keep on hand for sale 
foreign specie or paper money of other countries. An 
account is usually kept with the currency of each country, 
either in the general ledger or in a subsidiary ledger, 
showing the balance on hand for each kind of foreign money 
in terms of the foreign currency and also its cost in home 
currency. The accounts are charged with the cost of the 
foreign currency in home currency and with the amount pur­
chased, and are credited with the sales in home currency 
end with the amount sold. The difference between the debits 
and credits of the home currency column, less the market 
value in home currency of foreign money on hand, represents 
the profit or loss for each account. For Instance, if a 
New York bank purchases felOO of Bank of England notes at the 
rate of $4.75 and a week later sells h2Q at $6.00 to a person 
who is going to London, the ledger account with the English 
currency will appear as follows:
Foreign Currencies. Pounds Sterling
Purchased
#4.76
Pounds Dollars
100 475 Sold #5.00
Pounds Dollars
20 100
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flie difference between the debits and credit© of the home 
currency column is $375* Assume that the exchange rate at 
the close of the period is $4*95; then the value of pound© 
sterling on hand, L80, is $396* A profit of $21 ($396 - 
$376) results* It is customary to close the account out 
and take the profit or loss into account at the end of the 
fiscal period*
Cable Transfers - A cable transfer is essentially 
the same as a telegraphic transfer of money* The banks in 
the home country, upon receipt of the money, will cable the 
banks abroad to pay a certain amount to the party designated 
- by the remitter* For instance, a New York manufacturing 
company wants to send L5,GG0 to Its London purchasing agent 
to buy a certain kind of raw material urgently needed for 
production* Assume that the current rate for cable trans­
fers to London is $5*05 and that the cable expense is $15* 
After the bank is paid $26,266 ($26,260 for the L5,000 pur­
chased and $16 for cable expense) by the Hew York manu­
facturing company, the bank will cable its London corre­
spondent bank, with whom it maintains a pounds sterling 
account, to pay the agent of the Hew York company* The 
journal entry on the bank's books will be:
Cash*  ..............   $26,265
Due from Foreign Bank© & Bankers $26,260
(Hame of London correspondent)
Cable E x p e n s e s .......  $15
It must be noted that the Cash account and the Cable Expenses
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account, have dollar amounts only, while the Due from Foreign 
hanks and Bankers account has both foreign currency unite 
and dollars, or home currency*
In case the exchange is handled through dealers, 
or brokers, the broker customarily receives a compensation 
in the form of a brokerage fee* These fees ©re journal­
ised as is any expense. They are charged to the Foreign 
Exchange Brokerage account* Credit for the amount involved 
mould be made to a special account payable kept for each 
broker with whom the bank does business* They are usually 
paid semi-monthly or monthly* After the cable is sent to 
its London correspondent, the bank must also confirm the
Illustration VIII 
Cable Confirmation Form
The Foreign Exchange Bank 
ITew York, IT* Y.
U. S. A.
To Date
Dear Sires
We herewith confirm our cable today, requesting 
you to charge our account and effect the following 
payment, for account of _______________________'
Particulars Amount
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cable "transfer by mall* It, often happens that a cable is 
mutilated in transmittal, but a mall confirmation, while 
powerless to stop the payment, may help to straighten out 
differences. A cable confirmation is shown on page 126.
Mail Transfers1* The recording of a mail transfer 
Is somewhat similar to that of a cable. A mail transfer is 
an order upon a foreign correspondent to pay money to a 
certain person for the account of another person in the home 
country. From the view point of the buyer, if there is no 
urgent need, the money can be sent by mall instead of cable 
in order to save the cable expenses.' Furthermore, the rate 
of mall transfer, like that of demand drafts, is lower than 
the cable rate, because the bank has the use of its credit 
balance abroad until the time when the mall transfer reaches 
Its destination abroad. The use of mail transfer is very 
common for private and personal payments abroad, but less 
common for commercial settlements. As in the case of cables, 
letters of advice, as previously shown, are sent to the for­
eign correspondent, giving the details necessary for making 
the payments. But the journal entry for the mail transfer 
is different from that of the cable transfer:
Cash.  ........   • • __
Remittances - Mail Transfers... $_______
After a certain limit of time, when the mail transfer is
^Letter payment or delegation is also used by some 
of the banks for mail transfer cf. R. B. Kester, Accounting 
Theory and Practice. Vol. Ill, p. 67.
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about to be paid by the London correspondent, the following
entry is passedt
Remittances - Mail Transfers. • • • •.$
Due from Foreign Ranks & Rankers $______
(Marne of London correspondent)
l&e Remittances account is introduced to record the foreign 
exchange sold but unpaid.
Demand Drafts - A large volume of exchange sales 
is done through the medium of demand drafts, or sight drafts, 
drawn by the bank in the dome country on its correspondent 
abroad. * 2 These drafts are drawn in foreign currency - 
pounds sterling, francs, marks, pesos, etc* - on the foreign 
correspondent and charged by the latter against the deposits 
which the domestic bank maintains abroad. The drafts are 
drawn either single or in duplicate. When it is issued in 
duplicate, the first is called the “First of Exchange," and 
the second, the "Second of Exchange." They are mailed at 
different times to catch different steamers in order to avoid 
less, but whichever draft is first presented to the corre­
spondent is paid. Care must be taken by the correspondent 
not to pay the same draft twice, and the domestic bank like­
wise must be careful, In checking the letters of advice 
received from its correspondent, not to be charged twice for 
the same draft. At the time when the demand draft in foreign
2L. K. Langston, Bank Accounting Practice* p. 154.
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currency is sold* the journal entry is:
Cash,,,,,......  4
Remittances - Demand Drafts* •. * • S
The Cash account has dollar amounts, or home currency, only,
the Remittances account has both foreign currency units and
heme currency* Yihen the draft is about to be paid by the
correspondent upon the presentation by the receiver abroad,
the following entry is journalised:
Remittances - Demand Drafts*.......$
Due from Foreign Banks & Bankers $
(name of London correspondent)
As a rule the domestic bank sends its foreign correspondent
a letter of advice, as follows, after the draft is issued*
Illustration IX
Advice Form for Demand Drafts Issued
The Foreign Exchange Bank 
Hew York, N* Y.
U. S. A*
To _____  Date
Dear Sirs:
We have taken the liberty to draw on you 
today the following checks which we request you to 
honor and charge to our account*
Check No* Payable to Amount
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Travelers* Letters of Credit - To enable travelers 
to avoid carrying large sums of cash when abroad, most fo3>* 
eign exchange banks and bankers issue travelers' letter of 
credit* These may be issued either against cash payment by 
the customer or against the customer's liability. 3 If the 
customer pays cash for his Travelers* Letters of Credit, the 
entry will bes
C a s h * .&
Deposits Against Travelers*
Letters of Credit .... . _____
So long ae the letter of credit is not fully used by the 
traveler, the obligation of the bank will stand. These 
letters of credit will be honored by the foreign corre­
spondents of the domestic bank and will be charged against 
the balance of the domestic bank. If the traveler presents 
the letter of credit at the London correspondent's office, it 
pays pounds sterling to the traveler and charge the domestic 
bank which issued the letter of credit. When the London 
bank advises the payment, the domestic bank will pass the 
following entry to reduce its obligation under travelers' 
letter of credit and to credit it© London correspondent with 
the payment at the rate of exchange current on the date of 
presentation of the draft.
Deposits Against Travelers*
Letters of Credit. .....$______
Due from Foreign Banks & Bankers $______
(?Tarae of London correspondent)
H. Kniffin, The Practical Work of a Bank, (tfew 
York, The Bankers Publishing Co., 1934) , pp. 514-528.
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1f the customer Is well knowe to the domestic bank, he may 
not pay cash immediately, the traveler* © letter of credit may 
be issued on credit* The entry Is:
Customers* Liability under
Travelers* Letters of Credit* * • • • $______
Travelers* Letters of Credit
Issued* •***•***•»***•••*•••**• &
Foreign exchange banks usually issue, also, travelers* checks
to their customers Instead of travelers* letter of credit*
The entries are simpler since these checks are issued only
against cash* The entry at the time of Issuing is:
Casb«*>,.......    $
Travelers* Checks Outstanding* * * $
IShen these cheeks are presented and paid by the foreign banks, 
the following entry is made after the receipt of advice of 
payment from foreign correspondents*
Travelers• Checks Outstanding*.* *•*&
Due from Foreign Bank© Sc Bankers $
(liame of the correspondent)
Commercial Letters of Credit - A commercial 
letter of credit is Man Instrucment is ended by a bank at the 
request of & buyer of goods whereby the bank itself under­
takes to accept or pay drafts drawn upon it by the seller of 
the merchandise concerned* ” 4  A great volume of foreign 
exchange business is carried on through the medium of
^uebner and Kremer, Foreign Trade Principles and 
Practices* p. 404.
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commercial letters of* credit, because a letter of credit 
provides a means of substituting bank credit for me reliant lie 
credit and gives the exporter more security of payment* The 
accounting procedure for a commercial letter of credit trans­
action is illustration as follows* Assume that a Hew York 
merchant dealing in tung oil has arranged a purchase with a 
Shanghai merchant, either by cable, by mail, or by purchasing 
agent* Having made the arragement© as to terms, the Hew 
York merchant goes to his bank and requests the issuance of a 
letter of credit* The foreign exchange bank has two ways 
to handle this request* Xf the credit standing of the Hew 
York merchant is high and sound, an unsecured credit may be 
granted; otherwise, the Hew York merchant may be requested 
to deposit cash or collateral in the fona of securities to be 
held by the bank during the life of the credit. The bene­
ficiary of this letter of credit is the Shanghai merchant, 
and the bank will accept the drafts drawn on itself by the 
Shanghai merchant provided the shipment and the draft confirm 
to the requirements set forth In the letter of credit* 
Generally the bank will demand that the draft presented for 
acceptance must be accompanied by shipping documents, bills 
of lading, consular invoices, marine insurance certificates, 
etc* The Hew York merchant is now able to take the shipments 
by signing a 'trust receips* to the bank and place the mer­
chandise on the market for sale, but the bank retains a lien 
upon the merchandise until the draft Is paid by the Hew York
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merchant** The journal entries for a commercial letter of 
credit transaction are illustrated "below?
(1) When the hank issues the letter or credit for the 
account of the Tew York merchant, it create© a 
contingent liability which at any time may become
a real liability* The contingent liability arises 
from the agreement by the bank to allow the merchant 
the use or the credit standing or the bank, and the 
real liability arises when the Shanghai merchant 
presents his draft and shipping documents to the 
bank for acceptance* In order to record the con­
tingent liability on the bank's books, the following 
is made through the books f to record the obligation 
of customers to reimburse the bank for engagements 
to pay or accept commercial bills of exchange and to 
show the contingent liability of the bank arising 
from engagement © to pay or accept commercial docu­
ments*
Customers9 Liability under
Letters of Credit**•*••*•••»**•*• • $ _ _
Commercial Letters of
Credit Issued****•••»•••«.*•••• $______
(2) When the draft is accepted by the bank, the contingent 
liability is extinguished and the real liability come© 
into existence* The following entries are made?
(a) To reverse the transaction of contingent liability 
a© the draft I© presented to the bank and the
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letter of credit, is exhausted.
Commercial Letters of 
Credit Issued......
Customers1 Liability under 
Letters of Credit.......
(b) To record the obligation of customers to reimburse 
the bank for commercial drafts accepted payable 
at a future date and to show the bank* s liability 
through acceptance of a draft against foreign 
shipments of merchandise.
Customers' Liability on
At the same time the acceptance is entered in the 
acceptance register. The function of this book 
is to provide complete information about each 
acceptance from the time of acceptance until 
final payment. There are columns for number, 
date, amount, maturity date, drawer, address of 
drawer, commercial letter of credit number, for 
whose accoimt, by whom presented, nature of the 
shipments, discounts, and payment.
(3) When the due date of the acceptance approaches, the 
lew York merchant, probably having already sold hi© 
merchandise, goes to his bank to make the payment. 
The entry is:
Acceptances under 
Letters of Credit
Acceptances $
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Customersf Liability on 
Acceptances under
Letters of Credit**••*•*••«•*• $,
After the payment is received, the bank sends a
letter of advice to it© Shanghai correspondent bank
requesting the Shanghai bank to pay the Shanghai
merchant the amount of his draft which was accepted
by the Yew York bank* The entry is:
Acceptances* ♦ ******_________   *$______
Due from Foreign Banks <& Bankers $
(Name of Shanghai correspondent)
(4) It may occur that the draft, drawn under the letter 
of credit issued by the New York bank, is accepted 
by its correspondent bank in Shanghai. In this 
case the New York bank, upon advice from the 
Shanghai bank to accept the draft, will charge the 
customer for whose account the draft was accepted 
and credit the account, Acceptances by Foreign 
Correspondent *
Customers1 Liability on 
Acceptances under
Letters of Credit** ****** * * *$,______
Acceptances by Foreign
Correspondent* •••***•••••••**• $,
At maturity the Yew York merchant pays the New York 
bank5 thus, the customer's liability is cancelled* 
The journal entry will bes
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C a s h . &
Ctietomers* Liability on 
Acceptances under 
Letters of Credit.•.••*....♦.*
The New York bank will send a letter of advice to
its Shanghai correspondent asking to charge its
account with the Shanghai bank, and pas© the
following entry*
Acceptances by Foreign
Correspondent*•*•••*••*•.*»*«•*•.$
Due from Foreign Banks Sc Bankers $
(Name of Shanghai correspondent)
Forward Sales^ - The New York merchant knows that 
the payment of the shipments from Shanghai will be due at a 
certain time later; as the exchange rate of the Chinese 
dollar fluctuates considerably, he can avoid the exchange 
risk by purchasing Chinese dollars forward from his New York 
bank deliverable at the time when the draft matures* These 
transactions contemplate both delivery and payment at a future 
date* Special accounts are introduced for these transactions. 
The following entry will be on the books when the contract of 
purchase is made:
Accounts Receivable -
Foreign Exchange Sales**********.$
Exchange Future Sold.
®A. Van Oss, "Covering Exchange Risks. . * . * * 1 The 
Journal of Accountancy* Vol. 46, November, 1928, pp. 331*346; 
December, 1928, pp. 426*439*
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When "the draft, la due* the Hew York merchant pays 
the hank for toe Chinese dollars at the rate of the contract , 
and the bank will, in turn, ask its correspondent bank in 
Shanghai to pay the Shanghai merchant the amount of Chinese 
dollars drawn by the draft* On the books of the iTew York 
bank, the following entries are made:
(1) To record the receipt of the payment from toe Mew 
York merchant for the purchase of Chinese dollars 
to cover the draft drawn under the commercial 
letter of credit*
Cash******......•••*•*•••«**•••**«•$____ _
Accounts Receivable -
Foreign Exchange Sales* ••*•••* &
(2) To record the payment of the draft under commercial 
letter of credit through the Shanghai bank.
Exchange Future Sold****•••••*«••*• &
Due from Foreign Banks & Bankers $
(Mame of the Shanghai bank)
Exchange Purchases
Foreign Currencies - Foreign travelers, after 
leaving their own country, may still have some home currency 
in their hands; and persons working in the offices of both 
foreign agencies and foreign embassies may receive payments 
in foreign currencies* As a rule, no foreign currency can 
circulate as does home currency; persons who have foreign
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currencies ’have to go "to the foreign exchange hank and convert 
them into domestic currency before they can pay their bills 
and expenses* The exchange rate of foreign currencies is 
based on the current exchange rate also on the local demand 
for and supply of this kind of foreign currency. The Journal 
entry for purchasing foreign moneys is shown below:
Foreign Currencies  ......  *.£
(Pounds Sterling)
Cash*•••••*••••••••*««••*•*••*•. $______
It will be noted that the account for foreign currencies is 
kept in both foreign units and home currency.
Collections ** Foreign collection is Just like 
domestic collection* The bank receives coupons of foreign 
bonds from its customers, and sends them to its foreign 
correspondent bank for collection* After the proceeds are 
available abroady the bank makes settlement with the custom­
ers* The proceeds collected are usually in foreign currency 
ynfi credited to the bank's account by the correspondent bank 
abroad, but the bank pays home currency to its customers 
according to the current rat® of exchange* It is, therefore, 
a transaction of exchange purchase* Generally, the customer 
has to pay collection charges twice if the collection items 
are drawn in home currency, because, In this case, the bank 
will have no opportunity to purchase foreign exchange col­
lected at a lower rate* A foreign collection involving a 
dollar item appears as follows:
FSCS Of iL'trttffi* ••••*••••••• $10,000
Foreign correspondent*&
chargee...*.**......   10
Funds available abroad....... $9,990
Domestic bank* s charge. • •. • • • 10
Amount available for
customer. ••••••••..... $9.980
But, if the collection item is in pound© sterling, and, if 
at the time the proceeds are collected, the bank* a buying 
rate for the pound is $4.90, the collection transaction will 
appear as follows:
Face of the item.......•»•••• L2,000
Foreign correspondent*s
charges.......     2
Funds available abroad....... 131.998
At the exchange rate $4.90... $9,790.20 
The balance $9,790.20 is the amount available to the customer} 
there is no additional charge by the domestic bank, since it 
has the advantage of buying the proceeds at the bank's buying 
rate whieh is generally lower than the market rate. After 
the calculation, the journal entry will be:
(1) for the first case, the collection item i© in home
currency and no foreign currency is involved.
Due to Foreign Banks & Bankers... #.$©,990
C a s h . $9,980 
Commission - Collection Charges. $10
The Due to Foreign Banks and Bankers (Loro) account
is kept only in home currency, and there is no
conversion involved.
(2) For the second case, the collection item is in
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pounds sterling. The proceeds of KL,998 collected
abroad is credited to the account of the domestic
bank by its London correspondent, but the domestic
bank pays its customer in home currency at the bank’s
buying rate of pounds sterling.
Due from Foreign Banks & Bankers* *.$9,790.20 
(Name of London correspondent)
Cash $9,790.30
It will be noted that the Due from Foreign Banks and 
Bankers (Nostro) is kept in both pounds sterling and 
.American dollars. The date, the collection number, 
the collection charges by the correspondent bank, the 
proceeds in pounds sterling, and the exchange rate, 
all should be entered in the proper column on the 
Nostro account.
Discounts^ - In the case of discount, the bank pays 
the customer for the item at the time of receipt, and reim­
burses itself later when the collection has been effected 
abroad* In practice the term discount usually refers to 
items drawn payable in home currency* The bank pays the 
customer the face amount of the bill less interest for the 
time between the date of discount and the date of final pay­
ment abroad. An illustration is needed for explanation.
Assume that a customer presents a foreign bill for $20,000 
(United States currency) payable 90 days hence in Shanghai, 
and that the rate of discount is 3%. The proceeds of this
^A.B.Curtis and J.H*Cooper, Mathematics of 
Accounting. (New York: Printice-Hall, 1944), pp. 99-103.
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"bin would be $20,000 less Interest at 3% for 00 day®, or 
$20,000 leee $150, net amount $10,850, which is the amount
the customer would receive*
Face of the bill . . $20 ,000
Discount for 90 days* «••••• 150
Proceeds $19.850
After the bank has acquired the bill through discount, it 
sente the bill to the Shanghai correspondent for collection* 
The Shanghai correspondent bank will send advice of payment 
to the American bank informing it that the proceeds are 
collected and credited to its account. The American bank 
will then make a journal entry to complete the discount 
transaction and settle the account with the Shanghai bank*
The journal entries for the whole transaction are shown below:
(1) At the time of discount
Bills Discounted - Foreign*........$20,000
Interest - Foreign Bills
Discounted* *•**••••••••••**••• $150
Cash.•••*•*••••••*•*•*•••*••*••• $19,850
(2) When the advice of payment is received from the 
Shanghai correspondent
Due to Foreign Banks & Bankers*•*• *$20,000
Bills Discounted - Foreign * $20,000
Advances - A bank may also make advances to their 
customers who present to the bank their foreign bills. In
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this ease the bank pays the owner of the bill a part of the
face amount an will make final settlement with the customer
after the proceeds are collected abroad* For example, if
a customer presents a foreign bill for $20,000 in United
States currency, payable 30 days hence in Shanghai, the bank
pays the customer $19,000, balance to be adjusted when the
bank receives advice of payment from its Shanghai correspondent*
Face of the b i l l . ...... $20,000
Amount advanced...••••..*•••..•••• 19.000
Amount retained.• •.......   $1.000
The journal entry will be:
Bills Discounted - Foreign.••••••••• $20,000
Funds Retained - Foreign Bills... $1,000
C a s h . $19,000
Later the Shanghai correspondent sends an advice of payment
informing the bank that the proceeds are collected and
credited to the American bank's account. Assume that the
collection charges for the Shanghai bank are 0.5% and for the
American bank, o*25%. The customer will get another payment
from the American bank for $850.
Face of the bill.   .....   .$20,000
Less: Charges for Shanghai Bank
at 0.5%................   100
Proceeds collected abroad.•••••.•••«•..$19,900
Less: Charges for the American
bank at 0.25%............. $50
Amount a d v a n c e d . $19.000 19.,050
Balance due. ......     $850
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The journal entry for comp let, log the advance transaction are 
shown below:
(1) To charge the account of the Shanghai correspondent 
for the collection collected
Due to Foreign Banks & Bankers....*$19,900
Commission -Collection Charges...* $100
Bills Discounted - Foreign.• •*• * $20,000
(2) To record the payment of the balance due to the 
customer after the collection charges are deducted
Funds Retained - Foreign Bills..... $1,000
Commission - Collection Charges. $150
Cash................ ....*..••. $350
Purchases of Foreijgn Bills - When a customer 
presents to the bank a foreign bill drawn payable in foreign 
currency, the bank pays the customer the face amount in home 
currency at the prevailing rate of exchange. It is, there­
fore, a purchase instead of a discount or an advance; the 
bank becomes the owner of the bill, not an agent of the 
customer. For Instance, a customer presents a London draft 
for hi,000 to a Ifew York bank for sale. Assume that the 
bank's buying rate for pounds sterling is $4.85; the bank 
purchases the bill by paying the customer $4,850, and sends 
the bill to its London correspondent for collection. After 
two weeks, an advice of payment is received by the American 
bank from the London bank notifying it that the proceeds have
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been collected and, after h& are deducted for collection 
charges, the balance, L998, is credited to the American bank's 
sterling account* The journal entries for the whole pur­
chase transaction are shown below:
(1) At the time when the purchase is made:
Bills Discounted - Foreign.•*••••»• .$4,850*00
Cash* $4,850.00
{2} When the advice of payment is received from the 
London correspondent:
Due from Foreign Banks & Bankers. .. .$4,840.30
(Name of London correspondent)
Commission - Collection Charges..••• $9.70
Bills Discounted - Foreign....... $4,850.00
It will be noted that the amount entered in the pounds 
sterling column on the Nostro account is £»998, and the exchange 
rate for this transaction is $4.85.
Commercial Letters of Credit - For exporters the 
operating process of the commercial letters of credit is 
reversed, as compared with the illustration for importers.
The duties of the importer* e bank are the issuance of credit, 
releasing documents to importers, collecting from importers, 
and settling with foreign banks which make payments and 
accept drafts under this bank's commercial letters of credit.
On the other hand, the activities of the exporter* e bank 
include receiving advices from abroad that credits have been 
opened, informing the exporter that credits have been
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arranged and the terms of sale®, making purchases of the 
Mils or making advances to exporters, and obtaining reim­
bursement from the importer1® bank abroad* The exporter*s 
bank acts as paying, negotiating, and accepting agent in 
connection with the commercial letters of credit of the 
importer*s bank* Therefore, a contingent liability arises,
as soon as the exporter's bank receives advices that the 
commercial letter of credit is opened* This contingent 
liability is an obligation to purchase draft or to create 
acceptance® a® the exporter avails himself of his credits*
^hen the exporter* s bank purchases the draft, the contingent 
liability 1® extinguished* In general practice, this con­
tingent liability is not taken into account, but a definite 
record is kept with the details of the credit® opened by 
each foreign correspondent bank and the outstanding balances 
which represent the contingent liability of the exporter*® 
bank* At the time when the shipment of merchandise le 
ready, the exporter present® the draft or bill of exchange, 
vhieh is drawn on the importer* s bank abroad, together with 
the whole set of documents, such as bills of lading, invoices, 
marine insurance certificates, consular invoices, etc* to his 
bank for sale* Since the draft is drawn in foreign currency,
the bank will purchase it at the current rate of exchange*
The Journal entry will be:
(1) To record the purchase of a foreign draft:
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Acceptances Purchased - Foreign. . ♦ ♦ • $ _ _ _
(Name of the Correspondent)
Cash...........................  $_____ _
(<£) To record the reimbursement from the foreign corre­
spondent :
Bus from Foreign Bank® & Bankers. ...$^_____
(Name of the Correspondent)
Acceptances Purchased - Foreign.. $
(Name of the Correspondent)
Forward Purchases - An exporter may expect to ship 
goods abroad at some future time after becomes the bene* 
fieiary of the commercial letter of credit issued by the 
importer* s bank abroad; he may also expect to wait for 30, 60, 
or 90 days before payment after his draft is accepted by the 
importer* s bank. If the exchange rate fluctuates rapidly 
during the long period of waiting, the exporter may wish to 
know definitely what he will realize on drafts which he 
expects to draw; he goes to the foreign exchange bank and 
Mils foreign exchange for future delivery. When the time 
ecmes to ship the goods and draw drafts against the shipment, 
he will be able to sell the drafts at a fixed price already 
agreed upon. Assume that a New York exporter is going to 
ship goods to London under a commercial letter of credit 
issued by an English bank in London. The draft which he ie 
going to draw on the English bank is estimated to be Lb,000. 
Re can sell £5,000 to his bank for future delivery at the 
current forward exchange rate, say $5.05, which he thinks is
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favorable* The jouraal entry on the bank’s books will be?
Exchange Future Purchased  * * $25,250
Accounts Payable - Foreign
Exchange Purchases*•••*•••*••** $25,250
The bank is able to assume the risk of fluctuation in ex* 
change because of its superior knowledge of trends of ex­
rates and because of the possibility of hedging the purchase* 
One month later, the exporter presents the draft and also its 
shipping documents to the bank for sale. The bank will 
purchase his draft at the fixed rate, $5*05, already agreed 
upon under the former contract* The exporter will receive 
$25,250 cash from the bank. The entiles on the bank’s books 
are shorn below:
(1) To record the payment to the liew York exporter for
the forward purchase of h5,0QQ at $5*05*
Accounts Payable - Foreign
Exchange Purchases.••••••••••••••*$25,250
Cash* ..... •••*•*.*••*.*•• $25,250
(2) To record the purchase of the bills of exchange
drawn under the commercial letter of credit issued
hy the English bank*
Acceptances Purchased - Foreign*•• **$26,250 
(Hama of the Correspondent)
Exchange Future Purchased. ••••••• $25,250
CHAPTER IX
FOREIGN EXCHANGE ACCOUNTING FOB FOREIGN 
EXCHANGE BANES - TRADING TRANSACTIONS
Besides handling -the constant commercial trans­
actions or buying and selling foreign exchange in connection 
with the business dealings of the customers , the foreign 
exchange banks customarily participate in the world exchange 
market, buying and selling foreign exchange in the open 
market as it is offered or demanded, for the purpose of 
asking profit through the fluctuations of exchange rates at 
different times and places* Dealings of this type con­
stitute the trading transactions for foreign exchange banks; 
they include the following items:
(1) Exchange Arbitrage
(2) Three-point Exchange Arbitrage
(3) Interest Arbitrage
(4) Gold Arbitrage
(5) Speculation
(6) Investment in Foreign Securities
'Hie person *foo handles the trading transactions is 
known as a foreign exchange trader, and he is the most im­
portant factor In the work of the foreign exchange depart-
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ment.^ He must be a man of wide experience in foreign ex- 
ch&nge transactions , quick to see a favorable turn of the 
market) ready to take advantage of the r^pid fluctuations of 
the market, and able to follow up his decisions with acts 
profitable to the bank* The trader is equipped with a large 
number of telephones and also special lines directly con- 
nected with the foreign exchange brokers, who are the inter­
mediaries between banks and bankers wishing to buy or sell 
foreign exchange and also between the business concerns and 
the bank* The broker keeps in constant touch with the 
market for the different kinds of exchange, and is thus able 
to quote rates of exchange to the bank at any time* However, 
seme of the large banks are coming more and more to deal 
directly with one another; and business men who want to buy 
or sell foreign exchange to directly to their banks instead 
of employing the brokers as middlemen. The trader, there­
fore, is the center of all foreign exchange transactions and 
is tho one who makes the decision and sets up the exchange 
rate of every foreign exchange transaction. Aether a 
foreign exchange bank is making a profit or not depends for 
the most part upon the skill of the trader. The chief 
principle of the trader1 s work ie to buy foreign exchange at 
a rate lower than that at which it is sold. He prepares a 
memorandum of the details of the transaction, giving the
**R. B. Westerfield, Money. Credit and Banking. (iVew 
Yorks The Ronald Press Co., 193&), pp. 494-495.
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tenor, amount, rate, time of* delivery, and the name of the 
customer or broker for whom the deal is made; and then he 
turns It over to the clerical force in the foreign exchange 
office. The memorandum serves as a basis for the accounting 
entries required to record the transaction. Inasmuch as he 
is the purchasing agent and also the selling agent of a 
commercial house, the trader performs the tasks of both, and 
1© instrumental in creating either profits or losses.
As a purchasing and selling agent, the trader has 
to know at any time during business hours whether he has 
sufficient balances to his credit in foreign banks to meet 
his drawings, and whether his balances abroad are so heavy 
that he can afford to sell foreign exchange in order to reduce 
them. The record which keeps him informed of these facts is 
known as the "position sheet,” the function of which is to 
classify foreign balances and to show the actual balances on 
deposit in different countries The method of making a
position sheet begins with a classification of all purchases 
and sales of foreign exchange according to maturity dates, 
that is, according to the dates on which they will probably 
be entered in the books of foreign correspondents. The 
maturity dates of different transactions can be found by 
keeping a close record of the arrival dates of steamers, on
I .  Millet, Bank Audit and Examination. (Revised 
Edition; New York, The Ronald Pres© Co• ,1941) , pp. 443-446.
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which t.iie advices and letters or each 'transaction are carried 
through the mail* The bank has a good idea of the time when 
the advices and letters will arrive abroad and will be 
entered in the boohs or foreign correspondents* Besides 
the mall lines which carry the advices and letters of trans­
actions abroad, there are others which affect foreign 
balances* First, there are the purchases and sales of cable 
transfers, which are not forwarded by mail. They are not 
subject to classification, and they are entered directly into 
the position sheet* Then there are forward sales and forward 
purchases, which are classified according to their maturity 
dates and transferred to the position sheet as these dates 
arrive* It is, therefore, the purpose of the position 
sheet to show the approximate statue of each foreign balance, 
both as it stands currently and as it will stand on each 
future date as outstanding contracts are completed*
Position sheets also have two classifications: the 
cable position sheet and the time position sheet* The 
function of the cable position sheet is to show the balance 
against which drawings may be made by means of cable 
transfers. Since a cable transfer drawn today must be paid 
today, the bank has to know approximately the balances of its 
accounts on the books of foreign banks at the same day, in 
order to determine if that balances large enough for the 
payment of the cable transfer. The balances show the status 
of the accounts as they should stand, provided all items in
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transit reach their destination upon the estimated date, 
provided all outstanding contracts are completed on time, and 
provided no further transactions are entered* Thus the 
cable position sheet shows today's position* To carry 
today's closing balance forward and to add or to subtract 
tomorrow's debits and credits will be tomorrow's cable 
position* A cable position sheet form is shown on the next 
page*
The bank constantly draws sight drafts, thirty-day 
drafts, or sixty-day drafts; and also sells and purchases 
forward exchange deliverable thirty days, sixty days, or 
ninety days later* Therefore s the bank needs the time 
position sheet, such as sight position, thirty-day position, 
etc* The sight position is used to show the balance which 
will be available to meet sight or demand drafts by the time 
they arrive abroad and are presented at the office of the 
correspondent bank* A sight position of a given day for a 
certain account may be quite different from the cable po­
sition of the same day, because a sight draft drawn on London 
mailed today will not reach the London bank for payment until 
ten days later* For instance, if the cable position with a 
London bank today is KLGG,OOOf the balance on the sight po­
sition sheet ten days later ie not L1O0,QQO, but £>100,000 
plus any credits that will be made within the next ten day® 
and minus any debits* Therefore, the ten-day sight position 
of the account is today's cable position adjusted with items
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Illustration X
Cable Position Sheet
Foreign Correspondents Balances Overdrafts
Sterling accounts:
Barclay's Bank, London****•
Midland Bank, London.•••••»
Westminister Bank,
Liverpool* *•**.*..***•**•
French Franc accounts:
Banque de France, Paris...*
Banque Rationale Francaise 
du Commerce Kxterirur, 
Paris.•**.*•*••**.••*••*•
Banque Nationals Francaise 
du Commerce Lxterieur, 
Marseilles*•••••*••*••••*
German Mark account:
Berliner Handels -
Gesellschaft, Berlin* * * * *
Italian Lira account:
Banc a d* Italia, Home. ......
Chinese Dollar account:
Bank of China, Shanghai....
Brasilian Milreis accounts:
Banco do Brasil, Bio de 
Janeiro.•
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In 'transit and other outstanding items which will affect the 
account within ten days* In the same manner, other posi­
tion sheets are prepared*
By using exchange position sheets and also his 
thorough knowledge of" the foreign exchange market, the trader 
makes profits for his hank mostly by arbitrage and specu­
lation* The various types of arbitrage and speculation are 
discussed below*
o
Arbitrage (or Two-point Arbitrage) - Two-point 
arbitrage is the simplest form of arbitrage because it in­
volves the currency of only two countries* It is based on 
the economic theory of one price, which states that the 
prices of any given standardized commodity in the several 
markets will tend to be the same, if the markets are closely 
linked by rapid communications and there is no barriers to 
trade between them* For instance, if the pound sterling 
rate in New York ie different from the dollar rate in London 
because of the variations of local demand and supply, there 
is a great opportunity for profit through arbitrage trans­
actions* Assume that sterling drafts sell in \rew York for 
$4.96, and dollar drafts sell in London at the rate of $4*93| 
the foreign exchange trader will take the chance immediately 
by ordering his London correspondent to sell cable transfers 
payable in dollars at $4*93 per* pound and to credit the
3r . G* Thomas, Our Modern Pankin# & Monetary System* 
(New Yorks Printice-Hall, 1942) , p. 375*
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pounds sterling "to bis account* Simultaneously, be sell© 
the ©asae amount of pound© sterling at the Mew York market at 
the rate of $4*95, and he gains $0*02 per pound on this trans­
action* The trader can continue this arbitrage as long as 
the discrepancy between the rates exists, but, sooner or 
later, the arbitrage transactions will wipe out the dis­
crepancy and make the rates in both markets the same* A 
typical arbitrage transaction and its journal entries are 
shown below:
Mew York
(1) Hate for sterling cable transfer - $4*95 per pound
(2) Sell L100,00Q sterling cables for $495,000 at the
Mew York market
(3) The $495,000 cover© the London transaction with a
gross profit of $2,000
London
(1) Hate for dollar cable transfer - $4*93 per pound
(2) Sell $493,000 dollars for 2sl00,000 and deposit in
the account with the London bank
(3) The fel00,000 cover© the Mew York transaction, the
sale of L10Q,QOQ at Mew York market
In the above example, it 1© clear that the arbi­
trage transaction will bring the two rates in line by 
supplying pounds sterling in Mew York and .American dollars in 
London* The arbitrage transaction, thus, will finally wipe 
out the discrepancy between the rates in the two markets*
The journal entry on the Mew York bank1 s books will be;
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(1) To record the sale of sterling cable on London at 
the I^ ew York market at the rate of $4.95:
Cash  ..... . . . . .............. . .$495,000
Due from Foreign Bank© & Bankers. $495,000
(Usme of London correspondent)
(2) To record the purchase of L100,000 sterling cable 
through London correspondent at the rate $4.93:
Due from Foreign Banks & Bankers. •• .$493,000
(iTanie of London correspondent)
Due to Foreign Banks & Bankers... $493,000
(Name of London correspondent)
It will he noted that the profit $2,000 made from this trans­
action will he kept in the Nostro account until the end of the 
accounting period, at which time a profit and loss adjustment 
is made and it is transferred to the profit and loss account. 
The adjusting process will be explained later.
Three-point Exchange Arbitrage (or Three-cornered 
Arbitrage) - As international trade is not a simple two- 
sided matter between two countries, but involves a multitude 
of transactions in different currencies of many countries, it 
is highly improbable that the exchange of visible and in­
visible items between any pair of countries will he exactly 
equal. The United Stated may have an excess of exports to 
England; England may have an excess of export to Prance5 and 
France may have an excess of exports to the United States. 
Under these circumstances the price for sterling bills will 
be relatively low in ?Tew York, that for bill© in French
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francs will la relatively low in London , and that for bills 
in American dollars will be relatively low in Paris. In 
such a case the New York foreign exchange trader would pur­
chase cheap sterling draft© at -Tew York market, utilize the 
pounds sterling to purchase French francs at London market, 
and then use the French franc© to buy American dollars at 
the Paris market. This practice would continue until the 
rates of exchange became so adjusted as to yield no arbitrage 
profit. A typical three-point exchange arbitrage trans­
action and its journal entry are shown as follows:
Yew York
(1) Hate for sterling cable transfer - $5.00 per pound
(2) Rate for French francs cable transfer - $0,033 per
franc
(3) Purchase 3sl0,000 sterling cables for $50>000 at
the Tew York market and deposit it in the
sterling account with the London bank
London
(1) Bate for dollar cable transfer - $5.01 per pound
(2) Rate for French franc© cable transfer - 151 francs
per pound
(3) Purchase French francs 151 >000 by utilizing the
1*10,000 cable from New York, and remit the
151.000 francs to the Pari© correspondent
Paris
(1) Hate for sterling cable transfer - 150 francs
per pound
(2) Rate for dollar cable transfer - $0,034 per franc
(3) Purchase American dollars $51,340 by using the
151.000 francs transferred from London at the
rate of $0,034 per franc
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I*t will be seen that "the original cai>ital for the three-point 
arbitrage is $60,000, but when the transaction is completed 
the capital is increased to $51,340. A gross profit of 
$1,340 is made. On the bank* s books, the accounting records 
for the above transaction will be:
(1) To record the purchase of hl0,G00 sterling cable at 
the exchange rate of $5.00 from New York market:
Due from Foreign Banks & Bankers. •* .$50,000
(Name of London correspondent)
C a s h . $50,000
(2) To record the purchase of 151,000 French francs 
through the London correspondent and the transfer of 
the francs to the franc account with the Paris bank:
Due from Foreign Banks & Bankers • • • • $50,000
(Name of Paris correspondent)
Due from Foreign Banks & Bankers. $50,000
(Name of London correspondent)
(3) To record the purchase of $51,340 through the Paris 
correspondent by using the 151,000 francs transferred 
from the London correspondent at $0,034.
Interest Arbitrage - The method of arbitrage can 
also be employed to make a profit by taking advantage of the 
discrepancy between the interest rate, instead of the ex­
change rate, of two countries. 4  If short-term Interest rates
A. Southard, Jr., Foreign Exchange Practice and 
Policy. (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co. , 1940; , pp. 100-101.
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are higher la one country th.au in another, the forward, market 
provides a medium by which money can be transferred from the 
low interest rate market to the high interest rate market, 
invested for a short period, and brought back without ex­
change risk* For example, if the Yew York 60-day money rate 
is 2% per annum and the 60-day rate in Paris is 3%, the Yew 
York bank can earn 1% more If the bank transfers its money to 
Paris* But before the bank transfers its money to Peris, 
the bank has to be sure about the exchange rate on .American 
dollars 60 days later in Paris - that is, dollar cost more 
in terms of francs - the 1% gain in interest might be wiped 
out by an exchange loss. This exchange risk, however, can 
be avoided by a swap transaction. At the time when the 
francs purchased are invested for 60 days, the Yew York bank 
can sell the same amount of francs for 60 days future de­
livery* Therefore, 60 days later when the short-term 
investment matures, the ’Tew York bank collects the francs and 
deliver them to the customer, to whom the bank has sold, and 
so recovers American dollars at a fixed rate* But there is 
another factor to be considered. If the discount on forward 
francs is 1% or more, the profit from the interest arbitrage 
is wiped out. If the rate on forward francs is identical 
with the spot rate (the purchase rate) , the one per cent gain 
will be the gross profit of the arbitrage. An illustration 
is given below based on the assumptions that:
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(1 ) the 60-day money rate la .Tew Pork is 2% per annum
(2) the 60-day money rate in Paris is 3% per annum
(3) the French franc© cable transfer rate is $0*035 
per franc
(4) the French francs 60-day rate is $0.034975 per 
franc
The exchange trader would purchase 2,000,000 French francs at 
the rate of $0,035, or the equivalent of $70,000 American 
dollars, and invest the franc© in the Paris short-term money 
Blanket; simultaneously, he would sell 2,010,000 French francs 
deliverable 60 days later at the rate $0.034975. After 60 
days the short-term loan in Paris is due, arid the investment 
has earned interest of 1 0 ,0 0 0  francs, on 2 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0  francs for 
60 days at 3*% per annum* Then, the trader would sell the 
francs according to the contract of forward a ale at the rate 
^).03497S, and he would get back $70,299.75 American dollars. 
The interest earned from this transaction is $299.75, compared 
with $233.33, which is 2% per annum of $70,000 for 60 days, 
if the amount is invested in the lew York money market. The 
gross gain from this transaction is $66.42. The hournal 
entries on the bankfs books will be:
(1) To record the purchase of two million French francs 
at the rate of $0,035*
Due from Foreign Banks & Bankers...$70,000 
(Name of Paris correspondent)
Cash.. ................ $70,000
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(2) To record the forward sale of French franca 2,0X0,000
at 60-day rate $0.034975*
Accounts Receivable - Foreign
Exchange Sales. ........     .$70,299.75
(French Francs)
Exchange Future Sold...#.*......  $70,299.75
(3) To record the short-term loan in Paris money market,
through the Paris correspondent, for 2,000,000
francs:
Foreign Investment —
Short-term .......................$70,000.00
Due from Foreign Banks & Bankers. $70,000.00
(Heme of Paris correspondent)
(4) To record the receipt of the payment of the loan and 
its interest at 3% per annum on 2,000,000 francs for 
60 days:
Due from Foreign Banks & Bankers.•*.$70,299.75 
(Same of Paris correspondent)
Foreign Investment - Short-term. • $70,000.00
Interest Earned - Foreign........ $299.75
(5) To record the sale of the 2,010,000 francs as per 
contract at the rate $0.034975:
Cash.  .....••••••••.....$70,299.75
Exchange Future Sold................$70,299.75
Accounts Receivable - Foreign
Exchange S a l e s . $70,299.75 
(French Francs)
Due from Foreign Banks & Bankers. $70,299.75
(Heme of Paris correspondent)
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Arbitrage * la addition to exchange and
interest arbitrage , there is a third kind of arbitrage - gold
arbitrage t which can be operated only between countries both
with some degree of freedom in the export and import of gold*^
One country may have a free gold, market and allow the export
and import of all gold, and the second country may permit
gold import only for immediate sale to the treasury; then
the gold arbitrage will operate only from the gold market to
the treasury, but not in the reverse direction* England and
the United States are good examples of this combination*
Since 1934, the United States Treasury has stood ready to buy
all gold imported at $35 per ounce; in England there has been
a free gold market* Assume that the exchange rate for
pounds sterling in New York is $5*00 per pound, and the price
of gold in London is L6* 18s* per fine ounce* Under these
conditions a Hew York foreign exchange trader would buy
sterling to purchase gold in London, because B6* ISs. at the
exchange rate of $5*00 is the equivalent of $34*50 with which
the trader could buy an ounce of fine gold at the London gold 
%
market* The trader makes $0*50 gross profit per ounce of 
gold purchased* Suppose that two thousand ounces of gold 
ere purchased in London and the charges (freight, Interest, 
end insurance) for transportation from London to New York are 
25 cents per ounce* The complete transaction and its journal 
entries on the books of the bank will be shown as follows:
5rbid., pp. 108-111.
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(X) To record the purchase of £j13,8Q0 at the rate of* 
.00 per pounds
Due from Foreign Banks & Banker©....$69,000
(Name of London correspondent)
Cash........   ....... $69 , 000
(2) To record the purchase of 2*000 ounces of fine gold 
through the London correspondent at B6. 18 s. per 
ounces
Gold Shipments...»•••••••«•••••*....$69,000
Due from Foreign Banks & Bankers. $69*000
(??ame of London correspondent)
(3) To record the sale of the 2*000 ounces of gold to 
the United States Treasury at $35 per ounces
Cash..  .... ....$70*000
Gold S h i p m e n t s . . . $70*000
(4) To record the transportation charges paid In cash 
for the 2*000 ounce© of fine gold* at 25 cents per 
ounces
Expenses - Gold Shipments........... $500
C a s h . $500 
It mill he seen that the net profit for this gold arbitrage 
transaction Is $500* which is kept in the Gold Shipments 
account* just like other Ifostro accounts.
Exchange Speculation - Another method by which the 
foreign exchange trader can make profits is by means of 
speculation on exchange, which is different from arbitrage
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transactions on account or the fact that there is no using or 
the forward market to cover a spot transaction* whenever 
the trader thinks the exchange rate or pounds sterling is 
going to rise he buys future pounds sterling, hoping to be 
able to dispose or them at a better rate later* ir he thinks 
the ruture course or the exchange rate or pounds sterling is 
going to be lover, in comparison with the current, he sells 
pounds sterling rorward and hopes to be able to cover these 
sales at a lower rate later* The speculation transaction©, 
therefore, are based on the traderfs past experience in 
rorelgn exchange nuctuations and his skill in taking 
advantage or the opportunities in the exchange markets* For 
instance, in 1939, the exchange rate or pounds sterling 
averaged around $4.68 rrom February to July; then, because of 
war conditions in Europe, it dropped to $4*6107 in August; 
and $3*9961 in September.^* ir a roreign exchange trader 
could roreeast the drop or sterling rate three months before- 
hand, he would sell pounds sterling 90-day rorward in July at 
the rate or $4*68, and wait until September when the rate 
dropped to $3*9961; then he would make a purchase at the lower 
rate to cover his former sale* He would gain $0*6849 profit 
on each pound in which he speculated* Suppose that the 
rorward sale in July was £20,000, the whole transaction can 
be Illustrated by the rollowing Journal entries.
6Cf. Table I, on page 9*
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(1) To record the sale of B20f000 90-day forward at the 
rate of $4.68s
Accounts Receivable - Foreign
Exchange Sales*.•»*.•••*••••**•••*$93,600 
(Pounds sterling)
Exchange Future Sold*..•••«»***.• $93,600
(2) To record the purchase of B20,0Q0 in September at 
the rate of $3*9951 to cover the sale in July;
Due from Foreign Banks & Bankers.*..$79,902
(Heme of London correspondent)
Cash*•••*••••••..*.•*••••••*•*.•• $79,902
(3) To complete the forward sale transaction in July by 
the receipt of cash and the disbursement through 
the London correspondent:
Cash*•••*••**•••••.•.•••••••••*.*••.$93,600
Exchange Future Sold*•*••••••**••••.$93,'
Accounts Receivable - Foreign
Exchange Sales***••••*•••••*•** $93,600
(Founds sterling)
Due from Foreign Banks & Bankers* $93,600
(Nsae of London correspondent)
The difference between the purchase and sale of the B20,000
is $13,698 ($93,600 - $79,902) which represents the gross
profit of the speculation.
Foreign Investment - The foreign exchange banks 
say also invest money in foreign corporations, just as
business men invest their money in stocks and bonds in their
own countries, for the purpose of making profits. The 
accounting method for handling foreign investments has been
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discussed, in Chapiter 6| ’therefore, it is not necessary to 
repeat it again here*
Profits and Losses on Foreign Exchange Transactions 
- It has been mentioned several times that the basic oper­
ating principle for foreign exchange banks or traders is to 
hoy foreign exchange at the lowest possible price and to sell 
it at the highest possible price* Both the purchasing and 
selling transactions of foreign exchange are kept in the Due 
from Foreign Banks and Bankers (or Nostro) account, which is 
Just like an old type merchandise account with the purchases 
on the debit side of the ledger and the sales on the credit 
side* The difference between the dollar amounts of total 
purchases and total sales is the gross profit or lose* The 
actual profits and losses, therefore, are kept in the Nostro 
accounts of pounds sterling, francs, marks, dollars, etc*, 
with the various foreign correspondents* Only at the end of 
the accounting period, a profit and loss adjustment is made 
to find out the exact profit and loss during the period and 
to transfer it to profit and loss account* But the foreign 
exchange trader usually estimates the profit and loss on each 
Bbstro account daily, in order to find out the result of his 
past trading operations during this accounting period* The 
method of determining profit and loss of each Nostro account 
is simple, and it is illustrated as follows* Assume that 
the current rate of pounds sterling at the time of the
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estimate is $4.30 per pound f and that the purchases and sales 
of pounds sterling are shown in the following ledger*
Due from Foreign Banks and Banker©
London Correspondent
Pounds Rate Dollars Pounds Rate Dollars
Purchase 10,000 4.75 47,500 Sale 1,000 4.75 4,750
* 5,000 4.70 23,500 « 10,000 4.78 47,800
* 25,000 4.73 118,250 " 20,000 4.75 95,000
Prefit on
Exchange 1,500 Balance 9,000 4.80 43,200
40*000 190.750 . 40.000 190.750
Balance 9,000 4.80 43,200
The total purchases of pounds sterling during the period 
Mount to £>40,000; and total sales, £>31,000; the balance, 
Is9,000. According to the current rate of $4.80 at the time 
of estimate, the dollar equivalent for £>9,000 is $43,200, but 
the dollar balance is $41,700 (the difference between the 
total debits $189,260 and the total credits $147,550).
Iherefore, the current value of the £>9,000 is $43,200, but its 
original cost is $41,700, and the difference of $1,500 is the 
profit made on sterling exchange transactions. At the end of 
the accounting period, the profits of all the JJostro accounts 
should be transferred to the profit and loss accounts, which 
are classified according to various foreign currencies. The
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feUenlng journal entry Is used to show -the transfer of the 
profit on sterling exchange to the Sterling Profit and hose 
account*
Due f m  Foreign Banks & Bankers*.*. $1,600 
(Htee of London correspondent)
Sterling Profit and Loss. ........ $1,500
CHAPTEE X
ACCOUilTIi4G M&EHOD FGK AVOIDING 
EXCHANGE BXFFEKENCES
Under "the usual accounting practice, all foreign 
exchange transactions are registered in domestic currency and 
are accompanied by their equivalent in foreign currency in a 
special column of the subsidiary ledger accounts* For
example, if an American importer purchases goods in England 
for fe5,GOG on 90 days* credit, at the time when he receives 
the goods he will record the transaction in American dollars 
as follows, assuming that the current exchange rate for 
pounds sterling is $4.75.
Purchases**...•••••••*•.....•••••••*$23,750
Accounts Payable.•••*•••••••••••• $23,750
The actual amount payable 90 days later, however, is not the 
figure $23,750 shown by this journal entry, but the fed,000 
which is recorded in the foreign currency column of the 
Accounts Payable subsidiary ledger under the name of the 
English exporter. Assume that 90 days later the exchange 
rate has changed to $4.35, the actual amount payable is still 
fed,000; but, when it is expressed in American currency, it 
will be $24,250 instead of $23,750, as on the original record.
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Tbs exchange differ ence , 'thus incurred, is considered usually 
as the exchange profit and loss, and is Journalized as follows*
Accounts Payable*. .............  * .$23,760
Exchange Adjustment................. $500
Cash.  ....... . $24,250
The less of $500 on exchange is derived from the assumption 
that, at the time of purchase, the equivalent of h5,00G in 
hisriean dollars is $23,750 which is set aside from the cash 
account for future payment; but at the time of payment the 
equivalent of 1*5,000 becomes $24,250 which Is $500 more than 
the amount originally provided. The difference, $500, there­
fore, is a loss on exchange• But, in common practice, no 
business man would set aside his funds like this for accounts 
payable, because, first, it is not economical to tie up 
usable funds for a payment 60 or 90 days later, and, secondly, 
he usually does not have enough cash on hand for all accounts 
payable before the disposal of the merchandise he purchased.
In this ease, therefore, the amount, $23,750, credited to 
Accounts Payable at the time the purchase is made, is just a 
memorandum entry to show the Increased liability. Actually, 
there is no cash involved, and, thereupon, the exchange 
difference of $500 is not a profit or loss item but an 
adjustment item to correct the original entry. Treating 
exchange differences as exchange profits or losses results in 
misrepresentation. Furthermore, if the exchange rates are 
subject to only slight fluctuations, the amount, $23,750,
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credited to Account Payable account will be only an approxi­
mate statement of the £5,000 sterling obligation* but, if 
the exchange rates are subject to wide fluctuations, the 
amount, $23,750, will be a misstatement resulting from the 
fluctuation. It is therefore worth while to consider 
whether or not an accounting method can be established which 
will not only indicate the real obligation in foreign ex­
change transactions bat will also simplify the recording of 
these transactions and avoid the differences resulting from 
exchange fluctuations.
The method employed to minimize the accounting for 
exchange differences is to record foreign exchange trans­
actions in foreign currency units; that is, the transactions 
may be recorded in the currencies in which they take place. 
The variation in value owing to exchange rate fluctuation 
need not be recorded until actual conversion into domestic 
currency. For instance, if an .American trading company Is 
advised by bank in London that the American company* s deposit 
account Is credited with £50 as interest for the period, 
tfnder the usual accounting method, the American company would 
convert the £50 at the current rate of exchange into American 
dollars, and debit the account with the London bank and 
credit the Interest Received account, although the interest 
is received in sterling and still deposited in terms of 
sterling with the London bank. Under the suggested ac­
counting method, hpwever, the treatment is simpler, because
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the 'transaction can be journalized in pounds sterling? a© 
follows.
Ite general ledger, therefore, is divided into two part©? 
one for account© kept in pound© sterling and one for account© 
in .American dollars* Inter-currency transactions are re­
corded in the Exchange account? which la operated throughout 
a© a current account for the interchange from pound© to 
dollars? and from dollars to pounds* In other words, any 
transaction which Involves sale© or purchases of pounds 
sterling 1© recorded through the Exchange account? which is 
subdivided into two parts? the Boiler-Sterling Exchange 
account and the Sterling-Boller Exchange account. For 
illustration, the new method can be applied to the same 
example given page 168. The journal entries on the American 
importer*© hook are as the following.
(1) When the purchase is made, the entry is recorded in
Deposits in the London Bank 
Interest Received. ......
h S O
hSQ
sterling:
Purchases £>5,000
Accounts Payable Lb?000
(2) When the dr eft Is paid, in American currency:
Accounts Payable. 
$ - h Exchange... 
B - $ Exchange 
Cash....••••••
•h5,000
$24,250
b&,000 
$24,250
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The amount $24,260, the equivalent* of B5,OG0 at/ the current 
rate $4*35, is paid from the Cash account and debited to the 
Dollar-Sterling Exchange account; and, in turn, the actual 
amount payable, &5,00Q, is credited to the Sterling-Dollar 
Exchange account* The Exchange accounts serve as inter­
mediate accounts for transactions which involve two cur­
rencies* It will he noted that there are two parts in the 
general ledger and two trial balances: one in pounds sterling 
and one in American dollars* As to closing entries, the 
following procedure should be followed;
(1) Close out all sterling assets and liabilities 
through Sterling-Dollar Exchange account, taking 
dies up in the corresponding accounts in American 
dollars*
(2) Close out all sterling profit and loss items 
through sterling-Dollar Exchange account, taking 
them up to the corresponding accounts in American 
dollars*
The illustration given below exemplifies the pro­
cedures which have been explained***" Assume that an American 
trading company in New York has a sales agency in London, and 
that agency transactions are recorded on the books of the 
home office* The following transactions occur during the 
period*
*For more illustration cf • P* Rumeey, n Exchange
Differences, " The Accountant * Vol. 86, pp*137-147; and also
"Foreign Exchange in Account," The Accountant * Vol* 86,p*161
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(1) A bank draft, for B500 is purchased at. the rate of 
$4*95 and la sent to the London agency as working 
fund*
(2) Fixed assets of B1,000 are purchased in London for 
the sales agency and paid by the home office by 
means of a sterling bank draft purchased at the 
rate $4*90*
(3) Total purchases of merchandise during the period 
amount to $600,000*
(4) Total domestic sales mount to $300,000*
(3) Total sales through the London sales agency ©mount 
to L5Q ,000 •
(6) Accounts Receivable collected from domestic sales 
mount to $250,000*
(7) Accounts Receivable collected from foreign sales 
mount to L46,000, which is converted into American 
dollars by selling to the foreign exchange bank in 
Hew York at the rate of $4*94*
(8) Accounts Payable paid for the period amount to 
$350,000.
(9) Total expenditures for the home of floe are*
(a) Salaries* .... . .*$25,000
(b) Sales Commissions•••••*•*•*•••••* 25,000
(c) Advertising*♦..•**.**••••*•*••**• 10,000
(d) General Expenses.••*.••*•••••**•• 20,000
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(IQ) Total expenditures for the London sales agency ares
(a) S a l a r i e s . L 2 , 0 0 G
(b) Sales Commissions...... ........... 3,000
(c) A d v e r t i s i n g . 1,000
(d) General E x p e n s e s . 2,000
The total amount is LB ,000 which is paid by the 
home office periodically. Assume that the average 
rate for purchasing pounds sterling during the 
period is $4.85.
(11) The closing inventory is $80,000, and the balance 
sheet or the home office before the establishment 
of the London sales agency is as follows.
The American Trading Company 
Balance Sheet 
January 1,19....
Assets: Liabilities
and Jet Worth:
Cash............. $25,000 Capital Stock...$50,000
Fixed Assets.•••• 25,000
$50.000 $50.000
For the convenience of illustration, assume that the income 
end expenses of the home office and the London sales agency 
are not identified. The journal entries for the above 
transactions are shown as follows:
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(1) To record the remittance to London agency at $4.96:
London Agency C u r r e n t ....... L50Q
$ - L Exchange . ................. .$2,475
h ~ $ Exchange..*..,.....*....,. 2&600
Cash. .  ........ . $2,475
(2) To record the purchase ot fixed assets in Londons
Fixed A s s e t s . .£*1,000
$ - fo Exchange.....................$4,900
h - $ Exchange.................. £1,000
Cash ........ ........... . $4 ,900
(3) To record the purchases:
Purchases.••••••.*••••*•.••.••...$500,000
Accounts Paystle.............. $500,000
(4} To record the domestic sales:
Accounts Receivable••«.•••••••••.$300,000
Sales..............   $300,000
(5) To record the sales through the London agencys
Accounts Receivable.............. £*50,000
Sales......................... £60,000
(6) To record the collections from domestic sales:
Cash*............................$250,000
Accounts Receivable....».•••.• $250,000
(7) To record the collections from the London agency:
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Cash......................     . $222,300
fa - •$ Exchange....... ...... fa45,000
$ - fa Exchange.  ......    $222*300
Accounts Receivable........... fe46,000
(8) To record the payment© made on accounts payable: 
Accounts Payable**•«••«•.»•••.•..$350,000
Cash•••*»*••«*•••**•*.**•.***• $350 9000
» )  To record the hose office’s expenditures!
S & l a r i e s $25,000 
Sales Commissions•••*•..**..••*•• 25,000
Advertising. ....................  10,000
General Expenses*•••**.*•**•**.*. 20,000
Cash*...........   $80,000
{10} To record the London agency’s expenditures! 
S a l a r i e s * L 2 , 0 0 0  
Sales Commissions................ 3,000
Advertising*......    1,000
General Expenses  ......  2,000
$ - h E x c h a n g e $38,800
la - $ Exchange**   LS,000
Cash.•*•**«••**•«•••*..•.•*... $38,300
After posting all these entries to the books, there are two 
trial balances available, shown on next pege*
The American Trading Company 
Trial Balance - Pounds Sterling 
June 30} 1©**. *
Dr* Or.
I*ondoa Sales Agency Current*** BSOO
Accounts Receivable......* •. * * 5*000
Fixed A s s e t s * 1*000 
Sales* *••*••*»»••••**«••••*••• Jb50,000
Salaries* *••••*•*•*•*••«***•** 2,000
Sales Commissions...*.••••«*•• 3,000
Advertising. .....  * 1,000
General Expenses.*..**•*••..«• 2,000
h - $ Exchange*•*•*•••«*•••••* 35,500
Total £50*000 R5Q .000
The American Trading Company 
Trial Balance 
United States Currency 
(Ttmd 30 , 10 * * * »
Dr* Cr*
Cash* *****........*........... $21,125
Accounts Receivable.••*.•••••• 50,000.
Fixed Assets.*•••••*••«•«*.•*. 25,000
Accounts Payable***•*•*«.•••*• $150,000
Capital Stocks*•*•**..**•*•*•• 50,000
Purchases*••*•**•*••**•••*•••• 500,000
Sales ........ *............ . 300,000
Salaries***************••«•*** 25,000
Sales Commissions•••••••••••*. 25,000
Advertising*.••••••*•••••••••• 10,000
General Expenses••••*••••••*•• 20,000
$ - h Exchange.....*.......... 176,125
Total $676*125 $676*125
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The cXosiug entries ares
(1) To transfer sterling assets and liabilities through 
Sterling-Dollar 'Exchange account:
h - $ Exchange • .......    fe6,500
Cash. . ............ ............. h500
Accounts Receivable*••••*.•«•*.* h5,000
Fixed Assets* .......... . hi,000
(2) The counterpart of entry (1), (Assume that the 
current rate of pounds sterling at the end of the 
period is $4*92.)
Cash (h500 @  $4.92).......... . $ 2,460
Accounts Receivable (h5,000
#  $4*92* ............   $24,600
Fixed. Assets (hi,000 ^ $4*90)***** $4,900
$ - h Exchange*•••**••*•*••••#• $31,960
(3) To transfer revenue items through Sterling-Dollar 
Exchange account:
Sales*•••••**•*••••*•**•••••*••••* h50,000
Salaries* • ••*•••*•••........  £>2,000
Sales Commissions••••••*•**•**• h3,000
Advertising. •••••*•...... ..*.. hi ,000
General Expenses*.............. h2,000
h - $ Exchange........... .*.*. h42,000
(4) The counterpart of entry (3) is shown below: (All
revenue items are converted at the average rate 
$4*85, and the final difference on exchange con
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versions is charged to the Exchange Adjustment 
account*)
Salaries ........................ $9,700
Sales Commissions...... ... * $14,550
Advertising* *......  ......... $4,850
General Expenses*•••••••••*••.••••• $9,700
$ - fe Exchange....•••••••••••••....$208,085
Sales.  ............... $242,500
Exchange Adjustment.•••••••••••» $4,385
After conversion, the consolidation of the two trial balances 
is shown as follows:
The American Trading Company 
Trial Balance 
<J\me 30, 19 ....
Dr. Cr.
C a s h . $23,585
Accounts Receivable .... . 74, 600
Fixed Assets................   29,900
Accounts Payable .... . $150,000
C«g>ital Stocks.•••••••........ 50,000
P u r c h a s e s . 500,000
Sales•»••..»•••.».»*.»•.*..... 542,500
S a l a r i e s 34,700 
Sales Commissions.•••.••.•••.. 39,550
Advertising....... . 14,850
General Expenses.............. 29,700
Exchange Adjustment........... 4,385
Total $746.885 $746.885
Ending Inventory $80,000
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The home office In the United States then closes its books 
end prepares statements, as follows:
(1) To transfer purchases and expenses to Profit and 
Loss account:
Profit and Loss**.*•••••*•#....... $618,800
P u r c h a s e s * $500,000
Salaries* •....••••••».....  $34,700
Sales Commissions**••.*••*...•• $39f550
A d v e r t i s i n g . $14 ,850 
General Expenses. ......  $29,700
(2) To transfer sales and closing inventory to the 
Profit and Loss account:
I n v e n t o r y * $80,000
Sales* ......  .....   $542,500
Profit and Loss...••••••*•••••• $622,500
(3) To transfer the exchange gains to Reserve for 
Exchange Fluctuations account:
Exchange Adjustment*.............. $4,385
Reserve for Exchange
Fluctuations* **•••••••••••••• $4,385
The balance sheet and profit and loss statement are shown on 
next page*
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The American Trading Company 
Balance Sheet 
Ohns 30) 19* « . *
Assets:
Cash. ................... $23,585
Accounts Receivable.......... 74,600
I n v e n t o r y . 80,000 
Fixed A s s e t s 29,900
Total $208.085
Liabilities and Met Worths
Accounts Payable. .....  $150,000
Reserve for Exchange
Fluctuations....•••••••*•• • 4,335
Capital Stocks. ....  50,000
P r o f i t s . 3,700
Total $208.085
The American Trading Company 
Profit and Loss Statement 
«JUne 30, 19...
Sales .... ........... . $542,500
Less Cost of Goods Sold:
Purchases ••••••.....  $500,000
Less Inventory.••••.••••••••• 80.000 420.000
Gross Profit on Sales•••«..*••* $122,500
Less Expenses:
Salaries.• $ 3 4 , 7 0 0
Sales Commissions ....... . 39 ,550
Advertising. •  .... 14,850
General Expenses............• 29.700 118.800
Met Profit
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As for the foreign exchange hanks, the accounting 
method used to avoid exchange differences is somewhat dis­
similar from what explained above, simply because the banks 
are dealers in foreign exchange. Their business is to 
purchase foreign exchange at the lowest rate possible and 
then to sell at the highest. The Exchange account for the 
foreign exchange banks, therefore, not only serves as an 
intermediate account for transactions which involve two 
currencies, but also as a merchandise account concerned with 
the profits and losses arising from the purchases and sales 
of foreign exchange. It is a combination of Dollar-Sterling 
Exchange account and Sterling-Dollar Exchange account into 
one account, in which eleven columns are ruled with the 
following captions:
(1) Date
(2} Explanation
(3) Debit
(a) Sterling amount 
<b) Exchange rate
(c) Dollar amount
(4) Credit
(a) Sterling amount
(b) Exchange rate
(c) Dollar amount
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(5) Balance
(a) Sterling amount
(b) Exchange rate
(c) Dollar amount
\
The procedure of using the Exchange account can be illus­
trated by the following assumed transactions of a foreign 
exchange bank in New York City.
(1) To record the purchase of £*30,000 cable transfer 
from another bank in New York at the rate of $4.90 s
Due from Foreign Banks & Bankers... £*30,000 
Exchange Account. ................. .$147,000
Exchange A c c o u n t . £*30,000 
Cash.  ..........   $147,000
(2) To record the purchase of £>150 of sterling notes 
from an English tourist at the rate of $.480j
Foreign Currencies on Hand.•••.•••• 1*150
Exchange A c c o u n t . $720
Exchange A c c o u n t . £*150 
Cash.  ........   $720
(3) To record the sale of a demand draft on London for 
5*300 at the rate of $4.93 s
Cash  .............   $1,479
Exchange Account..................  £*300
Exchange Account..........    $1,479
Remittances * Demand Drafts. •••• £>300
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(4) To record the sale of* LSO sterling notes to a 
customer over the counter at the rate of $4*90:
Cash*••*•*••••*«•••*••**•*•*•*****• $845
Exchange Account* * *•••«*.....****** £>50
Exchange Account* ********** $245
Foreign Currencies on Hand****** B8Q
(5) To record the sale of L10,OQO sterling cable 
transfer at the rate of $4*92:
Cash*•••*•••**••*•••*••*••••••**••• $49,220
Exchange Account**•••***•**•*•*•••* £>10,000
Exchange Account*•••*••*..*•**** $49,200
Cable Expenses•*••«••*•****••••• $20
Due from Foreign Banks & Bankers £>10,000
(6) To record the forward sale of L5,000 to an importer 
in New York at the rate of $4*93s
Accounts Receivable - Foreign
Exchange Sales*•••••*•*•••••••••• $24,650
Exchange Account*••*••»••••*••**•*• L5,000
Exchange Account**»•••**•••*•••• $24,650
Exchange Future Sold*••*•*•••**• LS,000
(7) To record the purchase of a bill of exchange drawn 
on London for LI ,000 at the rate of $4*89:
Bills Discounted - Foreign****** • •* LI,000
Exchange Account*•••••*••*««•»••*•• $4,890
Exchange Account**•*•*••*•••••** LI,000
Cash* **•*••••••••*•«.......... . $4 ,890
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(8) To record the collection of L2»Q00 'through the 
London correspondent for account of an exporter in 
Hew York, at the rate of $4*90:
Due from Foreign Banks & Banker®.** L2,Q00 
Exchange Account..• . • $ 9 , 8 0 0
Exchange Account.•»••••••...*•.. L2,QG0
Commission - Collection
Chargee.  .......  $30
Caeh.............    $9,770
(9) To record the purchase of the bill of exchange 
drawn under the commercial letter of credit issued 
by the London correspondent for LI,000 at the rate
of $4.S8s
Acceptances Purchased - Foreign.... LI,000
Exchange Account................... $4,880
Exchange Account................ LI,000
C a s h . $4,880
(10) To record the sale of L100 of travelers* checks to
a customer at the rate of $4.95 s 
C a s h . $425
Exchange Account. .....  L100
Exchange Account.•...••••••••..• $495
Travelers* Checks Outstanding. • • L100
(11) To record the forward purchase of L1,000 from an 
exporter in Hew York at the rate of $4.90:
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Exchange Future Purchased* • • •
Exchange Account* .......
Exchange Account •*•*••••** 
Account# Payable - Foreign
3sl,0Q0
$4,900
£ >1,000
Exchange Purchases $4,900
The posting of above transactions in the Exchange account 
are shown in the illustration on next page*
Exchange account is a combination of the Sterling-Dollar 
Exchange account and the Dollar-Sterling Exchange account* 
Sales of sterling are entered in the debits column, and 
purchases of sterling are entered in the credits column*
But the dollar equivalents of the sterling amounts in the 
debits column are the credit entries in the original Dollar- 
Sterling Exchange account; and the dollar equivalents of the 
sterling amounts in the credits column are the debit entries 
in the Dollar-Sterling account* Therefore, B19,700 is the 
credit balance for the original Sterling-Dollar Exchange 
account; and $96,121 is the debit balance of the original 
Dollar-Sterling Exchange account* The total purchase of 
Sterling, £>35,150, minus the total sale of sterling, £>15,450, 
equals the sterling balance, fal9,700, which is the Inventory 
of pounds sterling on hand. The total costs of the pur­
chases, $172,190, minus the total receipts of the sales of 
Sterling, $76,069, equals the dollar balance, $96,121, which 
represents the cost of the sterling balance, £>19,700* Hence,
It will be seen from the illustration that the
Illustration XI 
Bxohan&e Account
Data
Debits Credits
Explanation
sterling
Amount Hate
Dollar
Amount
3terling
Amount Hate
Dollar 3terling 
Amount Amount
(1) Purchase 30,000 4.90 147,000
2) Purohas© 150 4.80 720
3 Sal© 300 4.93 1,479
(4) Sal© 50 4.90 245
(5) Sale 10,000 4.92 49,200
(6) Sale 5,000 4.93 24,650
(7) Purchase 1,000 4,89 4,890
(8) Purchase 2,000 4.90 9,800
(9) Purchase 1,000 4.88 4,880
(10) Sale 100 4.95 495
(11) Purchase 1,000 4.90 4,900 19,700
Balances
Dollar 
Hate Amount
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the Exchange account, may be considered as a merchandise 
account.9 or as an inventory account. It records the details 
of purchases and sales of foreign exchange. The difference 
between the purchasing rate and the selling rate produces 
profits or losses. Assuming that the current rate of 
exchange of pounds sterling is $4.94, the profit and loss of 
the Sterling Exchange account can be estimated as follows:
Sterling Balance Dollar Balance
(Cr.) (Dr.)
&L9,700 ^4.94
(Current rate) $97,318
,34.8838 
(Cost) 96.121
Exchange profits.. $1.197
The examples given in this chapter deal only with pounds 
sterling and American dollars, but in practice a business 
concern may deal with as many as five or six foreign cur­
rencies. The accounting method employed to avoid exchange 
differences can be applied just it was applied to pounds 
sterling in this chapter, through the establishment of a 
French Francs Exchange account, & Chinese Dollar Exchange 
account, etc.
CHAPTER XI
CURRENCY DEPRECIATION, EXCHANOE CONTROL,
Am  FOREIGN EXCHANGE ACCOUNTING
In addition to the more or less normal fluctuations 
of exchange rates, there are two more serious problems in 
International trade with which foreign exchange accountants 
oast reckon* Since 1931 the problems of currency depreci­
ation and exchange control have made difficult the compu­
tation of accounts in international trade. The task of the 
accountant has thus been more complex.
In 1931, the depreciation of sterling that followed 
the suspension of the gold standard severely affected the 
interchange of currencies among all European and American 
countries* For years, the value of pound sterling hhd been 
used as a monetary standard on which the currency quotations 
of many other countries were based# After September 21, 
1931, the value of sterling was uncertain. The entire 
financial structure, and particularly the financial structure 
in the sterling bloc, was thus shaken# Many countries, such 
as British India, British Malaya, Egypt, New Zealand, 
Palestine, Colombia, and Bolivia, followed the pound and
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abandoned gold standard immedietely.^-
More energetic policies of currency depreciation 
were adopted after the United States abandoned the gold 
standard In 1933.2 In October, 1933, the United States
Reconstruction Corporation announced the gold purchase plan# 
The price of gold was raised from time to time.3 Finally* 
in January, 1934, the American dollar waa legally reduced 
in weight by seme 40 per cent and the policy of depreciation 
was crystallized*4
Profit and loss on foreign exchange transactions 
was violently effected by the sudden change of exchange 
parities, as a result of the manipulations of currency de­
preciation by different countries*^ The accounting diffi­
culties involved in recording these international trans­
actions can be illustrated by the following case* Assume 
that Chinese import and export merchant in Shanghai purchased 
an order of machine parts from an /merican manufacturer in 
Chicago at a price of $10,000 United States currency. The 
invoice was billed in United States dollars, but in the books 
of the Shanghai merchant the record was shown in Chinese
1m . S. Gordon, Barriers to World Trade« pp.40-41.
%£. G. Thomas, op. cit., pp. 725-732.
3R. P. Westerfield, pp. pit., p. 827.
4S. E. Harris, Exchange Depreciation, (Cambridge? 
Harvard University Press, 1936) , pp♦ 216—273.
^For dates of measures affecting exchange rates of 
j*n countries, 1929—1938, cf. M.S.Gordon, op. cit., pp*40—41.
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dollars at, the official r&'te of exchange on the date of “the 
invoice* Now assume that, the Shanghai merchant did not 
©over this exchange risk by purchasing $10,000 United states 
currency, either spot or forward* Therefore, any difference 
between the book record and the amount of Chinese dollars 
required to purchase the necessary American dollars in order 
to liquidate the liability represents either a gain or loss 
on exchange fluctuation* This transaction would be an 
ordinary one if the following events did not take place 
during the course of the transaction* Assume that the pur­
chase took place on April 10, 1933, when the United States 
dollar was on the gold standard* The shipment arrived in 
Shanghai May 15, at which time the gold standard of the 
United States was suspended* The bill was paid at June 6, 
when the exchange rate of the United States dollar was de­
clining continuously* The exchange rates on these three 
particular dates were as follows*^
April 10, 1933 Ch.$1.00 - U*S*$0*2094
May 15, 1933 Ch*$1*00 - U.S.$0*2444
June 6, 1933 Ch*$l*00 - U*S*$0.26S6
In the books of the Shanghai merchant, a liability of 
$47,755*49 Chinese currency was recorded on April 10, 1933, 
being the equivalent of $10,000 United States currency at
^New York Times, Financial Section, April 11, 1933,
p*32; May 16, 1933, p.29$ and June 7, 1933, p.39.
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the exchange rate of U.S. $0.2094. At May 15, when the ship­
ment arrived, the equivalent of $10,000 United States cur­
rency in Chinese dollars dropped to $40,916.53 Chinese cur- 
reney. Again, at dune 6, the date of payment, the equiva­
lent in Chinese dollars dropped to $39,123.63 Chinese cur­
rency • A total difference of $8,631.36 Chinese currency 
occurred on account of the dap roc i at ion of the American 
dollar* The difference cannot be treated like the dif­
ferences arising from ordinary fluctuations in foreign ex­
change rates. The differences from fluctuations are usually 
small and can be adjusted through the Exchange Adjustment 
account or Exchange Profit and Loss account. Because of the 
practices of currency depreciation by most of the countries 
of the world and the consequent violent fluctuations in for­
eign exchange rates, this method is unsatisfactory for 
dealing with considerable exchange differences. In order to 
distinguish the importance of the new situation, an Exchange 
Suspense account is introduced.^ The Journal entries for 
the Illustration are shown below:
(1) When the purchase was made on April 10, 1933, the 
exchange rate was 20.94 cents for one Chinese 
dollar:
7P. E. Husband, "Accountancy Points and Problems 
Connected with Currency Depreciation and Foreign Exchange 
Restriction Laws," The Accountant. Vol. 101, December 29, 
1934, pp. 917-920.
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Purchases* * ...................* .Ch. $47 ,755.49
Chicago Manufacturer........• Ch.$47*755.49
(2) When the shipment arrived at May 15, the entry was 
adjusted according to the rate of U.S.$0.2444;
Chicago Manufacturer.••••••••••• Oh.$6,838.96
Exchange Suspense.•••..«•••.• Ch.$6,838.96
(3) ^hen the invoice was paid at «Tune 6f the actual 
amount of Chinese money spent to Purchase $10,000 
United States currency was $39,123.63 Chinese cur­
rency at the rate of U.S.$0.2566. Another dif­
ference of $1,792.90 in Chinese currency was trans­
ferred to the Exchange Suspense account for adjust­
ment and the account of Chicago manufacturer was 
closed:
Chicago Manufacturer...•••«*••• .Ch.$40,916.53
Cash*.  ......... . Ch.$39,123.63
Exchange Suspense....••••••«. Ch.$1,792.90
The Exchange Suspense account was left with a credit balance 
of $8,631.86 Chinese currency, ^diich were held as a reserve. 
In case of an export transaction, the Shanghai merchant would 
suffer a loss as a result of the depreciation of American 
dollar. The lose would be carried accordingly to the Ex­
change Suspense account, a deduction of the gains from import 
transactions• The Exchange Suspense account, therefore, Is 
an intermediate account used to record the difference© caused 
from currency depreciation.
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Besides the problem of recording the differences 
from currency depreciation, the rules for converting items 
for consolidation also need modification to meet the new 
situation. In 1936, Edwin L. Lop at a made a survey of the 
consolidated statements of thirty American companies con- 
corning their foreign exchange accounting policies.** The 
methods used for converting balance sheets and disposing of 
exchange profit and loss varied widely from one company t© 
another. The results can be summarised as follows:
(1) The bases of converting fixed assets and liabilities
were more or less in line with the generally
accepted practices, stated in Chapter IV of this
*
paper. Fixed assets and liabilities were converted 
at the rates prevailing on the dates of acqui­
sition. Reserves for depreciation on fixed assets 
were converted at the rates of conversion of the 
fixed assets.
(2) According to the general practice, current assets 
and liabilities are converted ©t the current market 
rate at the date of the balance sheet. However, 
exceptions were found for two reasons, viz.,
(a) A different rate, other than current rate,
®Edwin L. Lopata, "Accounting for Profits and Losses 
on Foreign Exchange for 1936 ,M The Journal of Accountancy#
Vol. 61, February, 1936, pp. 118-129.
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must, be used in order bo avoid the changes 
caused by currency depreciation*
(b) The impossibility of or the restrictions 
placed upon remitting funds from countries 
with foreign exchange control must also be 
taken into account*
The exceptions were;
(a) The National Cash Register Company con­
verted its inventories abroad at dollar 
cost*^
(b) The Standard Oil Company of New Jersey
gave the following statement*
«Net current assets exclusive of inven­
tories were converted at year-end rates 
of exchange after giving effect to for­
ward exchange contracts. Cost of in­
ventories purchased on a dollar basis 
was computed at the dollar cost to the 
foreign subsidiary, and cost of other 
inventories was computed at the dollar 
cost determined by converting foreign 
currencies at average rates of exchange 
over the period of accumulation* Mi0
(c) The International Harvester Company 
stated:
"Pending the stabilization of International 
exchange, foreign net current assets 
(exclusive of goods of domestic manufac­
ture held abroad, valued on a United
9Annual Report of The National Cash Register Com­
pany, 1936, The National Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio.
i0Report of Standard Oil Company, (Incorporated In 
Hew Jersey) for the Year Ended December 31, 1936, p* 10*
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States dollar basis, and gold bullion, 
value at market) have been stated in 
terms of United States dollars on the 
basis of the exchange rates used by the 
companies at December 31, 1932, which 
rates were the prevailing market rates 
at that date of slightly lower* This 
basis of valuing foreign net current 
assets results in a conservative deter­
mination of current foreign earning© not 
transferred to the United State© and 
excludes from the account © all unrealized 
exchange appreciation since 1932* Ex­
change profits realized by the transfer 
of foreign funds to the United States and 
by the acquisition of gold bullion with 
foreign funds have been taken into 
earnings *,fH
The purpose in doing this was to eliminate 
all unrealized market recoveries of ex­
change appreciation and all unrealized 
market recoveries of exchange wzdte-downs 
made in 1932 and prior years.
(3) The bases for converting income and expense items 
were even more varied. Of the thirty companies, 
examined, seven of them used the current rate, three 
of them used average rates for the year, and the 
others used the following bases.^
(a) Hates at which funds are transferred to 
Yew York
(b) Canada at par - English subsidiaries at 
$4.8666.
3-3-Annual Report of the International Harvester Com­
pany, December 31, 1935, p. 12.
Edwin 1*. bopata, op * cit., p. 121.
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(e) Prevailing y&te monthly
(d) Average rate of remittances to United 
States
(e) Month-end rates
(f) Prevailing rates at end of quarter
(g) Weekly average rates
(h) "The net income of foreign subsidiary com­
panies to the extent of dividend remit­
tances during the year has been converted 
into dollars at the rate© of exchange cur­
rent when the dividends were paid, ?/ith 
resptect to profit© not remitted in the 
form of dividends during the year, the net 
income before depreciation, depletion, 
amortisation and retirement© was in general 
converted into dollars at year-end rates of 
exchange, and from the ©mount so obtained 
there were deducted depreciation, de­
pletion, amortization and retirements 
based on the dollar figures of fixed 
(capital) assets,"13
(4) As to the setting up of a reserve for exchange fluc­
tuation, they had a comparatively uniform treatment, 
in order to carry both realized and unrealized gains 
and losses to the reserve account, Kastman Kodak, 
General Motors, Goodrich, and Goodyear, all adopted 
the following generally accepted practice - all 
losses, realized or anticipated, were deducted from 
income, realized gains added to the income, and 
unrealized gains were kept in a reserve until they 
actually materialized,*^
The foreign exchange accounting policies of the 
thirty American companies covered in the survey are far from
13Ibid., p. 121.
14Ibid., p. 125.
unifoxm. This varience was due to the nature of "their 
businesses, bo the various situations arising at different 
times, sod also bo their accounting policies* However, the 
survey did give a good picture of how the foreign exchange 
accountants dealt with the problem ox9 currency depreciation 
during the period 1931-1935.
Exchange control is not new, it was employed early 
in the sixteenth century in England*15 Its widespread 
adoption, however, did nob come until July, 1931, when 
Germany began bo control foreign exchange transactions* 
Hungary followed a week later and, by the middle of October, 
Chile, Uruguay, Colombia, Greece, Czechoslovakia, Bolivia, 
Yugoslavia, Latvia, Austria, Finland, Argentina, Norway and 
Ieeland had taken the same action* Denmark, Estonia, and 
Nicaragua had established similar controls by the end of 
Bbvember*15 In spite of these followers, Germany remained 
one of the outstanding representatives of exchange control 
policies, which had an increasingly complex development* By 
the beginning of 1939,
**a general recodification of all exchange-control regu­
lations came into legal effect for Great Germany*
Since its inception in the crisis of July, 1931,
•modern money* had required three general exchange— 
control laws, upwards of'60 separate decrees of amend­
ment and adaptation, and something in the neighborhood
“ u. S. Gordon, Barriers to World Trade* p* 52. 
16Xbid., pp* 54-55* '
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of 600 administrative rulings, to ©ay nothing of 
clearing, compensation, and payment agreement© with 
partner countries*”17
The techniques of exchange control ©re usually: to 
compel all exporters and owners of foreign currencies to sell 
their foreign currencies or claims to the central "bank or 
exchange control hoard at a fixed price; to compel all 
importers and persons who need Ibreign exchange to gat per­
mission from the central hank or exchange control hoard (or 
other authorized organizations) ; to purchase exchange ©t a 
fixed price; to prohibit the outflow of capital held by 
foreigners; and to establish a scale of rate© designed to 
indicate the relative importance of the different types of 
foreign payments.^ By adopting a system of exchange con­
trol in many cases the foreign exchange market practically 
ceased to function.
Transactions with countries where there are ex­
change eontrol systems require, therefore, special care and 
attention. From the accounting point of view, the business 
men have to know the main provisions of the exchange control 
laws prevailing in the countries with which transactions are 
carried on, so that their financial statements can be best 
prepared with information most close to the fact. It is a
•^Tr . S. Kills, Exchange Control in Central Kurope,
p. 166.
S. Gordon, op. cit.. pp. 64-85.
2 0 0
difficult. task, however, if transactions are carried on 
without a knowledge of "the particular exchange control laws 
In ruling, and lack of knowledge will invite loss* The 
following cases illustrated the importance of this factor*
(1) In the countries where there are exchange control 
practices, the debtors can secure discharge of a 
debt owing to foreign creditors by paying local 
currency to the central bank of their countries on 
account of their foreign creditors, regardless of 
the fact that the debt was originally contracted in 
foreign currency.^9 Furthermore, the exchange rates 
are set up artificially by law to empower their 
nationals to convert foreign currency obligations 
into local currency at a favorable rate at the 
expense of foreign creditors*
(2) The deposits of foreigner© in the banks of countries 
with exchange control systems are generally re­
stricted by law to limit free withdrawal* The 
foreign depositors may not even be able to use them 
to settle the personal debts they may have in their 
own country. The term "blocked accounts" is used. 
Foreign depositors can sell their blocked accounts 
at discount.^
*%. S. 31Xle, cit., pp. 37-38.
^Ibid., p. 18.
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(3) The countries with exchange control systems generally 
h a w  several types of currency* each being used for
a definite purpose*33- in dealing with such foreign 
currencies it is important that an accountant should 
know in what type of currency he is dealing*
(4) Many exch?nge~control countries have a system known 
as "compensation,** which permits an importer to 
cover his foreign exchange requirements by ap­
proaching an exporter who has foreign exchange*
The importer has to pay the exporter a higher rate
as a premium*33 Therefore, for accounting purposes* 
the conversion of the currency of a country with a 
compensation system should make allowance for the 
additional charge*
The above cases illustrate but a few of the com­
plexities of the foreign exchange problem. In order to deal 
with the disturbed conditions, the Committee on Accounting 
Procedure of the American Institute of Accountants, suggests 
the following general treatments of foreign exchange trans­
itions •23
(1) To revenue®,
" a  safe rule for United States companies to follow 
would be that in their own accounts earnings from 
foreign operations for the current year should be
^F. A. Southard, Jr., op* cit*. pp. 37-38.
2%!. S. Gordon, pp . cit.. pp. 172-176.
2 3 ^  eric an Institute of Accountants, Accounting 
Research Bulletins Ho. 4, December, 1939.
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shown only to the extent that actual remittances 
for them had. been received in the United States. 
Provision should he made also for known losses of 
subsidiaries.
(2) To assets abroad,
”the accounting must take into consideration the 
fact that most foreign assets stand in some degree 
of jeopardy, so far as ultimate realization by 
United States owners is concerned.”
(3) To financial statements,
”it is important that especial care he taken la 
each case to make full disclosure in the finan­
cial statements of United States companies of the 
extent of foreign items there included.”
(4) To consolidation,
wt© exclude foreign subsidiaries from consolidation 
and. to furnish: (1) statements in which only do­
mestic subsidiaries would be consolidated; and (2) 
as to foreign subsidiaries* a summary in suitable 
form of their assets and liabilities, their income 
and losses for the year, and the parent company1© 
equity therein. The aggregate amount of invest­
ments in foreign subsidiaries should be shown 
separately, and the basis on which the amount was 
arrived at should be stated.”
(6) To gains and losses on exchange,
"realized losses or gains on foreign exchange should 
be charged against or credited to operations. 
Provision for declines in conversion value of for­
eign net current and working assets should be made 
and shown separately. ”
From the study of the above rules, it is clear that 
there is no rigid method fcr dealing with currency depreci­
ation and exchange control problems. Therefore, it is 
advisable to adopt a sound conservative accounting practice. 
To set up a higher reserve against foreign exchange fiuetu-
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ations, foreign currency depreciation, exchange control and 
other contingencies is the method adopted by most of the 
leading American industries* The reserve is composed of 
two elements:
”011© being the amount which the company is reasonally 
likely to sustain a© a loss during a fixture period 
not to exceed one year* based upon past experience 
as to transfer of funds, the other being a purely 
theoretical loss which will in all probability never 
be suffered* In the case of the former, it would, 
in the writer*© opinion, be entirely justifiable to 
set up as a 'current liability* The remainder should 
be stated as a contingent liability and be offset in 
equal amount on the asset side by a deferred charge 
item brought down among the intangible or other 
assets• "24
In terms of actual business practice, the following 
illustrations are indicatives
(1) The Eastman Kodak Company
"In recent years, the company has deemed it advisa­
ble to maintain these reserves ©gainst the possi­
bility of losses of one sort or another resulting 
from the world-wide operations of the company* In 
view of the unsettled conditions in the world 
today, your directors have authorized the transfer 
of $1,500,000 from earned surplus to the credit of 
reserve for contingencies*"^
(2) E* I* du Pont de riemours & Company
"Securities of foreign companies ere Included In 
the consolidated balance sheet at approximately 
$20,200,000**••#.the sum of $2,700,000 was charged 
against income to provide a reserve against the
C* Euffum, * Provision for Contingent I,oases on 
.Account of the Fluctuation in Hate of Canadian Exchange,” 
Canadian Chartered Accountant * Vol* 13, io • 15, Sect* I*, 
April, 1932.
2&rhirty-Sixth Annual Beport of the Eastman Kodak 
Company, p* 7.
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contingency of loss on the investment in securities
of Companies located in France and Gernnany. "26
(3) International Harvester Company
nThe revaluation resulted in a decreases of 
$6,831,000 which was charged to Reserve for Foreign 
Losses and Exchange Fluctuations, thereby reducing 
the balance in this reserve from $14,066,000 at 
October 31, 1938 to $8,228,000* This balance was 
increased by a charge to Income account of 
$2,600,000, representing approximately that portion 
of the 1939 net income of foreign subsidiary com­
panies end branches which is not readily remittable 
to the United States, principally because of 
exchange restrictions* In order to provide further 
for the increased hazards abroad, a rearrangement 
of the general reserves of the company was made 
whereby $9,600,000 was transferred from Special 
Maintenance Reserve through the Surplus account to 
the Reserve for Foreign Losses and Exchange Fluctu­
ations, bringing the balance in the latter account 
at October 31, 1939 to $2 0 ,2 2 5 ,0 0 0 ."27
26^ ;. I. du Pont a® Uemoure & Company, Annual Report 
1939 , p • 16 •
^International Harvester Company, 1939 Annual Report,
P* Bm
CHAPTER XIX
CONCLUSION
The chief character!stic of foreign exchange 
accounting ie that It entails the exchange of one currency 
into another. The owner of husinees always look at trans­
actions in texms of currency of their own country* In their 
minds, they would instinctively try to convert the trans­
actions in foreign currency to their equivalents in home 
currency, because foreign currency can not circulate as the 
home currency does in the country of the owners of the busi­
ness and because the final profit or loss on the foreign ex­
change transaction can be determined only after the foreign 
currency is converted into home currency* In other words, 
they generally considered their home currency as the stable 
currency end foreign currency with which they do business as 
the fluctuating currency* Before the gold standard was 
abandoned, the fluctuation of exchange rates was limited by 
the gold shipping points* But, later, after the abandon­
ment of the gold standard by many countries, the fluctuation 
of exchange rates was within very wide limits* Many govern­
ments took advantage of the new situation and depreciated
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the value of their currency, in order to encourage their ex­
ports and discourage their imports, by employing artificial 
methods* The fluctuating rate of foreign exchange became 
so rapid and violent that no business man could foretell the 
value of the foreign currency with which he did business*
For instance, the value of French francs in January, 1919, 
was 18*35 American cents per franc, but dropped to 8*475 
in January, 1920* In January, 1936, one French franc was 
the equivalent of 6*6251 American cents; but in January, 
1937, 4*6672 cents; and in January, 1939, 2*6369 cents* The 
increasing uncertainty of the foreign exchange rate, as a 
matter of fact, will bring with it increasing uncertainty of 
the profit and loss of the foreign traders or investors* 
Moreover, a new responsibility is assigned to the accountant 
for dealing with the conversions and exchange differences or 
profits and losses* Accounting methods used for this pur­
pose differ in accordance with the nature of the business*
(1) Foreign Traders - Importers and exporters who 
reside in their own country and do business with 
foreign countries have to establish an adjusting 
account, Exchange Adjustment account, for the 
adjustment of the differences between the amount 
they have estimated to pay or to receive and the 
amount they have actually paid or received. For 
hedging transactions, Exchange Futures Purchased 
and Exchange Futures Sold accounts are established*
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(2) Foreign Investments
(e) ESESign Agencies - Accounting records for
foreign purchasing or selling agencies generally 
are kept in the hooks of the home office* Ac­
counting procedures will he simple if purchases 
and sales are billed in home currency* But if 
they are hilled in foreign currency* the problem 
is complicated • Columns are needed in the
sales hook, purchases hook, accounts receivable 
account, accounts payable account, and cash 
hooks, for the following information: foreign 
amount, exchange rate, home currency amount, 
loss on exchange, profit on exchange, etc*
(b) Foreign Branches - As an individual unit, the 
branch hooks are kept in terms of the foreign 
currency and separated from the hooks of the 
home office* Inter-off lee transactions which
are recorded in one currency on one set of hooks 
must he recorded at an equivalent amount in the 
other currency on the other set of hooks* Inter­
office cash transfers are recorded in Kemittances 
accounts in order to provide reciprocal accounts 
showing both the foreign currency amount and home 
currency amount* At the end of the fiscal 
period, the branch profit which is computed on 
the branch hooks in the foreign currency should
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be recomputed in the domestic currency and be 
taken up on the home office books* Balance 
sheet and profit and loss statement should be 
converted into home currency and consolidated 
with the statements of the home office* Cur­
rent assets and current liabilities are gener­
ally converted at the rate of exchange pre­
vailing on the date of the balance sheet*
Fixed assets and long-term liabilities are con­
verted at the current rate at the time when the 
assets were purchased or the liabilities were 
actually contracted* Profit and loss items 
are converted at the average rate for the 
period*
(c) Foreign Manufacturing Plants - The construction 
costs of a manufacturing plant in a foreign 
country are determined as follows s
(i) labor costs should be converted at the
average of the daily rates of exchange pre­
vailing during the period,
(11) material costs should be converted at the 
time when they were purchased,
(ill) exchange profit and loss on funds which 
are set aside in a foreign country for 
construction purposes should be handled as 
follows* In case of loss it should be
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written off to the revenue account, and in 
ease of gain it should he deducted tram 
the cost at the plant*
Xnter-office accounts are kept in both cur-* 
rencies, the seme as in the accounting pro­
cedure tor foreign branches. The costs of 
raw materials or semi-raw-m&terials and working 
funds may he computed on the first-in first-out 
theory*
(d) Foreign Subsidlsries - Foreign subsidiaries 
are organized as separate companies and in­
corporated under the laws of foreign countries* 
They are carried in the Foreign Investments 
account during the accounting period* Their 
statements may be consolidated with the state­
ments of the parent company at the end of the 
accounting period* But, in actual practice, 
most of the companies consolidate only their 
100% owned foreign subsidiaries* Large 
reserves for emergencies are usually set up in 
order to deal with insecure international 
political and economic situations*
(3) Foreign Exchange Banks - Foreign exchange dealers 
and banks serve as middlemen to bring the demands 
for and supplies of foreign exchange together at 
the market* The accounts they carry can be
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classified as either commercial or trading.
(«-) Commercial transactions:
"Due from Foreign Banks and Bankers11 or “Nostro* 
account serves as an inventory account for for­
eign exchange on hand. The account is kept in 
both home and foreign currencies. The dif­
ferences between the selling price and pur­
chasing price of foreign currency are profits 
and losses on exchange transactions. Purchases 
of foreign exchange generally occur through the 
process of collections, discounts, purchases of 
foreign bills, etc. The proceeds are credited 
to the Nostro account when they are collected. 
Sales of foreign exchange generally arise through 
the process of selling demand drafts, cable 
transfers, travelers* checks, etc. The amount 
for each sale is debited to the Nostro account.
In the case of commercial letters of credit, the 
contingent liability of the bank should be 
recorded to the credit of Commercial Letter® of 
Credit Issued account and debited to Customer® 
Liability under Commercial Letters of Credit 
account.
(b) Trading Transactions:
Position sheets, which are used to classify for­
eign balances that constitute the bank1© stock
a n
of foreign exchange, are the guide for the 
trader• They can he classified into cable po­
sition sheet , 30-day position sheet, 60-day 
position sheet| etc* Their chief use is to 
inform the trader how the inventory Stands 
during the different periods* Then the trader, 
who is thoroughly informed about the position 
of the bank, is able to take advantage of 
market conditions for arbitrages, speculations, 
and investments* The general principle for 
the trader is to buy foreign currency more 
cheaply than he previously sold it*
The accounting process can be simplified and ex­
change differences can be avoided by adopting a new accounting 
method, that is, to record the transactions in the currency 
in which the business is carried on and to use the Exchange 
account as a clearing account for the foreign and domestic 
currencies* This is practicable for business firms having 
many foreign exchange transactions, especially for a foreign 
exchange bank or dealer, but this plan would be too costly 
if the business enjoys but few foreign exchange transactions 
during the year* Exchange differences from exchange fluctu­
ation can be avoided in the books; profits and losses caused 
by currency depreciation and exchange control systems can be 
recorded by conservative accounting methods; but the real 
risks in international trade, arising from these factors, are
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always 'there and can not be eliminated by accounting pro­
cedures •
The World Monetary Conference at Bretton Wood, N. 
H* t in 1944, proposed the following measures to stabilize 
the currencies of the world*1
(1) A world monetary fund of $8,800*000,GOO to be 
pooled for the purpose of the settlement of inter­
national accounts through bookkeeping transfers 
instead of shipping gold.
(2) Fund members to be allowed to reduce their cur­
rencies by 10%. A second 10% depreciation could 
be taken if the first did not work, unless vetoed 
by the committee.
(3) Fund members to agree to stop using exchange con­
trols, currency blocs, import quotas, etc.
If the above plan can be put into practice after the war, 
it will give some confidence to international business men 
that they will be paid or charged in a medium of relatively 
fixed value. Fluctuation of foreign exchange rates will 
thus be limited, and the risk in foreign exchange trans­
actions is reduced as compared with that before the war.
The international trade of the post-war period should be 
encouraged by all means, as it is the chief means whereby 
the world can recover and prosper. Foreign exchange sc—
1United States Hews. Washington, D. C., .July 28, 
1944, pp. 22-23.
eouoting will t&en have more applie at-iona and feenee a larger 
development.*
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